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INTRODUCED FEBRUARY 25, 1980 

By Assemblymen LESNIAK and DEVERIN 

Referred to Committee on Institutions, Health and Welfare 

AN AcT requiring pat·ental notification prior to the performance 

of an abortion on a pregnant minor. 

BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the State 

of New Jersey: 

1. No physician shall purposely or knowingly perform or induce 

an abortion upon a pregnant unemancipated minor under the age of 

1 B years without first having given at least 24 hours actual notice 

to the parents, legal guardian, or other person in loco parentis*[, or 

72 hours constructive notice by certified mail computed from the 

time of mailing to the last known address of the parents, legal 

/.,'1llll'rli:m, or other perNon in l()(•o parrntiN,]* of tlw int<>utiou to 

pcrl'urm t.he abortion. 'l'hi;; act shall have no application where, in 

the medical judgment of the attending physician, abortion is 

necessary to preserve maternal life or where, in the medical 

judgment of the attending physician, there exists a medical 

emergency. 

Any physician who violates this act is guilty of a disorderly 

persons offense. 

2. This act shall take effect immediately. 

EXPLANATION-Matter eDelooed in bold-faeed braekeb [thul lu the above bill 
it~ not enacted and is intended to be omitted in the law. 
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ASSEMBLY INSTITUTIONS, HEALTH AND WELFARE 
COMMITTEE 

STATEME~T TO 

ASSEMBLY, No. 1155 
[OFFICIAL COPY REPRI!<T] 

with Assembly committl'e amendments 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

DA'l'ED: APRTL 14, 1980 

This legislation requires parental notific•atio11 of at lPast. 24 hom·, 

actual notice before the performmwf' of a11 abortion on an unemanc,i

pated minor. The physician muHt notify tlw parents, legal guardians 

or other person in loco parentis. 

The committee agrees with tlw purposl' of this legislation. TI1P 

committee rf'moved a 72 hour c'ollslnwtin' 11oti•·•' n·qnirmnent in light 

of problems raised concerning this issue. 

f 
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ASSEMBLY, No. 1592 
----·-~··---· 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY ______ .,____ 

IN'l'ROllUCED APRIL 21, 1980 

By AH~emblyman HERMAN, AHsPmblywoman McCONNELL, Assem

blymen DAL'l'ON, RILJ<W and STOCKMAN 

Referred to Uommittee on InHtitutions, Health and Welfare 

.\ c; AoT t.•.oueerning ahorfioJI and Hupp!PIIICUt.iug 'rille 2() of the 

Revised Statutes. 

BK 1'1' llNACTEn by the Senate and General Assembly of the State 

2 of New Jersey: 

I. 'rhe Legislaturp fiuds and declares that the State has a vital 

·> interest in promoting and protecting 111aternal health through tliP 

:: eorred aud adequate provision of abortion services and that the 

~ t-Hate further has the obligatiou (o take what steps it can to 

,J safeguard a woman's right::;. 

(i 1'..llegation::; are frequently made that a woman may make the 

7 abortion decision in a vacuum, without full knowledge not only of 

c; what the medical procedure may entail but also without a complete 

!! understanding of the alternatives t.o abortion which may be avail

!() a hlP (o her. Uoncem has ;dso been raised that some women lun·e 

II hceu or are susceptible to being victimized by a small number of 

1 :l uwdical practitioners and that greater protection against thi~ 

1:: pos~ibility may be neee~sary. 

14 'l'lte Legislature finds therefore that the interests of public health 

1.-J will best be served by providing wornen facing the abortion decision 

1() witl1 as mncl1 infornmtion as possihle as well as imposing a greater 

17 degree of accountability on the physician, remembering always to 

J c; balance any regulation it may impos£1 in this sensitive area with 

19 the woman's right to privacy as it has been defined by the United 

20 t:) tates Supreme Court. 

2. The Department of Health shall prepare a booklet which 

2 reasonabl~· outlines for women all medical facts pertinent to the 

:1 abortion proredur~ inr.luding any health risks which may be asso

~ ciatrn with abortion and l10w these nmy <'ompare with the risks of 

fi ev<'ntnal .-,hildhirlh. The hooklet shall also include a complete 

() listing of alternative services available to the woman should slw 



I ehoose not to have the abortion. Tb!' rlPpartment. shall update the 

F. booklet aE\ it feelR neceRRary to refler.l any ClhangeR in t.hP informa· 

fl tion it. containfl. 

10 The department Rhall makP a supply· nf booklets available to all 

11 licensed health care facilities and physicians in private practice 

12 engaged in the performance of abortions. 

3. Before a physician perfonus any abortion, he shall give the 

2 patient a copy of the booklet. prepared by the Department of 

3 Health and answer any questions she may have in regard to its 

4 contents. The physician shall have the patient sign a written 

;:; acknowledgment that she has received the booklet and has been 

6 afforded a satisfactory opportunity to discuss the information it 

7 contains with her physician. 

~ The acknowledgment shall be prepared and distributed to the 

9 physician by the Department of Health and shall be kept on file 

10 by him as part of the patient's medical record. 

1 4. All licensed health care facilities and physicians in private 

2 practice engaged in the performance of abortion shall prepare 

il a report on each abortion performed. The report shall be made 

4 on forms supplied and developed by the Department of Health and 

:i shall be submitted to the department within 10 days following the 

(; abortion procedure. In all cases the anonymity of the patient will 

7 be preserved and all reports will be treated as confidential and 

:-1 Hhall he exempt from tltc Jll'ovi~ions of J'. L. 19ti3, c. 73 (C. 47 :lA-1 

!! et seq.), however the reports will he ~ubmitted on all patients 

10 regardless of the period of gestation and will contain that informa-

11 tion determined to be neces~ary by the department. 

5. Any physician failing to comply with thi~ aet is guilty of a 

:! ui~orderJy persons OffCilSl' aud is al~o liable for action by the 

:l State Board of Medical l<~xaminer~ pursuant toR. S. 45:9--1 ct seq. 

li. Nothing in this act shall be intPrpn·ted to restrict or limit 

:! in any way a woman's right to obtain au abortion. 

1 7. 'rhi~ act shall take effect on the ninetieth day after enactment. 

STATEM.I!]NT 

'fhe purpose of this bill is to provide as muclt information as 

po~sible to any woman who seeks au abortion by requiring the 

Department of Health to prepare a booklet which outlines for 

women not only all pertinent medical facts about the abortion 

procedure but alHo a eo111pldc li~ting of altemative HervicPR avail

able to her Hhould she <•IIOoRe not to have the abortion. A eopy of 

tltl' booklet would be given to the patient by her physician prior to 
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t.he performance of the abortion. The woman would have to sign a 

written statement that she had in fad received .the hooklet and 

n copy of t.his staf<'ment wonlrl hro pla<'erl in hl'r medi<'.al file. 

This hill also aU.emptH to offer greater protection to the woman 

I.Jy insuring some degree of aecountni.Jility on the medical practi

tioner by requiring reporting to the Department of Health of all 

abortions performed in the State. 

The sponsors of this bill have attempted to balance the very 

urgent need for a truly informed abortion decision with a woman's 

right to privacy a~ it has been outlined by the United States 

Supreme Court. Although there are other aspects of the abortion 

procedure which are felt to warrant greater regulation, particu

larly the need for parental notification and consent prior to the 

performance of an abortion on a pregnant unemancipated minor, 

this issue is currently being considered by the Legislature in its 

deliberation of Assembly Bill No. 1155 of 1980 sponsored by 

Assemblymen Lesniak and Deverin and will be judged on its 

merits. AlRo, the sponsors recognize their legislative responsibility 

to regulate only in an•as determined by recent court decisions to be 

those in which the State bas a legitimate interest. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN RAYMOND LESNIAK (Chairman) : I call the meeting of the 

Subcommittee of the Assembly Institutions, Health and Welfare Committee to order 

to conduct a public hearing on A-1155 and A-1592. 

Seated to my right is John Kohler, who is our Committee Aide. John, have 

the required notices been published for the meeting? 

MR. KOHLER: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: On the Committee, in addition to myself, .re Assemblyman 

Bassano, who is supposed to be here this morning and I expect that he will be, 

and Assemblyman Mays. 

The purpose of the hearing this morning is to get input from the public 

in regard to these two bills on abortion. Both A-1155 and A-1592 are extracts 

similar in nature to a bill sponsored by Assemblyman Deverin which passed both 

Houses of the Legislature and was subsequently vetoed by Governor Byrne for both 

constitutional reasons and some policy decisions which he outlined in his veto. 

Assemblyman Deverin called me this morning and said that he would like to be here. 

His company, however, is on strike; and he, being part of management, is not allo~ed 

to leave the premises. But he expressed his support in general for both bills before 

this Subcommittee today. 

One other thing, as far as the testimony is concerned, we have been notified 

by approximately 25 people that they would like to testify today. That is a very 

large group. We hope you will keep your comments brief and concise and try to avoid 

repetition when possible. I don't want to cut anybody off, but we want to limit your 

comments to approximately ten minutes so that we can be out of here before dinner 

time. 

If you have written testimony, we will take that written testimony and 

it will be made a part of the record. Today, your testimony is being taken 

stenographically. It is compiled in a hearing transcript and that transcript is 

released to every single legislator, both in the Senate and the Assembly. That has 

to be published and distributed to the legislators prior to any vote on the floor 

of the Assembly on that bill. So, if you have written testimony, it does not have 

to be given verbatim. If you can summarize and capsulize it, it will be appreciated and 

we will keep the hearing moving. Nevertheless, even though you may not give it 

verbally today, your comments will be in the record and available for the legislators 

to study. 

Before calling Assemblyman Herman as the first witness today, I would like 

to give a brief history of the parental notification legislation. I have had a 

hard time in making people understand that it is not parentc.l consent; it is parental 

notification. I just noticed in my notes here I wrote "parental consent." The dif

ference between the two is quite substantial. Parental consent has been declared 

unconstitutional by the United States Supreme Court. Parental notice has not. And 

there will be arguments before that body shortly regarding the requirement of parental 

notification. That is one of the reasons why this legislation has been moved now 

so that, hopefully, they will decide in favor of parental notice and New Jersey will 

be on its way towards implementing that requirement, if not having it in law, by the 

time the Supreme Court makes its decision. 

This bill was released from committee earlier this year. It was resubmitted 

to this committee on my motion because of the concerns that I and other people had 

regarding issues of actual notice and constructive notice and regarding whether there 

ought to be exceptions to the notification requirements. There was one issue raised 
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that I thought was a very good point and that dealt with the case of a child who 

is raped or subject to sex by her father or her stepfather. I think we should 

consider whether, in this legislation, we ought to require in those cases that 

the Prosecutor be noticed because that is a question of child abuse and would 

probably be better handled that way. 

I have received two communications which I am going to hand to the stenographer 

to enter into the record. One is a letter dated September 25, 1980, from Susan K. 

Perger from Highland Park, New Jersey. (Ms. Perger's letter can be found on page lX.) 

Also we have a letter from Dr. James P. Thompson of St. Joseph's Hospital and Medical 

Center, dated September 10,1980. (Dr. Thompson's letter can be found on page4X.) 

These letters will be made part of the record. 

At this time, I would like to call t.he Chairman of the Assembly Judiciary 

Committee, who has sponsored A-1592, and has graciously come all the way up here 

because of his interest and his concern to testify on behalf of his bill. He is 

from Gloucester County. I went down there to attend a hearing and I would say 

it is about a 2~- to 3-hour ride, not to mention the fact that it is totally in 

the wilderness. There is nothing down there. I will take back those gratuitous 

comments because there are some nice areas down there - the Van Rollins Chemical 

Disposal Plant. 

Asse~blyman Herman, welcome to Union County. 

A S S E M B L Y M A N M A R T I N A. H E R M A N: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

I will express your regards to Thornton Wilder. 

Before I begin my formal remarks - and I hope I can read them because I 

wrote them myself - I would like to offer in support of your bill standards relating 

to minors that have been propounded by the Juvenile Justice Standards Project of 

the American Bar Association and adopted on February 12, 1979, as part of the 

overall 30 some volumes on Standards on Juvenile Justice. I think you will note 

that there is great support for some forms of parental consent as well as parental 

notification in this document. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Excuse me, Assemblyman. We will make these standards 

part of the record: Section 41 Prior parental consent, "No medical procedures, services, 

or treatment should be provided to a minor without prior parental consent. 

These are excerpts from Standards Relating to Rights of Minors, Juvenile Justice 

Standards Project, Institute of Judicial Administration and the American Bar Association, 

adopted by the ABA on February 12, 1979. (See page 7X for the Standards.) 

I thank you for your support and I welcome Assemblyman Bassano, who 

didn't have a 2~-hour ride to get here this morning. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HERMAN: Mr. Chairman, Assemblyman Bassano, and people gathered 

here today, I know of few issues affecting the national fiber that have so stoked 

the fires of human emotion, that have stirred more polar, more intense, more vitriolic 

debate than that of abortion. That debate in New Jersey has proved no exception. 

I am not here today to participate in that debate nor advance the cause 

of one side or the other. I do not pretend to be the keepers of the king's 

conscience nor the last definitive word on what is moral and what is not. Rather 

I appear here today to advance a principle of government that I believe sacrosanct 

and inviolate, the obligation of every government to guarantee to all its citizens 

a decent standard of health care. And I believe that is exactly what A-1592 does 

by mandating, prior to any abortion being performed, that every citizen be fully 

and properly informed as to the potential dangers, the potential risks, attendant 
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to this surgical intervention. 

The doctrine of informed consent, which is the fundamental underpinning 

of A-1592, is not a new concept. As early as 1914, Justice Benjamin Cardozo, 

then a member of the New York Court of Appeals, stated: "Every human being of adult 

years and sound mind has a right to determine what shall be done with his or her 

own body." Since Cardozo, court after court, year after year, has aptly noted that the 

right to determine what should be done with his or her own body requires that each 

such person be advised by the physician as to what would be done, the risk involved, 

and the alternative, if any, to the treatment proposed. A 1972 opinion of the u. S. 

Circuit Court of Appeals, in my opinion, hit the nail right on the head when it noted, 

and I quote: "True consent to what happens to oneself is the informed exercise 

of a choice and that entails an opportunity to evaluate knowledgeably the options 

available and the risks attendant to each." That is exactly what I believe I had 

in mind when I introduced A-1592, that every woman who seeks an abortion receive 

from her physician sufficient information about the risks, the benefits of the 

proposed treatment, and of any alternative approaches available to allow her to 

make a knowing, intelligent choice as to whether to proceed or whether not to 

proceed. 

In order to accomplish these ends, the ends required in 1952, this 

bill provides that the New Jersey Department of Health is required to prepare a 

booklet, which reasonably outlines for women all medical facts pertinent to the 

abortion procedure. As the bill aptly notes - and I am not going to read it in its 

entirety, although it is not a long bill- it is required that the booklets have a canplete 

listing of alternative services available to the woman, which I guess could be 

compiled on a county-to-county basis, as far as the alternative services generally 

there and elsewhere, and it is required that the Department update from time to 

time these booklets and to make them available to all licensed health care facilities 

and physicians in private practice. The bill also would require that the patient 

sign an acknowledgement that she received the booklet, that she was advised of 

the procedure by the physician, and that her questions were in general answered; 

it further would require that the physician keep the acknowledgement Oil file. There 

is the requirement of reporting by the physician, the maintenance of anonymity of 

the patient, etc. As I said, the bill is not a complicated bill. It basically speaks 

for itself in furtherance of what I believe to be the important concept of informed 

consent. 

Setting aside for a moment, if I may, the pride of authorship - and I 

don't know if I can - I believe the above guidelines and mandates provide a 

reasonable approach in extending this concept of informed consent to an areas of 

surgical intervention where the patient must be given every reasonable opportunity 

to exercise a reflective choice based on information that is medically and socially 

unbiased to the extent that that is possible, so that she can weigh, herself, 

the potential risks involved, the potential alternatives and services that might 

otherwise be available should she choose not to have the abortion performed. 

If it be the public policy of this State - and I believe it is - that 

every patient be made fully aware of the potential dangers and potential risks 

involved in any surgery, whether that be the fixing of one's arms, the removing of 

one's appendix, or the reorientation of one's nose, surely in this case under these 

circumstances, circumstances which are usually charged with great emotion, potential 

for self-doubt, where many of the patients are getting younger and younger and 
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younger and poorer and poorer and poorer, and do not necessarily possess the intel

lectual or social stability to make a rational decision freely, I firmly believe 

that the institution of the government, namely the State of New Jersey in this 

instance, should require no less than our federal counterpart requires in many other 

funded medical progr~ that the person seeking the abortion, the surgical intervention, 

have the best information available and all the information that is available. 

If we are to set up reasonable standards of care, if we are to impose 

reasonable standards of information dissemination, then it is our obligation, I 

believe, to assure that the information conveyed in Cape May is the same that is 

conveyed in Union or Hudson or Bergen or any other county. That is why I believe 

that our Department of Health, the guarantor, the protector, the overseer of the 

public health in this State, be that instrumentality through which this information 

is gathered, prepared, and disseminated. 

I know the Department of Health will appear here today to express its 

reluctance, its reservations. But I am sure as we proceed through the committee 

process that we can resolve, in fact, we must resolve, our differences, for I submit 

to do otherwise would be a large disservice to the people of this State. To cast 

this bill aside, leaves an even far greater potential for damage and for harm in 

this instance, that harm being the proposed 21 different standards in 21 different 

counties - in fact, perhaps as many standards as we have doctors in this State -

in the dissemination of that type of standard to all the different patients that 

will be involved. I believe that as that is unacceptable for the patient 1 it is 

unacceptable for the doctor. I believe that it is unacceptable to us as legislators 

representing the public interest. And I believe that this result is totally unacceptable 

and unfair to those who might otherwise benefit most from this information, those 

waiting for an opportunity to be born. 

There are those in this audience this morning who will appear here today 

in total support of this legislation. I wish to acknowledge them with a sincere 

thank you. Some of those who will appear in support of this bill will testify and 

request committee amendments. I know that this subcommittee and the full committee 

will fully review those proposals. Interestingly enough, there are those supporters 

of this bill who reflect both ends of the abortion debate continuum, which led one 

of my staff to observe shortly after introduction of this bill, perhaps somewhat 

tongue in cheek, that we had better take a second look at this bill because if both 

sides of the coin feel that this is a good bill and has potential for benefit, then 

there must be something wrong with the bill. 

But tongue in cheek aside, I believe in reality, the reality that there 

is broad support for the goals embodied in this bill and that those realities reflect 

a broad social concern that has nothing to do with whether you are pro-abortion or 

anti-abortion. They reflect a concern that every person, especially those in these 

circumstances, should be entitled to the best information available prior to making 

the decision to proceed or not to proceed. 

I ask, therefore, that those who seek to amend this bill, an effort I 

know that will be furthered in good faith, do so in a manner that will not lose 

sight of the common goal - that is to enact legislation that is fundamentally fair, 

that is constitutionally sound and that does not seek a moral victory, a moral 

expression, paramount to a view that might be counterpoint to some other person's 

view - but rather that we steer a legislative course, a public course, a course that 

will stand the test of court challenge , for I have often thought and I have often 
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expressed, indeed, how very unkind it is to pass legislation to satisfy the emotions 

of the moment when we should know or should have known that such legislation would 

not pass constitutional muster. To me, that is a cruel hoax indeed to pLay upon 

those whose expectations we pump and bolster. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I for one do not intend to engage in that game. 

I will not play that game. 

Therefore, if past history be our guide to future success, I know that 

all of those good persons involved in seeking enactment of this legislation will 

join with me in a way that will lend credence in our effort and constitutionality 

to our task. For if you believe, Mr. Chairman, and if you believe, Assemblyman 

Bassano, and the members of your Committe believe as I believe, and as the framers 

of the 1947 Constitution of the State believe, that government is instituted for 

the protection, security, and benefit of the people, then I will trust that you 

will conclude, as I have, that A-1592 by protecting the rights of the uninformed 

to make an informed choice, by guaranteeing to each of them the security of impartial 

and unbiased information, surely benefits each of them in the exercise of their 

liberties, in the exercise of their functional and personal freedoms, and in turn 

benefits all of us because, in fact, it benefits each of them. 

Mr. Chairman and members of your Committee who are here and not here 

today, I respectfully request after what I know will be a thoughtful, comprehensive 

and diligent review, you release this bill for full Assembly deliberation. Together 

we have an opportunity to further the health, the happiness, and the general welfare 

of those we now represent and those in future years we may represent if this legis

lation is enacted into law. 

I thank you for the opportunity to appear here today and I trust, 

after due consideration and due deliberation and listening to all the people who 

have lots more important things to say here toda~ that we will be able to enact 

legislation, yours included, that will be worthy of the role we were elected to 

serve. Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you, Marty. I have one question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HERMAN: Surely. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: What about the time element? We have run into 

problems with other operative procedures regarding consent forms put under the 

nose of somebody while they are in the hospital or in a clinic. Can it really be 

informed consent if it is just an immediate procedure? 

ASSEMBLYMAN HERMAN: If I had my druthers, I would rather there would 

be some time delay. But you know the cases as well as I know the cases, 

and what I sought to do was to prepare a bill without--- because the issue isn't 

whether you are pro-abortion or anti-abortion. The issue in this bill is whether 

we can put together a piece of legislation that will further the goals of informed 

consent in this very sensitive area that will stand the test of constitutionality. 

Although as a personal choice I would rather see a time delay, if it means that the 

courts would strike it down or that there would be a great risk or potential that 

that would happen, I would rather have 80 percent of the ballgame than none of 

the ballgame, because, Mr. Chairman, I think you must note that every abortion 

bill that has been passed, even those that have been enacted into law in this 

State, have not seen the light of day. 

Again, I will reaffirm that to pass legislation to raise people's 

expectations, their hopes and their emotions, knowing that there is a great likelihood 
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for a court to strike it down, may be good election fodder and may make good 

press releases, but it certainly is a very poor way in which to conduct oneself 

as a legislator. As I said, I won't play that game. I would rather see 80 percent 

of something than 100 percent of nothing. Otherwise, I wouldn't have introduced the 

bill. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: I am not sure whether you answered the question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HERMAN: I think I answered it. The answer is I think we 

noted in our Committee statement that we left out the 24-hour notification because 

we didn't think it would be upheld. Okay? 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: That is a lot clearer, a little more specific. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HERMAN: We lawyers have that problem, whether we are from 

Union or Gloucester. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Assemblyman Bassano? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: Just one thing, I also marked down "24-hour 

delay" which you mentioned. With regard to having the physician file reports with 

the Department of Health, it is not a normal practice in other areas of health care 

to require a physician to do that. I am just wondering if maybe we are taking 

one step too far by requiring that type of procedure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HERMAN: Let me respond to that reflection. I believe that 

abortion clinics now are required to file. I stand ready to be corrected if I 

am incorrect, but I believe they are. I see nothing wrong with extending it. 

Likewise, where we have issues of great social concern - for instance, 

communicative diseases, veneral diseases, cancer - we have a reporting requirement 

I think in this instance there is a strong public policy intended and underpinning 

the whole legislation that the State should have an idea exactly what is going on 

out there in the 21 counties. That is why it is included. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you, Marty, I appreciate your coming up. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HERMAN: I appreciate your having me. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: The next witness is George Halpin, Director of Child 

and Maternal Health for the Department of Health, State of New Jersey. 

D R. G E 0 R G E H A L P I N: I am Dr. George Halpin. I am the Director 

of Parental and Child Health Services for the State Department of Health. I am 

here today to provide the Department's testimony on the two Assembly Bills, 

A-1155 and A-1592. I will try to treat them together since they both concern abortion 

services. I will address these two bills in the context of the Department's public 

health concern. I think many of the comments that Assemblyman Herman has made, you 

will find that when we get to Assembly Bill 1592, there is much similarity. 

In reference though to Assembly Bill 1155 and its requirement for prior parental 

notification, the following three points should be considered. 

1. The primary concern of the Department is that quality health care 

be available to all residents of New Jersey. This concern is particularly focused 

on those that are in high-risk health groups. Legal barriers to the provision of 

services to minors who are, indeed, a high-risk health group, have posed in the 

past significant problems to the provision of health care to this group. 

2. An adolescent's psychological, physiological and behavioral develop

ment are not determined in the same uniform way as the status of majority. These 

needs develop over years and in each individual at different rates. Physiological 

sexual maturation is occurring at an earlier age than in the past,especially 

in the United States. This should be reflected in the laws affecting the rights of 
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minors to independently assess health care. These laws should be constructed in 

a flexible manner to allow for this physiologic variation. 

3. The courts in the cases of Roe v. Wade and Colautti v. Franklin 

emphasized the central role of the physician both in consulting with the woman 

about whether or not to have an abortion and in determining how any abortion is to 

be carried out, and that the abortion decision in all its aspects is inherently 

and primarily a medical decision. 

The Department feels that the courts have clearly defined the parameters 

within which a state may regulate either by law or by administrative reguiation 

the performance of abortions. Health regulations or state laws cannot be made 

more stringent or more specific simply because the procedure involved is abortion, 

and furthermore the state must demonstrate a compelling interest before intervening 

in what is a private medical decision. 

In New Jersey in 1978, there were 279 live births to women under the 

age of 15. There were reported to the Department 242 elective abortions to that 

age group. There were also 7,695 live births and 6,987 abortions reported to 

women ages 15 to 19. This is not a complete cou.nt of elective abortions to minors 

since not all abortions performed to New Jersey residents occur within the State 

or in licensed health care facilities and only those that occur in licensed health 

care facilities have to be reported to the Department. 

Each of these 15,000 or more adolescent women had to take on a very 

difficult responsibility. As a physician who has provided prenatal care to young 

women, I know that the burden of that responsibility could be lightened if it could 

be shared with an adult or ideally with parents. I believe from clinical experience 

and my own sense of human behavior that an adolescent will turn to her parents 

when she knows or believes from her past experiences, living with them as their 

child, that help will be forthcoming. When a young woman decides that she must 

make a decision concerning abortion without involving her parents, she does so 

only because she feels she has to. Legislation, I am sorry to say, cannot change 

poor parent/child relationships. 

Under existing State law, parental consent is not required for any medical 

treatment in the case of a pregnant minor. Title 9:17A-5 of New Jersey Statutes 

specifically addresses the issue of parental notification by stating "a physician 

licensed to practice medicine may, but shall not be obligated to inform the 

spouse, parent, custodian or guardian of any such minor as to the treatment given 

or needed." 

These laws were passed to address the real public health concern that 

minors in need of health care must be able to act in their own best interest 

despite any conflict with their parents or guardians. They also wisely provide 

that the physician is able to exercise mature judgment as to the advisability of 

notifying the parents of the minor's condition or treatment. Because the Department 

feels that existing laws are adequate and because of the following points that I 

will make, it cannot support Bill A-1155. 

Specific objections come in three areas. If A-1155 is enacted into law, it 

will require physicians to notify parents even when in the physician's good 

judgment such notification would result in serious harm to the minor. For example, 

a physician would have to notify parents of a planned abortion in cases of incest 

or where the physician suspects or knows that the minor would be a victim of injurious 

physical abuse as a result of their decision either to abort the pregnancy or 

because of the simple fact they were pregnant. 
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The impact of this bill on the health of adolescents seeking abortions 

must also be considered. If A-1155 is passed, a minor in New Jersey who has the 

means may circumvent the law by obtaining an abortion without parental notification 

by having the abortion in an adjacent state. Having to seek an abortion out of 

state is detrimental to good health care, since it would seriously complicate 

the management of any medical complication that might occur after the procedure. 

These complications are much more difficult to manage if the patient and the 

physician are hours apart. 

As I have stated in the beginning of my testimony, a pregnant adolescent 

who feels she cannot turn to her parents for help, whether this is objectively true 

or not, is in need of psychological help from someone. This bill by forcing that 

very adolescent to out-of-state clinics, reduces the possibility that through 

counselling services within the community this help might be provided. 

And, finally, aside from the many issues just raised, the bill is techni

cally inadequate since it does not define what is actual notice, nor does the bill 

state what the physician is to do if this "actual notice" cannot be given. If the 

intent of the bill is that a physician may not perform an abortion on a pregnant 

minor without successful parental notification, then the bill is more clearly 

unconstitutional since the term "actual notification" is merely a form of implied 

parental consent. 

Now I will turn to Assembly Bill 1592. I think the initial points concerning 

the problem of enacting specific legislation which is different only because the 

procedure involved is abortion is a general concept which carries over to this bill 

as well. 

However, the bill does attempt to address two areas of real public health 

concern. These two areas are: 

First, the need for adequate informed consent by the patient prior to 

any medical procedure. 

Second, the public health need for a more complete method of reporting 

of the outcomes of pregnancy. 

The Department feels that it would be more appropriate if these two issues 

were addressed in a context which covers more than elective terminations of 

pregnancy and in a more flexible manner. 

Let me address the issue of informed consent first. 

Patient consent for treatment is basic to all medical practice; without 

it, the treating physician is committing criminal assault. The usual concern, 

however, is not whether the consent has been given, but whether the patient was 

sufficiently informed to give a knowledgeable consent. Informed consent as defined 

in federal regulation and bioethics literature and also by the courts requires 

a reasonable disclosure of information to the patient concerning the risks and 

benefits of the procedure and any alternative forms of treatment. 

In the State, there are approximately 1.2 million hospital admissions 

annually and approximately 40 percent of these are primarily for surgical reasons. 

There is an undetermined number of minor surgical procedures performed in 

emergency rooms, outpatient clinics and physician's offices throughout the State. 

In each of these situations, informed consent is a necessary part of the patient/ 

physician relationship. Before government acts in the area of informed consent 

for abortions or any other procedure, there should be more than "allegations" to 

document the need for special governmental intervention into this private patient/ 

physician relationship. Even if there were a clear demonstration of abuse of 
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patient's rights concerning informed consent in a few cases, there are existing 

judicial and intra-professional means to address those abuses. 

A-1592 cannot address the problem even if the problem were demonstrated 

to exist. No single booklet could address all of the issues needed to be known 

by the patient to make an informed consent for any operative procedure. A booklet 

can only address general or typical situations, but the patient needs to make a 

decision on a very specific case, their own case. The risks, benefits and alter

natives available to the patient will vary significantly with a large number of 

factors. 

On the other side, the benefits and alternatives will also vary according 

to the patient and her particular geographical location in the State. To attempt 

to provide for all of these factors in one single booklet in the manner described 

in this bill would be prohibitively expensive if not technically impossible. I 

will leave my prepared comments just to address some of the points that Assemblyman 

Herman has made. 

I think he said that informed consent should be standardized. The process 

can be, but the nature of informed consent has to be particular to the given 

patient and the given procedure. What is an innocuous procedure with one patient 

because they are in good health can be a life-threatening procedure in another 

patient because of their health status. I will take an example of any minor surgical 

procedure that would use some sort of anesthetic. If a person has heart disease, 

is allegeric to that anesthetic or has other existing medical conditions, the per

formance of that procedure, in some cases even the performance of a simple examination 

of a patient, can be a life-threatening situation. And you can't make the Department 

say, well, these are the risks when the risks vary for everybody who walks into the 

physician's office. 

It is the Department's position that the process of informed consent 

cannot be reduced to the reading of a booklet regardless of its complexity or length. 

The consent of a patient given to the physician must be based on the patient's 

understanding of the treatment situation as her physician has explained it to her. 

It is this process which forms the basis for the contractual aspect of the patient/ 

physician relationship. This bill could unnecessarily involve the State through 

the Department of Health in each of these contractual relationships and could involve the 

State in malpractice litigation because the responsibility for adequately informing 

the patient would, as a result of this bill, be shared by the treating physician 

and the State. 

The legislator's concern over the adequacy of informed consent could be 

more appropriately addressed by the Department of Health and the Board of Medical 

Examiners and the professional societies by the development of guidelines for 

physicians and all health care facilities as to the essential aspects of informed 

consent. Through this process, the adequacy of consent for all procedures could 

be addressed. These guidelines would address all of the necessary areas that should 

be discussed with the patient so that the patient can make a knowledgeable decision. 

However, because they are guidelines, they would be flexible in structure and 

would have general applicability to individual situations. I think an example 

would be that if you said that the physician had to make known to the patient all 

the possible complications or the reasonable expected complications, then it clearly 

puts the burden on the physician that that has to be done. If you say that the 

physician must discuss the alternatives to treatment, whether they are surgical or 

nonsurgical, whether, in the case of abortion, the alternative of carrying the 
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pregnancy to term , etc., these could be specified in the guidelines and, if 

it would be desired in specific instances, say, addressing, for example 

abortion, or for example caesarian section, where there was specific concern 

that in certain types of procedures informed consent may be less than adequate. 

Such guidelines were provided by the Department and the Board of 

Medical Examiners in the proper management of terminally ill patients concerning 

life-support systems. This occurred as a result of the Karen Quinlan case. 

The Department feels that the concern raised by A-1592 could be best 

addressed by a similar approach. I think also that we are currently working on 

another set of guidelines in another area concerning genetic services in amnio

centesis. I think that this type of area where you have legal cases involved and 

the responsibility of the physician to perform a very difficult area which croses 

between medical practice and legal areas is best addressed by this type of approach. 

On the issue of expanding the reporting of abortions, the Department currently 

receives a fetal death certificate on all pregnancies that terminate in other than 

a live birth once they pass 20 weeks of gestation. This is under Title 26:6-11. 

In addition, the Department, under regulations for health care facilities, receives 

summary reports on all abortions performed at 59 hospitals and licensed clinics 

in the State. 

The Department is concerned that_ it has less than a complete picture of 

all the different outcomes of pregnancy in New Jersey. The Department's concern 

is broader than just the elective termination of pregnancy. Because of the growing 

concern over the impact of various occupational and environmental exposures to 

both men and women which could affect their reproductive capability, the Department 

sees a need for a more complete method of reporting of pregnancies that end in other 

than live births. Such a broader method of reporting would cover both the elective 

and spontaneous abortions. The changes in the reporting system described in A-1592 

would not address this very important public health concern. It is the feeling 

of the Department that such an expanded reporting system of the terminations of 

pregnancy could be accomplished under existing statutes and powers. 

In conclusion, the Department cannot support either of these two bills 

as they are now written. It finds A-1155 to be directly adverse to the public's 

interests. However, on Bill A-1592, though it addresses public health concerns, it 

has major technical flaws in that it charges the Department with a task that could 

involve it in the process of multiple malpractice litigations which, in the final 

analysis, does not completely address all the public health concerns, with regard 

to either informed consent or the reporting of the outcomes of pregnancies. 

As a final point for that bill, the Department, since it would be barred 

more than likely from use of federal funds because the reporting, etc. pertains 

directly to abortion, would have to fund the publication of the book, the printing 

for all the cases throughout the State, and the whole reporting system, out of State 

funds. And there are no State funds tied to this bill. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: I have a few questions, as does Assemblyman Bassano. 

Before I ask any questions, I did want to make a couple of comments 

regarding your statement that legislation cannot change poor parent/child relation-

ships. I have to disagree with that quite substantially. Actions of the admin-

istration, the Executive body, the Judiciary, and the Legislature can effect change 

and can inhibit or encourage relationships amongst people. That sounds to me 

similar to the argument that was made against the Civil Rights Bill, that legislation 

cannot change one's attitudes towards people, towards your brothers and your sisters. 
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So I really disagree with that concept and that opinion. 

Nevertheless, I do have some questions regarding a couple of issues 

that you did raise. As far as health concerns go, you did not address the health 

concerns regarding complications that may develop, either physical complications 

in the immediate instance or psychological complications, either immediate, interim 

or long term, that could arise when the minor is seeking an abortion or has an abortion 

without the parents' guidance, concern and input. Don't you consider that that is 

also a health concern? You may have an opinion regarding the weighing of the two 

issues, but you didn't address that as a health concern. 

DR. HALPIN: Let me classify -- and specific to abortion procedures 

but it is true for all procedures where treatment might be afforded a minor --

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Will you speak louder. 

DR. HALPIN: Okay. I think in all cases where a physician acts in the 

treatment of a minor you have two options or two outcomes. Treatment either occurs 

and is provided and the outcome is as expected, in which case the physician can 

say, "Since there have been no complications, I can respect the minor's request 

for anonymity concerning notification." There is no need to notify the parent. 

There has been no complication. In the cases - and I know of cases where complications 

have occurred as results of abortions, either because the pregnancy itself was a 

tubal pregnancy and not in the uterus and there was a major medical emergency for the 

treatment of that woman, requiring major surgery, or that the procedure, itself, had 

either intraoperative or postoperative complications which required, let's say, 

hospitalization in those cases, the physician can say, "I have got to notify 

your parents." And under existing State law, the physician has that prerogative. 

I think on the issue of the emotional ---

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Excuse me. What about the complications arising after 

the child leaves the care or the immediate supervision of the physician and 

may be in her room? And we are talking about children as young as 12 years old 

possibly? 

DR. HALPIN: Possibly, yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thirteen or fourteen? 

DR. HALPIN: Yes. In those cases where you have a very young minor 

and I think we need to differentiate between a minor who is 12, 13 or 14 and a 

minor who is 16, 17, and 18; aa the figures I showed you, we are talking about 

roughly a small number of those under 15 and a very large number of those 15 to 19. 

A physician - and I can say it from having worked in city hospitals in New York 

City - with a minor under a certain age would say beforehand they wanted parental 

notification for specifically those kinds of problems. They did not feel that the 

minor's ability to decide and to manage the routine, not even the complications, 

the types of things that could happen in any procedure, was such that the parent 

should not be involved. But with the more mature minor where you frequently have 

a 17- or 18-year-old woman who was essentially living autonomously, although she 

lives with them, but their relationship is such that they act very independently, 

that involvement was not deemed necessary either by the treating physician or the 

staff of the facility. 

So, I think again the situation varies according to the type of minor 

you are dealing with and that a uniform approach really does have a tying of the 

hands effect. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: As far the instance of incest, isn't reporting to 
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the Prosecutor mandatory in that case under the current law as far as there being 

child abuse? 

DR. HALPIN: The reporting is mandatory to DYFS for all cases of child 

abuse. The question is In other words, a pregnant minor presents herself 

with her mother or without her mother to a physician and it may not even be a 

pregnancy - it may be a veneral disease. The question would be whether they choose 

to go into the fact, to identify that it is incest - and they may not be completely 

sure it is, but they have a suspicion - they should report it, yes. There is no doubt 

about that at all. They should report it. Whether this bill can be made to have 

an exception for that kind of a case or not, I don't know. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: I wouldn't want to have the exception. I think we 

certainly want that procedure to take place. 

DR. HALPIN: No, I meant the exception that the physician would not have 

to notify the parent in this case. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: I would assume the parent would be notified by a visit 

from DYFS or the Attorney General's Office or the Police Department. 

Just one other philosophical point, I guess, or whatever you want to call 

it, you say, "The abortion decision in all its aspects is inherently and primarily 

a medical decision." Isn't it a fact that other medical decisions and all surgical 

decisions involving minors require not only parental notification but parental 

consent? 

DR. HALPIN: Under current State law, there are three cases: relating to 

pregnancy for both the minor and her child after it is born, she is entitled to give 

all consent for any treatment, medical, surgical or whatever; and 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: As far as the child goes, that is an emancipated 

DR. HALPIN: Then also for drug abuse or suspected drug abuse, a minor 

can initiate counselling and treatment for that condition without parental consent or 

notification, and also for venereal disease. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: That is treatment. What about surgical procedures? 

Are there any other exceptions? 

DR. HALPIN: Except in the exceptions mentioned, in all emergencies, inability 

to obtain consent. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: With regard to your comments as far as the technical 

inadequate provisions regarding the notice, this is just a public hearing. We are 

not voting today to release the bill or not to release the bill. There will be 

amendments offered that could be considered by the Committee. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: For clarification purposes, a minor who has a child 

can give parental consent to medical treatment of that child? Is that what you stated? 

DR. HALPIN: Yes, that is correct. That is in current State law. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: That is in State law? 

DR. HALPIN: That is in current State law. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: Why don't you carry it one step further then with 

regard to a minor who is 16 or 17? 

DR. HALPIN: Concerning? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: Concerning parental consent also for any type of 

surgery that may be performed. 

DR. HALPIN: Well, what I might want to do and what State law will allow 

are two different things. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: What you are telling me though - and maybe I am 
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misinterpreting you - is that if a youngster 17 years old has a 6-month-old baby, 

she has the right to give parental consent for any medical procedure on that 

6-month-old baby ---

DR. HALPIN: That is correct. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: --- who is also a minor. But if a parent is 35 

:md has a 17-year-old child, then there is no need for parental consent. Where do 

you draw the line? 

DR. HALPIN: As it has been handled in some court decisions - and I won' t 

attempt to be a lawyer in this case - the feeling is that the parental responsibility 

is on a continuum, that when you have a very dependent minor, parental responsibility 

and authority dre much different than when you have a child who is progressing into 

adulthood; and that as that status changes, it is not a black or white "now you 

are a teen" situation, but that it has to be treated ---

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: Unfortunately, in the Legislature, we can't deal 

with grey areas. It is either black or white. What you are telling me now is that 

there is a grey area. We in the Legislature "'audated 18 years as the age of majority. 

I am disturbed by what you just stated. 

DR. HALPIN: In terms of medical care, there are exceptions under State 

law that enable a minor to initiate and receive treatment in non-emergent situations 

without parental consent or notification. An example might be that some of the problems 

miqht be lessened if the minor had the right to access to family planning services 

without parental consent, but they can't. However, once they become pregnant, then 

they can act independently. That problem has always bothered me to some extent. 

But there is a need that when certain conditions do exist, especially where there 

may be a difference of opinions as to what should be done, that a mature minor be able 

to exercise what is in his best interest. I think the Supreme Court has defined 

this in several cases recently. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: You are giving me the word "mature" minor, which 

leaves a wide scope. 

DR. HALPIN: I know. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: I will leave that for now. I don't think we are going 

to be able to come to any type of agreement on that particular subject. 

I have one statement that I did want to make and that is in regard to 

Assemblyman Herman's bill. In your presentation, in my personal opinion, you 

carried what Assemblyman Herman wants to do much further than I think the Assemblyman 

really had in mind, what his intent is. I think in the booklet that he is talking 

about, he wanted to basically address general and typical situations that these 

people should be made aware of, not carry it to the point where a person may have 

a heart condition or may have other problems. I think that is what the Assemblyman 

had in mind. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: ~hank you, Lou. 

I have a few areas I want to go into regarding Assemblyman Herman's bill. 

Did you say the Department is developing guidelines now for physicians regarding 

informed consent for abortions? 

DR. HALPIN: No, I did not. I said that in the area of genetic services 

guidelines have been developed and they are now in the process of being circulated 

and exchanged between appropriate parties - the Board of Medical Examiners, etc.· 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Do you believe that there is a need for guidelines to 

include both medical concerns and non-medical alternatives to abortion? 
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DR. HALPIN: I think, personally, there is a need, first, outside of 

the area of abortion. I think that from the insurance company saying, yes, we will 

pay to have a second opinion, they feel that some practitioners may not be adequately 

informing the patient of all options. They are saying, "Go to another doctor and 

he may tell you other options." I think in specific areas, such as 

with cesarean sections,that all the options and all the possibilities might not 

be explained in, again,what is a fairly short timeframe situation in which a decision 

has to be made very shortly. I think there are problems or may be problems well 

outside the area of abortion. When you get into the area of abortion, I think 

some of those same problems may be in there, in that the medical community is 

not either fully informed of their responsibilities in terms of informed consent 

or they are not going at it as thoroughly as the courts and federal regulations 

have currently defined it. So I think there may be problems with the abortion procedure 

as such, but I think that is a more general type of a thing than a specific. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Is it your opinion or do you have an opinion that the 

type of informed consent that is given in an abortion clinic would be the same 

type of informed consent that exists in the physician-patient relationship for 

other surgical procedures? 

DR. HALPIN: I think the question you ask concerning--I may have gotten 

the fine point of it, but maybe you had better repeat it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Again, do you have an opinion, and what is it 

if you do, regarding whether the informed consent that is given in abortion 

..:linics is tne same type of informed consent for other types of surgical procedures. 

DR. HALPIN: I think my experience is somewhat limited. So, I can't 

say that I know what the informed consent procedures are in all clinics. I 

think, from the experiences that I have had and because of the heated issues 

concerning abortion, abortion facilities have been much more careful to comply 

with eve~y aspect of the law than, maybe, hospitals in general for non-controversial 

procedures and in physicians' offices; I don't even know if many physicians, 

before they do a procedure such as sew up a small wound or do certain types of 

examinations, which require medical equipment, actually get formal consent. 

Yet, this is what we're talking about. So, I think those facilities such as 

abortion facilities,which have been in the limelight of controversy, have been 

very careful, from my experience and from the consent procedures that I have 

reviewed, to comply with every aspect of federal regulation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Of federal regulation? 

DR. HALPIN: Yes, which is very voluminous. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: But, that certainly would not include non-medical 

alternatlves. 

DR. HALPIN: That's correct. The thoroughness with which that is 

discussed will vary markedly and it is hard to standardize that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Another matter, because I know the Department 

is always concerned with their budget, as we are as legislators, buL 

we are requesting today, John, a fiscal note on Assemblyman Herman's 

bill;and before we vote on that in the Assembly, I am sure we will have that 

available. Also, since I am interested in the area of malpractice, on occasion, 

I am sure that we could--and that would be a concern of the state and my concern 

too--we could put into the bill an immunity provision for the state. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HERMAN: I don't want to take the Doctor's thunder away, 
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but I would note,just in response to malpractice, my concern that, one, a general 

disclaimer to say that this is general information and the doctor is obligated to 

discuss the specifics of the case would certainly suffice and I would also point out 

to Dr. Halpin, as the sponsor of the gener1c drug law, that we have overcome that 

question by the publication of the interchange list, which is a matter of public information 

and there is no malpractice concern. The department doesn't have a problem, other 

than raising the issue, which we can easily resolve. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: One other question. Are all the hospitals complying 

with the reporting requirements? I've had some information that they may not be. 

DR. HALPIN: I have spoken with Mr. Watson who handles that aspect 

of the reporting. It is difficult in any reporting situation to say, "You are not 

reporting," because, how do you know they are not reporting unless you have another 

source of information to say, "You have done this and haven't reported to us." There 

are some cases in hospitals that can be checked because there are two aspects of reporting. 

Every hospital admission and discharge has to be reported tu the state if the hospital 

wants to be paid for it. Based on that, they can cross-check their specific reporting 

on abortions and and they can check by type of diagnosis and procedures. So, from 

hospitals, I have been assured that their field of reporting is fairly good because, 

if 1;here is a mistake, it is not systematic, it is clerical. From clinics, there 

is no independent way to verify that reporting and so, if they chose one month not 

to report as many as they did the previous month, you can check it for consistency, 

saying, "Last mvnth, you did this number of procedures and this month you have only 

reported half of that. What happened?" But, outside of that, it is difficult. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: So, the figures that you gave, quoting your testimony, 

and you did give the caveat that the private physician does not have to report, those 

are minimum figures? 

DR. HALPIN: Those are rock-bottom minimum. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you. Before we proceed, John, I'm going 

to ask you to go in the back and see if we can have that microphone turned up, the 

vulume, please. We will take a five-minute recess. 

(At which time a recess was taken) 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: The next witness will be Irene Lander, Christian 

Action Council. 
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I R E N E L A N D E R: Thank you for letting me speak now. It is my style first 

to give a brief statement of principle and then to follow with specifics regarding 

Bill 1155. 

I am a member of the Christian Action Council, the largest Protestant 

pro-life group. Although I represent the majority opinion of of evangelical protestants, 

I also speak as a parent in regards to parental notification of the parents of minors 

regarding an abortion. My pre-suppositions are based on Scripture and,thus, I believe 

man is made in God's image and that the Commandment, "Do not murder," is based on 

this important truth. I believe that laws should be based on natural or absolute 

laws. The unborn child is indeed a child made in God's image. Thus, I uphold that 

it is morally wrong to take the life of a child for any reason, except the threat 

of death to the mother. Thus, I support any bill in New Jersey that seeks to regulate 

abortion practices. Also, I believe, in the long run, that evidence will support 

the biblical pre-supposition that the taking of innocent life only brings misery and 

the judgement of God. 

It is well known that a parent's consent must be given for other types 

of operations. It seems that pro-abortion people believe that the Supreme Court phrase, 

"a woman's right to privacy," supercedes this right. I attack this on two grounds. 

The term, "right to privacy," does not mean a person can rightfully cut off their 

arm or destroy their body, much less take someone else's life, such as the unborn 

child's. The term, "right to privacy," should not mean that one person's right to 

privacy can be used to choose to terminate the life of another human being made in 

God's image. Hopefully, to inaugurate a parental consent bill would place a check 

and balance upon the child's decision to abort a child or bring it to term. 

Now, apart from this absolute type reasoning or deductive reasoning 

that human life is made in God's image and should be protected, apart from the lives 

of animals and beasts, there are many practical reasons why parents should be made 

aware of a child's decision to have an abortion. Number one, the parents love and 

know the child better than anyone else. They are the child's significant others in 

this crisis and they are in a position to best advise their child. Two, many times, 

an unwanted pregnancy is only a manifestation of a multitude of other problems, many 

of which involve the whole family of the minor. The baby is a side issue and an abortion 

would not solve the minor's real problems aRd would probably only complicate them, 

such as a guilty conscience, which can destroy a person's well-being, as well as a 

person's reproductive future. I spoke to a professional social worker of United Family 

Services in Plainfield, who said that when she is counselling a young pregnant girl, 

they try to involve the whole family, since the problems involve the family and usually 

originate there, even families where there are inter-personal relational problems. 

She also said that just because a young girl says she wants an abortion, that is ndt 

necessarily the case. So, in these types of cases, where there are problem families 

and the professional counsellor involves the whole family in order to decipher what 

the child's problems are, it should follow that a healthy family should more so get 

involved in their daughters dilemma. 

I believe that laws should not be based on exceptional cases, such 

as parental abuse or incest, but on the more normal cases. I know that I would find 

it horrifying if a doctor irresponsibly administered an abortion on my young daughter, 

a doctor that does not know her or care for her the way I do, a doctor who usurps 

the rights of my daughter's significant others and denies her her most important support 

system. 
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The so-called right to privacy would cause unbelievable pain and grief 

in my life, as well as the loss of my grandchild's life. Thus, I feel it is imperative 

that the State of New Jersey, in the interest of its young citizens, unborn to be 

citizens and adult citizens, enact the bill herein discussed. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you, Irene. At this time, I would like 

to read a letter from John K. Meeker, Jr., Freeholder of the Board of Chosen Freeholders 

for Union County. "Dear Assemblyman Lesniak: Please be advised that I wholeheartedly 

support Assembly bill 1155 requiring parental notification prior to the performance 

of an abortion on a pregnant minor." It is dated October 1, 1980 and I would like 

that entered into the record. 

Our next witness will be Ann Baker from the National Organization for 

Women • 

ANN B A K E R: My name is Ann Baker and I represent the National Organization 

for Women in New Jersey. I appreciate the opportunity to present our position on 

Assembly bills 1155 and 1592, under consideration by this Sub-committee. 

To beg~n with, on Assembly bill 1155, when this legislation was Section 

11 of Assembly bill 1285 in the 198 Session of the State Legislature, it was explicitly 

mentioned in the Governor's veto of that defective legislation. You may recall that 

the unconditional veto of the Governor was based solely on constitutional considerations. 

There have been a number of lower court rulings which impinge on this 

proposed legislation, as well as an 8-1 U.S. Supreme Court decision on July 2, 1979. 

The district court of Northern Ohio, in Akron Center for Reproductive 

Health vs. City of Akron, on April 27 of 1979, struck down identical language in the 

matter of parental notification, citing the ruling in Bellotti vs Baird II. 

The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals, ruling on an Illinois statute, 

observed: "That it might not be in the minor's best interest to have her parents 

informed of her condition in all cases is recognized by the Illinois General Assembly. 

A number of statutes enable minors to receive birth control devices and treatment 

for venereal disease and drug use with out parental notice. A pregnant minor who 

chooses to give birth may consent to medical or surgical treatment without the necessity 

of parental involvement." That is the ruling in Wynn vs Carey. 

On July ~. 1979, the highest court held that mature minors have a right 

to make their own decisions about abortion and that no one--a parent, judge or anyone 

else--can override that decision. We're not advocating here a situation where all 

minors are deprived of the right to speak with their parents on this situation. We're 

simply saying that in those cases where minors fear speaking with their parents or 

feel that this will be adverse to their decision, then we support their right and 

so does the Constitution. Both mature and immature minors must, as a matter of consti

tutional law, have the opportunity, through an alternative judicial or administrative 

procedure, to obtain an abortion without parental consent or notice. This was in 

the Supreme Court ruling of last July 2. With respect to immature minors, the sole 

criterion as to whether they may have an abortion is what is in their own best interest. 

I want to point out that the New Jersey State Legislature recognizes 

that parental involvement is not always in the best interest of the minor and that 

the New Jersey amended statutes, Title 97, reflects this. Given the dangers inherent 

in child birth for teenagers and the much lower risk usually connected with with abortion, 

it would be irrational to argue that there is a compelling State interest in the 
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protection of minors which requires notice for all abortions, but not for other treatments 

in which a person's privacy is necessarily protected. 

While we appreciate the desire to protect a minor from a rash decision, 

this bill fails to consider the very real constraints under which many minors may 

be making that decision. It is not inconceivable that some parents would force a 

minor daughter to carry a pregnancy to term, regardless of her own best interests. 

Furthermore, it is essential that a pregnant minor obtain medical care 

as early in her pregnancy as possible, and she won't if she is frightened. This basic 

health requirement begins with a pregnancy test and continues through her pregnancy 

in the form of adequate pre-natal care, if she decides to continue her pregnancy. 

If the state creates a climate of fear for teenagers through this kind of legislation, 

those young women who decide to carry to term will be slow to seek medical care. If, 

on the other hand, .a young woman would decide to terminate her pregnancy, it is far 

better that she seek an early abortion, without the constraints of this kind of legislation, 

rather than waiting until she is well into the second trimester. 

On Assemblyman Herman's bill, while this legislation is not as odious 

as that proposed by those who oppose abortion, it is also not as reasonable as its 

sponsor believes. There are narrow legal considerations at issue in this bill which 

I want to point to. 

Section 1 maintains that "the state has a vi tal interest in promoting 

and protecting maternal health through the correct and adequate provision of abortion 

services .... " The 1973 court ruling in Roe vs Wade held that the state's compelling 

interest in maternal health, in terms of enacting legislation above and beyond the 

regulations imposed by, in this case, the state Board of Medical Examiners and the 

Department of Health, the state's compelling interest in maternal health only commenced 

subsequent to the first trimester. Prior to that point in the pregnancy, and even 

seven years ago when pregnancy terminations were not as sophisticated and as simple 

as they presently are, first trimester abortion was considered to be minor surgery 

with an insignificant risk level attached. Such a low-risk procedure does not warrant 

state involvement through special regulations directed only at one procedure, let 

alone legislative enactment of the statutes. 

This legislation may also be constitutionally defective because it 

requires the state to provide "a booklet wlilich outlines all medical facts pertinent 

to the abortion procedure, including any health risks which may be as~ociated with 

abortion .... " 

Flexible informed consent statutes leaving specific details to the 

doctor's best judgement have always been upheld. That was true in the case of Hodgson 

vs Lawson in the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals. However, another Eighth Circuit 

ruling, Freiman vs Ashcroft, in 197 8, the Court observed, "But, the Supreme Court 

did not hold that a state may require physicians to provide to each patient any and 

all information required by the state, regardless of its medical advisability." 

In Akron Center for Reproductive Health, Inc. vs Akron, Judge Leroy 

Contie of the Northern District of Ohio--and this was a ruling last year--noted, "The 

state, however, cannot go beyond that requirement of informed consent tu specify what 

each patient must be told. That determination must be left to the individual counselor 

based on the needs of the particular patient .... This is not impermissible because 

of any perceived interference of the rights of the physician. Rather, it is impermissible 

because it interferes with a woman's right to consult with a physician who is free 

from state interference." 



The degree of risk involved also determines the physician's legal obligation 

to inform a patient of a possible outcome of surgery or medical treatment. In Sawyer 

vs Methodist Hospital, the Sixth Circuit ruled that there was no need on the doctor's 

part to inform of a risk with an incidence rate of .013%. In Niblack vs United States, 

the Federal District Court in Colorado ruled that there was no need to reveal "insignificant" 

risks. 

Inasmuch as abortion is usually minor surgery with a corresponding 

low-risk level of complications, it seems intrusive for the State of New Jersey to 

specify the information which must be conveyed to women who are seeking abortions. 

Although Section 1 asserts that "allegations are frequently made that a woman may 

make the abortion decision in a vacuum, without full knowledge of not only what the 

medical procedure may entail. .. " there has never been any documentation, documented 

evidence that this is so or ~hat abuses are occuring regularly and generally in New 

Jersey. It hardly seems reasonable for the Legislature to base its enactments on 

unproven allegations. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you, Ann. I guess we could argue over 

the constitutionality all day because we're talking about dictum and that decision 

will be made for us, one way or another, in the upcoming session of the United States 

Supreme Court. I do want to correct the record. I don't think you were refering 

to Title 97. Although the Governor says that we enact too many i)ills, we haven't 

gotten quite that high yet. 

MS. BAKER: That's right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: I think that's Title 9. 

MS. BAKER: Title 9, right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you. The next witness is Reverend Earl 

Jabay, Chaplain for the Neuro-Psychiatric Institute. 

REV E R E N D E A R L JAB A Y: Assemblyman Lesniak and friends, I hope I 

can be heard and I do want to be heard in a brief statement favoring Assembly bill 

1155 with regard to parental notification. That parental notification, of course, 

is with the obvious intention of giving some time for parental counsel. It is not 

consent. We understand that. But, there is need for some time to be given in that 

very critical situation--perhaps one of the most critical in the life of the young 

woman involved--for parents to give advice or to give counsel to stand with a person. 

I have four reasons for favoring the Assembly bill 1155 and I would 

like to read them and make just the very briefest comments. 

First of all, the pregnant, unemancipated minor under the age of 18 

years is almost invariably unaware of the ethical implications of what she is doing. 

She can hardly be expected to have studied the issue pro and con. By consulting with 

her parents, after notification has been given to them, she will have time to consider 

the ethical advice of her parents and, through them, the position of her religious 

authorities. I would argue that this is not ethically coercive, this first point 

that I'm making. Ultimately, no one can be coerced, but it is for the welfare, basically, 

of the pregnant mother. 

In the second place, the pregnant, unemancipated minor under the age 

of 18 years is unaware of and unprepared for the emotional backlash of an abortion. 

The emotional reaction of an abortion comes in the form of (1) guilt for having destroyed 

an unborn baby who was completely dependent on the mother; (2) there is fear that 

the consequences of terminating the baby's life and may I just parenthetically say here 
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that so many of these young women with whom I have been in contact through counselling 

have voiced these fears that they have had and they may be irrational, but they are 

very much there and they take the form of fear of cancer, fear of accident, and the 

belief that God will send them to hell for what they have done. Also, they have terrible 

fears of not being able to bear children in the future. It seems to me that because 

of the size of that kind of backlash it is only human that we appraise--the parents 

I'm speaking of now, that the parents appraise a daughter of the consequences of 

contemplated action. In the third place, an emotional reaction to an abortion comes 

in the form of anger toward the people serving her with counsel unto an abortion. 

So often I have heard the reaction, "Why didn't they te 11 me," and it seems to me 

that the parents are in the position, better than anyone else, to offer the right 

kind of counsel. In the fourth place, one of the emotional backlashes of an abortion 

is envy toward her peers who are mothers of small children. Mothers who have aborted 

their babies have told me of the unbearable agony they have when they see other mothers 

with their children. They begin to talk to themselves and say, "If I had had my baby, 

he would have been the same age of that child over there and that is a very deep and 

serious problem of envy, which inevitably follows the course of action if one is self

counseled in this matter of an abortion. 

In the third place, the pregnant, unemancipated minor under the age 

of 18 years needs the advice, moral support and guidance of the parents. The medical 

doctor can scarcely be asked to serve her with such counsel. Her peers are even poorer 

counsel. Who else, other than the parents, who are still responsible for her, is 

there? 

Then, lastly, my last point is that there is a sharp difference of 

opinion in the medical profession regarding the thics of abortion. Since there is 

no medical unanimity, parental guidance is surely the most appropriate source of counsel. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Reverend, I have a few questions, if I may. You 

are with the Neuro-psychiatric Institute? 

REVEREND JABAY: Correct. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Can you explain what that is and what it's all 

about? 

REVEREND JABAY: For most of my 21 years there, this has been a mental 

hospital. Now, it is a retardation center, treating the retarded who have emotional 

problems. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: And how long have you been there? 

REVEREND JABAY: 21 years. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: And in what capacity have you been connected 

with this facility? 

REVEREND JABAY: As chaplain, protestant chaplain. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: And you said that you have done counseling? 

REVEREND JABAY: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Specifically, you have obviously done counseling 

with minors, pregnant mothers. 

REVEREND JABAY: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Can you give us an idea of how long and how many 

you see on a yearly basis? 

REVEREND JABAY: On a yearly basis, a dozen or so people, a little 

more possibly, may be 15. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: And over what period of time? 
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REVEREND JABAY: That was about six years. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Often the question is raised regarding the fear 

of the minor towards the parent's reaction. How do you handle that or have you seen 

that, the parent's reaction to finding out that their child is pregnant? 

REVEREND JABAY: That sometimes does come up and as a counselor, as 

a pastoral counselor, I encourage the person, stand with the person in facing the 

reality of the situation, hoping very much that the parents will be taken into the 

particular problem that this young person is going through. This is a minor person 

and it seems, to me, very important that the relationship with the parents be well

established and taken into account. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Have you had any experience with parents physically 

abusing their child after they have found out that she was pregnant? 

REVEREND JABAY: No, I have not. I suppose that that is possible, 

I haven't run into that situation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Is it your opinion that it is preferable for 

someone to face up to a problem rather than hide from it and run away from it? 

REVEREND JABAY: Oh, definately. That is only merciful and healthful 

for any person, young or old, to face it rather than run away from it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Assemblyman Bassano? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: You are speaking about the emotional reaction 

of a person who has an abortion. I assume that you have dealt with people in this 

capacity. 

REVEREND JABAY: Yes. I am dealing with one right now. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: I'm going to ask you a question right now with 

regard to the emotional reaction of a woman who has a child that she doesn't want. 

Have you dealt with that problem? 

REVEREND JABAY: Yes. Occasionally, that does come up. That is some

what rare in my experience, which is somewhat limited. But, that kind of situation 

can still be dealt with. The problem with the woman who has had an abortion is that 

there is no way of getting at the problem. It is historical. You can't deal with 

history. You can deal with present problems and that would be the approach to some

how dealing with the feelings and also the circumstances of the present problem that 

she has and to find a solution. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: What you are telling me, then, is that there 

are other avenues that are available to alleviate the problem, if she has the child, 

adoption, things of that nature, versus the pregnancy being terminated? 

REVEREND JABAY: Oh, yes. I am very optimistic and I would communicate 

that optimism to her, that there is a solution to this problem, either that she keep 

the child and deal with that situation, or there is adoption or many other avenues 

open for the solution of that. 

Parenthood. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you, Reverend. 

REVEREND JABAY: You are very welcome. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Our next witness will be Ann Levine of Planned 

A N N L E V I N E: My name is Ann Levine. I am here today representing the nine 

Planned Parenthood affiliates in New Jersey. We are opposed to A-1155, requiring 

pare~tal notification; and supporting, with some considerable reservations, A-1592, 

the "booklet and reporting" bill, which we are refering to that as. 
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Another representative of our affiliates, Giles Scofield, will be presenting 

legal testimony regarding A-1155, the parental notification bill, later in the day. 

I would like to stress our deep concern for the health and well-being of young women 

in this state, not just for legal reasons. 

The experience of our counselors in dealing with minors seeking counseling 

and medical care for an unwanted pregnancy is full of cases of difficulty and delay 

before these young women seek help, attempts at self-induced termination, and delays 

that wind up meaning the minor, with or without the help of her family, must travel 

great distances, in oo out of the state, for a riskier and more expensive late abortion. 

I am attaching to this testimony that of one of our counselors, ann Larney, who testified 

on this point before the Legislature during the last session, which cites some specific 

examples of the harm that such blanket notification requirements can cause. These 

were cases where women thought that their parents would be informed, although it would 

not necessarily have been true and, in one case, there was a girl straddling a fence 

trying produce an abortion or using a coat hanger. There are other things like that 

just out of fear. 

Teens typically present later in the gestation period for abortion 

procedures. These statistics are well established nationally and a recent study being 

completed by professionals in our Health Department shows that this is the case in 

New Jersey as well. It is also well documented that the later in pregnancy medical 

care begins, the higher the risk to the pregnant woman, whether she terminates or 

continues the pregnancy, and the higher the risk to the fetus or child if the pregnancy 

is continued. 

Planned Parenthood prefers to involve the parents, with the minor's 

permission, or at least a responsible family m5nber, particularly if the minor's ability 

to understand her situation is in question. But, if teens fear, the minute they come 

for medical help, that their parents will be informed, they are going to postpone 

getting the kind ot supportive help that often results in getting thew over those 

unwarranted fears of involving their parents. 

We think the standars adopted for this situation by the American Bar 

Associaton, which Assemblyman Herman refered to--which called for parental notification 

by the physician when a minor seeks medical services for chemical dependancy, venereal 

disease, contraception and pregnancy, only with the minors permission, unless notification 

is medically required to avoid seriously jeopardizing the health of the minor--is a 

sound recommendation in this area and I have copies of those standards, which discuss 

the whole situation at some length, attached LO testimony. 

We are also submitting for your consideration the Report of the Governor's 

Commission to Review the New York Abortion Law as It Affects the Rights of Parents 

Whose Minor Daughters Seek Abortions, issued in June, 1977, and which contains some 

recommendations for more humane and constitutional legislation in this area than the 

blanket notification requirement of A-1155. 

On A-1592, the "Booklet and Reporting Bill", we believe such a booklet 

could be of real help to women, physicians, counselors and health professionals, provided 

that the material provided by the Department of Health is balanced, scientifically 

sound and kept up to date. There is much research going on in these fields right 

now and and new artlcles are published monthly about risks, benefits, complications, 

alternatives and so forth. The listing of the sources of assistance, should the woman 

decide to carry to term, may be unwieldy, unless different listin9s are prepared for 

regions or each county in the State. We suspect that an effective date of 90 days 
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after enactment may not be sufficient time to prepare the material, including considerable 

professional consultation, print it and get it out to all the physicians who would 

be required, by law, to present it to patients, and we would recommend a somewhat 

longer period. It is not clear to us from court decision on this issue whether physicians 

can be required to provide patents with state supplied information. 

Planned Parenthood supports the reporting requirement for all abortions 

in this state. The Alan Guttmacher Institute, a special research and policy development 

affiliate of Planned Parenthood Federation of America, does an abortion provider survey 

annually in which hospitals, clinics and private physicians report each quarter on 

the number of abortions performed in their facilities. In 1977, 44,810 abortions were 

reported by New J<2rsey providers to the AGI, whereas the Department of Health in New 

Jersey received reports o£ 30,702 from licensed clinics and hospitals, a gap of almost 

1500. Those are the only facilities required to report to the Department. AGI, based 

on actual reports and estimates of state-of-origin of women obtaining abortions in 

other states, estimates that another 16,910 New Jersey women got abortions in other 

states in 1977. That makes a total of 60,00 abortions to New Jersey women that year. 

While we think that the AGI data provides fairly accurate information 

on the total number of abortions at the state, county or HSA level, it does not provide 

information about the residence of the patient, length of gestation, type of procedure, 

age, complications--any of the data that would be immensely useful in health planning-

targeting areas where better education, family planning services, or new clinics may 

be needed. Such data would also document the extent of the teenage pregnancy problem 

in areas where a low teen birth rate may mask a real problem. However, the present 

reporting system does not provide chat kind of data on half the abortions performed 

on women in this state, as we have shown, and thus any scientific conclusions based 

on that data are going to be suspect. 

We support a good reporting system that would not prove unduly burdensome 

physicians, costly to the state, and, most importantly, would not be violative of 

women's privacy. 

We have some concerns about the reporting process and its cost, as 

presently outlined in the bill, and we understood, when we prepared this testimony, 

that the Department of Health would be making, offering some amendments or some alternatives 

to some of the provisions of ~...he bill. Now that we have heard them, I think I can 

say, without going back and consulting my organization formally, that we would support 

the alternatives outlined by the Health Department as being much more comprehensive, 

rational and less costly to the state. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Ann, thank you. First of all, with your permission, 

I would like your entire package to be entered into the record. 

MS. LEVINE: I had intended it to be. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: I want to thank you for supplying the final report 

of the Governor's Commission because I think it has some very good suggestions in 

there. As far as your testimony goes, I do want to make one thing clear. It wasn't 

my intent that the parents be notified when the teenager seeks any type of counseling 

as far as abortion goes, but the intent is that they be notified prior to the performance 

of an abortion. 

MS. LEVINE: Well, just the fact that there is a parental notification 

requirement in the law is what the teen is going to know. Teens are not very knowledgeable 

about the letter of the law so that they think the minute they get into the adult 

medical community, their parents are going to find out and that's going to be a real 
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problem. Right now, we have problems with teens who think that we have to notify 

their parents, even though that is not law now. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you. I would like to, at this time, call 

Giles Scofield from Planned Parenthood and maybe we could dispose ot your testimony, 

hopefully, quickly, because if you are going to make the legal arguments, I think 

we can enter that into the record because I think we both agree that your legal arguments 

are based on dicta, just as my legal opinion is, and the matter will be disposed of 

by the Supreme Court and not by us. 

G I L E S S C 0 F I E L D: Well, I think there is some dicta, but I also think 

there is some case law in support of our position. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Well, if it is below the Supreme Court, it is 

not despositive of the issue, especially when the Supreme Court has certified a 

notification statute. So, I would prefer--you can have a minute--but I would prefer 

to just have your testimony entered into the record. 

MR. SCOFIELD: If I can, then, just take a minute, I know there were 

a couple of questions raised about whether the minor can actually consent for medical 

treatment without notification or consent of the parents for other forms of treatment. 

Although I don't have that information readily at hand, I can think of three cases 

where other state courts and the Circuit Court of the District of Columbia have Sdid 

that mature minors can consent to treatment without notification or consent of the 

parents. One case is Smith vs Selby out of Washington; another is Young vs St. Francis 

out of Kansas . 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: I don't think the issue is whether the minor 

can consent. 

MR. SCOFIELD: Well, the issue is whether parental involvemen~ can 

be .L!lfused by the state into the abortion decision and I think that the growing trend 

in this area is that the minor can consent without parental involvement of any sort 

in this one specific area. 

ASSEMBLYHAN LESNIAK: Thank you very much. Betty Yerkes, Regional 

Consultant, Birthright. 

B E T T Y Y E R K E S: I would like to thank you for the opportunity of being here 

today and presenting this information to you. Our centers offer girls viable alternatives 

to abortion with our services consisting of free pregnancy testing, medical and legal 

aid, shelter, clothing and furniture, transportation, psychological counselling, continued 

education and, in general, any help necessary for planning for a healthy, constructive 

future. The yearly office caseload per center, for the 21 Birthright centers in New 

Jersey, averages approximately 300 clients per year. 

An average of 25%--and this percentage is only the clients who choose 

to tell us--have had an abortion and are now coming to us with a subsequent pregnancy. 

An average of 97% o~ these have had very bad experiences with their abortion and come 

to us for help with now a second pregnancy they choose to carry to term. 

Perhaps, if the~r families would have notified the first time, there 

would not have been a second pregnancy. Only structural family communication would 

solve the problem that prompted the initial pregnancy. 

Moreover, most of these clients are very upset--and this would probably 

address the other bill, 1592--because they were not told how developed their unborn 

child was when aborted. They would have appreciated factual fetology before making 



that decision. Last year alone, three of the TV networks carried the growth of an 

unborn child. What a horrible realization to these girls who were told they carrying 

"tissue" within them. They also voiced an objection to being told that there would 

be nopsychological effects and that the procedure is "simple". 

This brings us to medical safety. Abortion clinics do not provide 

complete health care. The patient is told that if she has any complications, she 

should see her family physician. Thus, for even medical safety, the parents should 

be notified in case o£ any complications occuring at home. 

We feel that a family unit cannot grow without honesty an~ communication 

from its members. We have found in working with a family as a whole that a problem 

situation can actually strengthen the family unit, whereas abortion without notification 

creates a further barrier. Honesty helps ascertain the particular pressure or lack 

of responsibility that prompted the pregnancy situation and works toward preventing 

a second pregnancy problem. 

Granted, there will always be families who are not strong enough to 

begin with and cannot rationally accept any adverse situation. However, by not notifying 

the parents, we are sacrificing those families who do have a chance for growth, thus 

creating an even larger number of poor family units. We have an obligation to give 

these good family units a chance to grow together, rather than be pulled apart for 

the sake of the others. 

We find that in dealing with families in the majority of cases, the 

parents' initial, distressed reaction diminishes once they realize that there is an 

agency that can lend a helping hand in resolving this problem. People aren't aware 

of all the positive services available to them until they are actually confronted 

with a particular crisis situation. 

I would like to submit an account by Thomas and Catherine Yassu that 

was delivered to a Senate Committee in Oregon on May 8, 1979 in support of a bill 

requirinc:, that parents be informed before a minor daughter obtains an abortion. That 

is attached to the original that I submitted. I did not have enough copies to submit 

to everyone. 

I will submit the 8 page pamphlet, but I will quote two excerpts to 

show you its relevance. Pages 3 and 8, page three, the mother, "We argued"--now this 

is with the abortion counselor--"that she"--their daughter--"had made her decision 

without being properly informed, insofar as she had not had the opportunity to discuss 

this matter with us, her parents, and therefore all of her alternatives had not been 

given proper or complete exa;11ination." Now, in this particular case, the gir 1 had 

been whisked off to the abortion clinic by the parents of the boy. So, she had not 

had a chance to even go horne and consult with her parents. So, when the parents had 

arrived at the abortion clinic, the abortion clinic would not acknowledge their daughter 

as being there and when pressured into just doing that, they would not allow the parents 

to see her. 

In asking her daughter later--since the abortion clinic had refused 

to let them see her prior to the procedure--"Samantha, if we had been given a chance 

to talk and I could have told you that I love you, would care for you and your baby, 

would you have chosen to have had the abortion?" She said, "Mother, I waited for 

you to come. The answer is absolutely, no." 

Regardless of what the clients decision is, they have a right to make 

an informed decision, which is a right they are presently denied because of a lack 

of fetology information being desserninated to them and also a right to be appraised 
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of the infertility problems that exist in many instances with future pregnancies after 

an abortion. In addition, they also have a right to family comforL and strength and 

unity which can only be secured by open, honest communication. 

Are we going to continue to deny them that too for, once again, the 

sake of a few? 

Now, I also have testimony that is from the Executive Director of Birth

right, USA. She is not here to give it. Do you want it? 

ASSEMBLYMN~ LESNIAK: Can you just submit it for the record please? 

I just have a few questions. Can you give us some background on Birthright? First 

of all, where are you located? 

MS. YERKES: We have 21 centers here in New Jersey. Most of the counties 

are covered by our Birthright centers. We are a volunteer organization. We do have 

professional people who volunteer their services. We have doctors on staff, psychologists, 

lawyers who will give legal aid and, sometimes, have gone the extra mile and gone 

in there and taken the girl through court cases. We have private shelter homes, women 

and men who have extra room in their home and their heart that will take a distressed 

girl in for the duration of her pregnancy and afterwards and, while she is there, 

help her plan for a healthy, constructive future and, at that time, if it is the case 

o a minor, we are usually able to get them continued education. So, if they are in 

high school, they can have a program so they are not missing out on anything. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Where are you located in Union County? 

MS. YERKES: You had to ask for that office. We no longer have an 

office in Union County, I'm sorry to say. We did have an office in North Plainfield, 

at one time. 

all? 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: North Plainfield isn't in Union County. 

MS. YERKES: I'm sorry. I assumed it was. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Is there an office in Westfield? 

SPEAKER FROM AUDIENCE: That was just recently closed. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Do you receive any type of public funding at 

MS. YERKES: None at all. The contributions come mostly from bake 

sales, that type of thing or from private donations. We do a lot of speaking. We 

go to different societies when they have their meetings and so forth. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Do you know if there would be funding available? 

MS. YERKES: We do have people checking on that through Washington 

to find out if we can get some type of federal funding. We are working on that, but, 

as you know, money is hard to come by. We've been in existence, the Birthright organization 

itself, it is an international organization, and it was founded in 1969 up in 'roronto, 

Canada. There are over 400 centers in the United States. The most are in New Jersey 

because, I guess, we are one of the most populated states. There are centers in Hawaii, 

New Zealand, England, France and even in South Africa. So, it is an international 

organization. They do meet once a year, as a group, to share different constructive 

problem areas. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you. Fran Avallone from New Jersey Right 

to Choose? 

F RAN AVA L L 0 N E: Good morning. The first thing I want to talk about, I 

am the mother of an 18 year old daughter who was a college freshman when she was 17, 
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when she was an unemancipated minor and I am very concerned about parental involvement 

in children's lives, daughters or sons. But, I do not think you can legislate that, 

even though you disagree with me. You made the mistake before of saying that you 

had written down consent instead of notification. I think that's the big problem; 

that minors will look at this bill as a consent bill. You can say notification from 

now until doomsday and they will still look at it as consent. There was a case in 

Pennsylvania of a young woman who had gone to what was proported to be a pregnancy 

counselling agency listed in the phonebook. It turned out to be an anti-abortion 

group. She went there for counselling. She wanted an abortion. The woman told her, 

no, she couldn't have an abortion; abortion was wrong. The girl left. While she 

was on her way home, the woman at this anti-abortion group called her father and when 

the girl got to her front door, her father beat her really horribly. She had to be 

hospitalized for a while. That was two years ago. She has not been back to her family 

since then. That was before she had an abortion. That was just because her father 

was told that she wanted to have an abortion. 

Yes. That is unusual. Yes, it doesn't happen every day, but it does 

happen and we are concerned with those girls that that can happen to. We don't want 

that to happen to anyone. We know that if there is a good family relationship, if 

the parents have brought the children up with their religious and ethical and moral 

beliefs, whatever they may be, if they can talk to their parents, they will talk to 

their parents and we had testimony in the hearings last year and on and on about the 

fact that teenagers do talk to their parents for a lot of reasons, mainly the cost 

of the abortion, which causes them to bring their parents into the decision. 

There was a case in a clinic recently in New Jersey of a 12 year old 

who was brought in by her grandmother and the police called up this clinic and said, 

"The mother just called us and wants to stop the abortion." But, the grandmother 

was there with the girl.. Obviously, that 12 year old knew she could go to her grandmother 

for advice and help, but she could not go to her mother. 

We are also concerned about parents who would prevent a girl from carrying 

through a pregnancy and force her to abort if she doesn't want to. My group is called 

Right to Choose because we believe that every woman faced with a pregnancy must make 

her own choice. No one can make it for her. She should get the advice of her parents 

if she is a minor, but you cannot force her to and if you have a law where she thinks-

whether the law says consent or notification--that her parents can force her to do 

something that she doesn't want to do, she will go outside of the health care system 

and you had testimony to that effect from Dr. Robert Johnson from the College of Medicine 

and Dentistry who was the head of Adolescent Medicine at the College. 

The other thing I want to talk about is Mr. Herman's bill. We support 

the intent of Mr. Herman's bill, not the specific language. We do believe that a 

woman should be informed of the risks of an abortion, however slight they might be 

and the risks of the non-performance of an abortion, whatever they may be. We have, 

in the past, given to this committee copies of consent forms in use around the state, 

in cinics around the state and we have found them, in most part, to be very comprehensive. 

The:r;e i:;; even one clinic that has a paragrqph in their consent form that says, "if 

a minor, I understand that if complications arise, my parents will have to be notified." 

That ~s in use today in a clinic in New Jersey. 

I agree with most of what Dr. Halpin said and his suggestions for this 

type of consent. I would have no objection to the State Department of Health putting 
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together a standardized consent form. I know that the consent forms that are used 

in hospitals for surgery are woefully inadequate. They have spaces where you can 

change the name of the doctor and change the name of the procedure and change the 

name of the anesthetic, after you sign it, and I'm very concerned about all consent 

form, not just for abortion. But, I think that is the province of the State Department 

of Health and the Board of Medical Examiners and not the Legislature. I think,it 

is their job to put forth these rules and regulations and standardized consent around 

the state. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Fran, just briefly, you spoke about the fear 

of the minor in telling the parents. Do you believe that often times this fear could 

be unjustified and that by parents knowing about it, it could often elicit a very 

positive response? 

MS. AVALLONE: Absolutely. That can happen. But, if you've got a 

teenager who has never been able to talk to her parents about sex, contraception, 

boyfriends, drugs, drinking or whatever, and she finds herself pregnant and wants 

to have an abortion, she's never been able to talk to her parents about anything and 

she is scared. She's not going to try to talk to her parents about anything and 

your making it a law isn't going to force her to talk to her parents. She's going 

to go out of the health care community to get that abortion, rather than face those 

parents. I know that the great majority of parents will be sympathetic, will be caring, 

will be understanding when a teenager is faced with an unwanted pregnancy. I live 

in upper middle-class, white surburban America, East Brunswick. We just had a two 

day old baby left on a doorstep. Okay? What kind of family relationship--and they're 

pretty sure it is a teenager because the note was attached to the baby saying, "I'm 

going to be back for my baby when I can take care of it." It was that kind of thing. 

What hell did that woman go through to leave that baby on a doorstep? These things 

happen all the time and legislation cannot solve them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: To be specific or to be consistent, do you believe 

that teenage women or teenage girls should have the right to have other surgical procedures 

performed with parental notification or consent? 

MS. AVALLONE: I would think it would depend on the age and the circumstances. 

As Dr. Halpin said, if a teenager goes to a physician for an abortion, that doctor 

now has the right to call that parent, if he feels that it is in the teenager's best 

interest and he could do that on the abortion if he felt that that teenager had another 

health problem that could complicate the abortion procedure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: How about sterilization? 

MS. AVALLONE: That is a very difficult question. I have had young 

people say to me, "Oh, I'm going to get my tubes tied," or "I'm going to get a 

vasectomy," and I try to talk them out of it when they're very young. But, I think 

it is, again, essentially, a private decision. The state shouldn't be involved in 

any kind of decision like that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you. Mr. Frank Askin? Frank, I'm not 

going to cut you out, but again, I would ask you to limit your comments because, again, 

this is a legislative panel. The issue has not been decided on point by the Supreme 

Court yet and there will be arguments. 
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F R A N K AS K I N: I don't intend to direct myself specifically or 

in great detail to the legal, constitutional issues. I am Frank Askin. 

I a professor of law at Rutgers Law School, and I am general counsel for 

the American Civil Liberties Union. I do appear today on behalf of the 

ACLU in opposition to both 1155 and 1592, but before addressing those 

specific proposals, I would really like to direct myself to a broader question: 

Why do we have to be here at all? 

Almost a decade ago, the United States Supreme Court ruled that 

a woman had a constitutional right to terminate an unwanted pregnancy. The 

court, of course, ruled that the decision to abort a pregnancy was a decision 

to be made by a woman and her doctor, and the State had no business interfering 

with the free choice of that decision. Ever since then, the groups opposed 

to that decision, and their political allies, have waged unrelenting, guerilla 

warfare against American woman of child-bearing age. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Just a second. I am not going to let that 

go without comment. I don't believe my sponsorship of this bill is unrelenting 

guerilla warfare. 

MR. ASKIN: I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that what we have had for 

the last seven years is a constant effort to find ways--

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: We would like you to address your comments 

to the substance of the legislation. If you don't restrict yourself to 

the substance of the legislation, I am going to rule you out of order and 

call the next witness. 

MR. ASKIN: Well, I believe I am addressing myself to the substance 

of the legislation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: It is my prerogative to say that you aren't, 

and you haven't, so please address yourself to the legislation before us 

today. 

MR. ASKIN: All right. What I am suggesting is, Mr. Chairman, 

with all due respect, I think it is within the context of an unrelenting 

campaign to nullify the Supreme Court's decisions in the 1973 case that 

the ACLU opposes these two additional bills which impinge-- We are talking 

about the impingement upon a woman's right to freedom of choice. 

Isolated from this historical context - please refer to A-1592 -

A-1592 is totally unobjectionable. The American Civil Liberties Union is 

a vigorous supporter of the concept of informed consent. No organization 

is more devoted to the free and open dissemination of information necessary 

to people in order to make informed decisions about the events that affect 

their lives. 

If A-1592 provided for the dissemination of information concerning 

any and all medical procedures, not excluding abortions and sterilization, 

we would applaud it. That is obviously not the intent or effect of A-1592. 

Even assuming the Department of Health will prepare and distribute a completely 

objective and impartial handbook concerning the abortion decision, it will 

be immediately clear to every abortion patient to whom the booklet is distributed 

that this is just one more social pressure to dissuade her from her decision 

to terminate pregnancy - a pressure brought to bear upon her by the State 

in order to appease those segments of the community who find abortion morally 

reprehensible. It will be one more subtle effort to impose that particular 

moral view upon others in the community who do not necessarily subscribe 
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to it. 

That A-1592 is supported by some who support the concept of freedom 

of choice doesn't really mitigate this fact, since it is clear that it is 

put forward under the pressure of those who desire much more stringent regulation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Assemblyman Herman isn't here, but he would be 

taken back by that comment. I happen to know Assemblyman Herman very well 

and I respect his opinion. He has been on the side of many controversial 

issues, and many unpopular stands, and I think it is a disservice to him 

for you to make that comment, especially when he isn't here. 

MR. ASKIN: Mr. Chairman, I don't mean to be disrespectful but-

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: It is not a question of being disrespectful~ 

it is just a question of being ignorant of Assemblyman Herman's positions. 

I am not talking about disrespect; I am talking about ignorance. Will you 

please address the bill? Thank you. 

MR. ASKIN: I think I am addressing the bill. I have served, 

for example, as a counsel to a congressional committee, and I understand 

the political pressures that do exist when there are groups who feel strongly 

about a given are~ and the give and take or compromise within the legislative 

arena. But, I am suggesting that the real thrust and meaning of this bill 

is again underscored by the fact, for example, that failure to provide the 

booklet whoul subject a physician to criminal sanctions. The Supreme Court 

made clear in 1972 that the criminal law had no business intervening in 

the private and confidential relationships--

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Excuse me. I don't think a disorderly person 

is defined as a criminal offense. 

MR. ASKIN: Well, if we are going to get to a question of semantics, 

it contains criminal sanctions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: It is a question of the statutes of the 

State of New Jersey. 

MR. ASKIN: It will contain criminal sanctions, subject to fines 

and, I believe, six months in prison, if I am not mistaken. And, whether 

we want to call it a crime or not, it entails criminal sanctions. There 

are no other procedures that require a doctor, under penalty of those sanctions, 

to give specific information--

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: There are, especially in the area of child 

abuse. There are many other areas where similar requirements are given. 

MR. ASKIN: You say, 'concerning a doctor's requirement to explain 

alternative medical procedures which have already been determined." So, 

it seems to me that this is rather unique in that regard, as far as interfering 

in the doctor/patient relationship is concerned. 

While it is true that the United States Supreme Court has upheld, 

for example, an "informed consent" provision in the Danforth case, that 

decision emphasized the narrow scope of the regulation there approved. While 

noting that it was not entirely clear what infomrmation was required to 

be supplied the patient under that statute, the Court, I am sure you will 

recall, assumed that it only required the "giving of information to the 

patient as to just what would be done and as to its consequences." The 

Court went on to suggest that ascribing any more meaning to the provision 

in the Missouri Law, "might well confine the physician in an undesired 
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straitjacket in the practices" of the medical profession. 

It seems to me that 1592 appears to impose just such a straitjacket. 

It does not appear to be confined to the giving of information concerning 

"just what would be done and its consequences," which is the language the 

Supreme Court used. The proscribed booklet must also include "a complete 

listing of alternative services available to the woman should she choose 

not to have the abortion." It seems to me such information probably goes 

beyond the medical procedures and consequences approved in the Danforth 

case. 

The additional provision of 1592 requiring the physician to submit 

a report on each abortion performed, it seems to us, can only serve to further 

chill the exercise of the constitutional right. No matter what the bill 

promises about confidentiality of patient"s' names - and we agree it is important, 

if there are to be such reports,that as strong a confidentiality requirement 

as possible be included - few people nowadays have enough confidence in 

governmental bureaucracy to rely on such assurances. There have been too 

many instances of misuse of information in government files to satisfy many 

women that their names will be forever safe from snoopers and busibodies. 

It s~ that precisely because the state exhibits such a special 

interest in abortion patients compared with those who undergo other surgical 

procedures, the reporting provision can only have the effect of dissuading 

some from exercising what the courts have declared to be a fundamental right. 

Now, just referring very briefly to A-1155, we find it objectionable 

for similar reasons. To certain teenagers, the assurance that their parents 

will be notified if they seek an abortion will have the almost certain effect 

of either preventing them altogether from exercising their constitutional 

right to terminate an unwanted pregnancy or else drive them into the arms 

of dangerous, back-alley practitioners. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Can I ask you what personal experience you 

are relying upon in order to express that opinion? 

MR. ASKIN: I obviously have no personal experience. It seems 

to me that the professionals in the field, the social scientists who have 

studied this phenomenon--

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Would you restrict your comments to the 

areas in which you are well versed, please? I would appreciate it. 

MR. ASKIN: People much better versed than I have already spoken 

to that question - George Halpin; Fran Avalon; and Ann Levine - and I will 

not address that specifically. The ACLU supports their position. 

Finally, as you have stated, Mr. Chairman, the United States Supreme 

Court has not definitively stated whether a parental notification requirement 

can pass constitutional muster - that is now before the Court in the Matheson 

case. You are also, of course, aware that several lower Federal courts, ~ 

sequentto Bellotti, have so decided that it is a unconstitutional burden 

upon a minor's right to obtain an abortion. And, of course, the Utah case 

has gone the other way. 

In any event, in light of this past history, in the context in 

which this issue comes once again before the New Jersey Legislature, it 

seems to us that enactment of such a requirement into law can only be viewed 

as one more cynical effort to harass and intimidate women in general, and 
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the most powerless and vulnerable segment of the female population in particular. 

The ACLU would really urge this Committee to abandon its efforts 

to single out abortion as a topic of special legilation and focus much more 

broadly upon the general crisis of community health care, especially among 

the poor in our deteriorating urban centers. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you, Mr. Askin. I have a few questions. 

MR. ASKIN: Sure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Does the ACLU have a position at all in 

reference to parental rights? Do you believe that they have any responsibilities 

or control over their children? 

MR. ASKIN: Our national board has been involved in developing 

policy as to parent-child relationships for the past year. We are in the 

middle of adopting policy now. 

I will tell you very frankly as an aside, for example, that two 

agencies of the ACLU happen to be on different sides of one particular issue. 

I am talking about the Chicago case concerning the right of the Ukrainian 

case - you have probably read about the case - to take their child back 

to Russia. I think the child is 13 years old and he wants political asylum 

in the United States. Very frankly, our Chicago affiliate is supporting 

the right of the patents because they think there is a right of parental 

control over the custody of the child -- that that is the basic right involved 

while our National Juvenile Rights Project in New York is probably going 

to go into support the child in this matter on the grounds that the child 

has an independent right to make political decisions about such momentous 

decisions that will affect his entire future. So, we have--

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: For instance, if the child wanted to join 

the Ku Klux Klan, the parent wouldn't have anything to say about it? 

MR. ASKIN: I would say we are not necessarily unanimous on this 

point. We do not have clear-cut policy that binds our entire national organiza

tion, so I really could not speak with one mind for the ACLU on this question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: That was only a response to the tenor of 

some of your comments. Thank you. 

D R. 

MR. ASKIN: Okay. (Complete written statement on page lOx) 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: The next witness is Dr. Charles Hoffman. 

C H A R L E S w. H 0 F F M A N: I felt when I first came 

here very much out of place with all of the erudite professionals preceeding 

me. However, the more I listened, the more I felt happy to be here. 

My name is Charles W. Hoffman. I am a practicing physician, a 

family physician, and have been so for more than 40 years. During that 

period my office has been in South Amboy, New Jersey. I have now, and have 

had for many years, a very large general practice, drawing patients from 

Old Bridge, Sayreville, and South Amboy. 

I have delivered over 6,000 babies and have cared for them and 

others from infancy to adulthood. Because of this, I feel that I have a 

unique backg~ound from which to form an opinion concerning this bill, Assembly 

Bill No. 1155, by Assemblymen Lesniak and Deverin. 

My experience is as follows: 

Over the years, many unmarried girls in the lower and middle teens 

have consulted me when they discovered or felt they were pregnant. Because 
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of my close relationship, I was often the first to know of the problem. 

In many ins~~nces, the teenagers w2;·e emotionally labile. They were also 

immature from an educational and mental development point of view. 

As you can see, I was faced with the responsibioity of advising 

these patients for many years prior to the Supreme Court decision of 1973. 

During these years, it was a crime to perform an abortion or advise that 

one be obtained except under rare and unusual circumstances. Also, during 

those yeaars from 1940 to 1973, society in general considered abortion to 

be grossly immoral. 

My advice to the patients was based on my observation, as stated 

above, that they were frightened, and they were worried about parental reaction 

if the parents discovered the pregnancy, and that the girls in my office 

were often crying and emotionally unstable, and, finally, that they were 

not mature enough in general to make a sound judgment about an event that 

could affect their future in so many, ways - an abortion. 

I counseled them sometimes after protracted talks and dialogue 

to "please consult their parents." This was in the years before the Supreme 

Court decision. 

The first reaction I got was universally negative: "My father 

would beat me." "My mother would be ashamed." "They would throw me out." 

These were some of the replies I got. 

However, on being told that I had heard the same words from others 

in their circumstances, at least they would continue to listen. My counseling, 

or words, were something like this: "Listen, nobody, but nobody, could 

care more about you than your mother and father. Sure, they will be upset 

at first, but you will be surprised at how much they really love you and 

want to help you. They will support you better than anyone else in the 

world." 

Talking along these lines aften, but not always, persuaded the 

young girls to speak to their parents. T~e parents, in turn, would almost 

immediately call me. They were shocked. My words to them were in effect 

that their child needed their support and needed it now. Their child needed 

all the love they could muster to support the daughter who, I reminded them, 

made a human mistake, was immature, frightened, and emotionally hurt. 

Because of my large and in-depth experience as a family physician, 

I strongly urge the passage of Assembly Bill No. 1155, so that all young 

girls of New Jersey can get the wonderful support they need so much from 

parents who really love them. 

I feel that 24 to 72 hours' notice to parents will enable them 

to help ·their daughters avoid snap judgments and actions whose future consequences 

they are not aware of. 

Thank you for this opportunity. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: Did many of the young people that came to 

you, after you subsequently spoke with their parents, continued with the 

pregnancy and had the child? And, were there also people that you treated 

who elected to have abortions? 

DR. HOFFMAN: Most of them had the baby. Most of them I delivered 

myself, and I saw the after-effects, which I can testify to if you wish. 

However, some elected to have an abortion. I am not here speaking on the 
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issue of whether or not to have an abortion. I am speaking to the 

issue of a 13 or 14 year old girl, who cannnot get her ears pierced, who 

cannot get a shot of tetanus toxoid. Doctor Halpin said that he didn't 

think that doctors in their offices called to see whether they could have 

one suture or not. Let me tell him, and let me tell everyone here, that 

we are very conscious of parental consent and we do - I do and most of my 

friends, I guess all of them - call the parents before we would even give 

one suture in the office. 

So, I am speaking to the issue, not of abortion or non-abortion, but 

of a young child getting consent or advise and help from those who love 

that child most of all. This is my deep feeling, and this is why I am glad 

I have this opportunity to express it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Doctor, I want to thank you for your testimony. 

I think if we had doctors like you, who are concerned about the individual 

in the abortion clinics and not just concerned with the profit motive, we 

would probably not even need this legislation before us today. Thank you 

very much. 

DR. HOFFMAN: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Our next witness will be Marcia Kerensky, 

Family Nurse Practitioner, Rutgers University Student Health Center; Chairperson, 

Womens' Health Problem Committee. 

MARCIA K E R E N S K Y: As a member of a College Health Center, 

and a concerned provider of health care, I would like to be here today to 

voice objection to Assembly Bill 1155. 

Many of the minors who have undesired, unplanned pregnancies have 

already decided to terminate or to maintain their pregnancy by the time 

they come to clinics for pregnancy tests. They do not want help in making 

the decision, but they do need information about the risks, complications, 

and services available regarding their decision to terminate or to maintain 

the pregnancy. 

Parental notification, when it is against the will of the minor, 

would mean that in many cases the health care provider would be seen as 

an adversary to the minor rather than as an advocate. Parental notification 

would also mean for patients who do not want parents involved, that any 

control the patient has over her decision is taken away from her. It could 

also mean withdrawal of the minor from school if parents bring these pressures 

to bear to force the minor into a decision against her own will. 

Notification of parents would impose tremendous pressures on adolescents 

to relinquish control of their already chaotic lives back to their parents. 

It would also perpetuate a dependent role which has prevented the woman 

from exerting control over her fertility already. 

I would like to support Assembly Bill No. 1592, with some reservations. 

As a nurse who works with minors who have problem pregnancies, I know 

the importance of accurate statistics regarding the outcome of those 

pregnancies. However, I do agree with Doctor Halpin that truly informed 

consent does not begin or end with the reading of a booklet, but with 

speaking to concerned physicians about the risks for maintaining or 

terminating an unplanned, unintended pregnancy. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you. 
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MS. KERENSKY: You're welcome. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: The next witness is Rita Martin, President 

of the New Jersey Right to Life Committee. 

R I T A M. M A R T I N: Good morning. I also appreciate the opportunity 

to speak to you and to express the reactions of the New Jersey Right 

to Life Committee to both of these bills concerning abortion. 

The term "abortion" has become a code word in American society, 

causing instant and strong reaction on both sides of the question whenever 

it is mentioned. However, the two bills being discussed here today 

afford those of us of vaying opinions the opportunity to come together 

in support of legislation that can only help the mother faced with an 

untimely and distressful pregnancy. 

We in Right to Life would sincerely hope that means other 

than abortion can be found to solve the problems that bring a mother 

to the point of considering ending the life of her unborn child. However, 

in the realities of today's world, abortion is legal and, until such 

time when that law is changed, we have an obligation to protect the 

women seeking abortion and their future children, as much as we are able. 

Assembly bills 1155 and 1592 present excellent opportunities to do just 

that. 

Assembly Bill 1155, calling for simple notification of parents 

of pregnant minors seeking an abortion, provides a much needed safeguard 

for these young ladies who are being faced with what is perhaps the 

first major decision of their young lives. Since one-third of all abortions 

are performed on adolescents, we are speaking of a very large group 

of young girls. Odds are that most of them are not mature enough to 

handle such a serious decision on their own. Telling her parents of 

her pregnancy is certainly a traumatic experience for a young girl and 

for the parents; yet, we have found in working with these girls that 

most parents react with love and support, even in those cases where 

the,girl is absolutely positive that the family is going to be terribly 

upset and throw her out. 

This bill does not call for parental consent. It gives the 

parents no veto right over the decision to abort, but it does give them 

the opportunity to offer guidance in what is a major and irrevocable 

decision. 

Justice Potter Steward, in concurring with the majority in 

Planned Parenthood v. Danforth, which found parental consent unconstitutional, 

suggested that simple notice would be a materially different constitutional 

question. He wrote: 

"There can be little doubt that the State furthers a constitutionally 

permissible end by encouraging an unmarried, pregnant minor to seek 

the help and advise of her parents in making the very important decision 

whether or not to bear a chld. That is a grave decision, and a girl 

of tender years, under emotional stress, may be ill-equipped to make 

it without mature advise and emotional support. It seems unlikely 

that she will obtain adequate counsel and support from the attending 

physician at an abortion clinic, where abortions for pregnant minors 

frequently take place" 
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Notification to parents does not violate any privacy.rights 

against public disclosure, since the minor's parents are not members 

of the general public, but rather guardians with responsibility for 

her care and nurture. Indeed, it gives the parents the opportunity 

to act on that responsibility and be certain that the aborting physician 

is aware of any pre-existing condition that could cause complications 

in the abortion procedure. 

Many teenagers are unaware of events in their medical history 

that could be complicating factors, or so upset by their present condtion 

that they forget to mention them. Parents will be sure the doctor has 

this vital information. Also, in the event of resulting complications, the 

parents will know the reason immediately and will be able to seek the 

proper medical help, if they know about the abortion. 

We view Mr. Lesniak's bill, A-1155, as an important piece 

of legislation that will safeguard the lives of pregnant minors and 

help maintain family relationships. We hope to see it enacted into 

law very soon. 

Assemblyman Herman's bill, A-1592, takes a very important 

"first step" toward providing the information necessary to allow a mother 

to make a truly competent decision about the fact of her unborn child. 

The decision to abort deals with deep personal issues, matters 

of health, and the consideration of life and death. It is imperative 

that it be made with full knowledge of its nature and consequences. 

The Southern Medical Journal of August, 1979, carried a report on 54 

teenage patients who had significant complications after legal abortions. 

The one factor that was common to all was that none of them felt they 

had received adequate information about the potential dangers of the 

operation. Unfortunately, this seems to be true in many cases. 

Mr. Herman's proposal for the Board of Health to prepare a 

booklet outlining the medical facts pertinent to abortion will be successful 

only if all health risks, both short-term and long-term, are delineated. 

Accompanying your copy of my testimony is a report from our medical 

researcher, ahd a booklet documenting a rather long list of abortion 

complications. To be completely accurate, all of these complications 

should be noted in the board of Health booklet. (see page 19X 

We have a concern about who shall prepare the booklet. A 

bias for abortion can very easily be inserted in the copy if indeed 

the composers feel that way, as could a bias against abortion. We would 

suggest a balanced panel of health personnel be given the task so the 

completed booklet will be factual and objective. 

Also included in the booklet should be some information concerning 

the developing child. Accurate information on this point is indeed 

necessary for the patient to be completely aware of the import of her 

decision. After all, if a woman thinks she is carrying a "blob of cells" 

in her womb, and in reality she is carrying a 10-week baby with a beating 

heart and tiny hands and feet, it can make a great difference in her 

decision. 

Approximately 40% of abortions done in New Jersey in 1977 

occurred past this 10-week point of development, and also some 450 babies 

were aborted at 21 weeks, or more. Mothers at this stage of pregnancy 
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should certainly be told that their baby is fully formed and capable 

of living outside the womb. This information is essential. How dreadful 

for her should she find out later the size and capability of the child 

she aborted, and then regret her decision. 

The bill calls for a listing of alternatives to abortion in 

the booklet. We certainly hope this would include all the programs 

in the State which reach out to help a pregnant woman, both governmental 

and private. There are positive alternatives to abortion. There are 

programs of care and support that will help a woman through this difficult 

time, and adoption services to help her find a livinq home for her child, 

if that is her choice. To opt for life over death is always a positive 

alternative. 

There are some vaguenesses in the bill regarding the use of 

the booklet. It speaks of the physician giving the patient the booklet. 

However, in most abortion clinics, the physician sees the patient for 

the first time just prior to initiating the abortion procedure. I'm 

sure the intent was for the patient to have more time than that to read 

and understand the very vital information in the booklet. 

The bill does not address a time frame for reviewing the information, 

nor doesit present a method of assuring that patients reading the booklet 

fully understand its contents. 

What of the woman who does not read English? Will it be printed 

in several languages? What of the woman who does not quite understand 

what she reads? Will she be given the opportunity to seek help and 

counsel? Will a very young girl be allowed to take it home to discuss 

with her parents or an advisor? All of these questions should be answered 

in the bill so the booklet can be used most effectively. 

We would suggest a 24-hour time period be established for 

reading and reviewing the information in the booklet. This would insure 

the decision was well thought out. However, we are aware of court cases 

surrounding that 24-hour notice, so we would urge a minimum time frame 

of four hours. To allow any less would seem to be thwarting the intent 

of the bill. It will take time to read and digest and question about 

the material presented. 

The section of the bill dealing with reporting requirements 

fills a very obvious void in abortion reporting. This bill requires 

reports not only from all licensed health care facilities, but also 

from physicians in private practice. Records of abortions performed 

in New Jersey have been very unreliable up to now because of the lack 

of reports from private practice. This statute will help to truly measure 

the impact of abortion on maternal health in New Jersey. 

Yet, here too there is a lack of specifics. The bill does 

not delineate what should be reported. We would suggest that age of 

gestation, type of abortion procedure, many immediate complications, 

and tissue report from a certified pathologist be minimum requirements 

on such reports. Medical practitioners in the State may, perhaps, suggest 

other information that they would like to see included. The pathologist's 

report is essential to establish that a pregnancy was indeed removed, 

and diminish the possibility of ectopic pregnancy. Recurring news 
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stories of abortions being performed on women who were not truly pregnant 

call for this test as an added safeguard for the patient's health. 

It is distressing for me to be here speaking to a bill that 

regulates abortions. I would far rather be speaking to a bill designed 

to provide help and counsel to a woman with a distressful or untimely 

pregnancy. But, in each pregnancy there are two patients, the mother 

and the baby. Since the law of the land prohibits us from protecting 

the baby in certain circumstances, then let us protect the mother as 

best we can. 

Mr. Herman's intent in this bill, informed consent of the 

abortion patient, is to be applauded. But, true informed consent will 

not be achieved by the bill in its present form. We sincerely hope 

the sponsors and the Committee will review this legislation in light 

of the comments we have raised. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you, Rita. I don't have any questions; 

I just have two comments. I agree with you. I don't know if this point 

has been brought out, but I often wonder why the doctor in an abortion 

procedure - generally in a clinic - just sees the patient for the first 

time when he performs the abortion. I know of no other surgical procedure 

where the relationship between the physician and the patient is so 

tenuous. 

MS. MARTIN: That's true. Sometimes the -patient is already 

slightly sedated when she meets the doctor, so she doesn't even have 

a real picture of who this man or woman was. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Second, I would like to say that I really 

agree with you wholeheartedly on the time period. I would far rather 

be speaking to a bill designed to provide help and counsel to women 

with a distressful, untimely pregnancy. I think we certainly could do more 

ir1 that regard. As you know, the Supreme Court has said that the State 

does not have to be neutral on the issue of abortion, that we certainly 

can fall down on one side, and be on the side of carrying pregnancy 

to term, as long as we don't interfere with their definition of what 

the right to privacy is. I certainly think that we can do more from 

what I have heard during the testimony today in that regard. 

Jersey. 

D 0 N N A 

MS. MARTIN: We would support any bills to do that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Donna Hildreth, Legal Services of New 

H I L D R E T H: I would like to correct the record. 

I am not here from the Legal Services of New Jersey. I am here as a 

private citizen. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: You are with Legal Services though, 

are you not? 

MS. HILDRETH: I work with Legal Services. I am here basically 

as a feminist, as a citizen of New Jersey, and as someone who has worked 

in social service agencies for over 10 years now, and as a parent. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Are you an attorney with Legal Services? 

MS. HILDRETH: No, I'm not an attorney. 

I would like to support, with reservations, 1592. I agree 

with what Mr. Halpin said this morning: there is a necessity to have 

records kept of how pregnancies end, and not just people who elect 



to terminate pregnancies. I worry a little about having a 

woman sign. I don't really feel that is necessary. 

As for standardizing procedures and regulating what a woman 

should be told about pregnancy, and how to terminate it, or other alternatives, 

I wouldn't argue with that. I think anything that makes medical treatment 

more humane and gives women, and all patients, more dialogue with their 

doctors is a good thing. I am not sure, through, that that is what 

the bill is going to do, but I hope it is. 

I am opposed to 1155, and for a lot of reasons that have been 

said here by other people. I know that the majority of parents are 

concerned about their children and will try to act in their best interest. 

But, I am concerned about the minority of parents that don't act in 

the best interest of their children, and I don't think that the instance 

of that happening is as insignificant as we would like to think. We 

don't really know what the instances are of incest or rape within the 

family. We don't have all that information. Studies are starting 

to come out about it, and it is alarming. It is more prevalent than 

we had ever thought. I personally feel that we have a duty to protect 

children who might be abused by their family. 

In the case of incest - and Assemblyman Bassano you mentioned-

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Excuse me, I don't mean to interrupt 

you, but I just want to point out that I intend to - if it is needed -

adda supplement to the current law that exists - although I kind of 

believe that it is covered - requiring that incest and rape be reported 

to the prosecutor's office. In turn, of course, the parents would be 

notified one way or the other. 

MS. HILDRETH: I know, but I wanted to bring out what Assemblyman Bas

sanosaid,that the Legislature is concerned with black and white, and 

not with grey areas. In family situations where there is incest, I 

think we are dealing with a lot of grey areas. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: But, as far as this bill goes, if it 

is not included under the law, it would be reported to the prosecutor's 

office. 

MS. HILDRETH: Yes. That may not be the comfort that you 

think, or that you would like it to be. I just want to register my 

opinion about this. I do think it is dangerous. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Let me ask you on that, is it your opinion 

that it should go to the-- I consider that child abuse. 

MS. HILDRETH: I consider it child abuse too. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: And it should come under the child abuse 

law. 

MS. HILDRETH: Yes, but I don't think you can put in a law 

that requires parental notification and make exceptions, and expect 

that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: No, I'm sorry. The doctor would have 

to comply with the child abuse law. 

MS. HILDRETH: Right, which should take place anytime a child 

goes to a physician, so that is already provided for in the law. You 

don't have to make exceptions. But, a girl may not report that that 

is the case. She may just report that she is pregnant. There may be 
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all sorts of reasons why she would not want to admit at the time, even 

to a physician, that this is going on. The feelings that are involved 

in this are very complicated. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: In the case of an incest or a rape, 

don't you think we ought to adopt procedures, standards, regulations, 

and laws that would have that effect? I don't see anything wrong with 

us trying to protect people from themselves, especially in the case 

of minors. I am very concerned that we are not doing our utmost to 

insure that minors would report cases of child abuse. I think we have 

failed in that regard, and I think, on the contrary, that we should 

be adopting measures that are more in that direction rather than less. 

MS. HILDRETH: Right. But, what I am saying is happening 

right now is that the atmosphere about this problem is not so enlightened 

at the present time that you could expect a child to just come out with 

it and have her own protections provided for by doing that. She may 

keep it a secret. The parents will receive notification and that could 

be a very dangerous and volitle situation that is exposed and the child 

has no protection at that point. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: You don't consider that that child is 

already exposed to avery dangerous and volitle situation that nothing 

is being done about? 

MS. HILDRETH: Yes, and nothing will be done, and it may end 

in a really tragic way. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Nothing is done. Well, anyway--

MS. HILDRETH: Okay. All I am saying is that it will allow 

for something. Well 

want to do that. 

we will only go around about this. I don't 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Please proceed. I'm sorry. 

MS. HILDRETH: Okay. I would just like to reaffirm what other 

people said, that teenaged girls will not see this as notificatio~ as 

opposed to consent. They won't make that legal distinction, and I think 

that will send them outside of the health services of this State, maybe 

to illegal measures. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you. Are there any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: I have one question. What is your opinion 

regarding some type of legislation, picking the age of 14 or 16 years, 

whereby any type of medical procedure would not require parental consent 

if we were to change the statutes in that nature, where we would, again, 

not be in a grey area? It would either be black or white, as the case 

may be . We would say that at a certain age a person - other than the 

age of majority, a person 14 or 16 - would have the right to any medical 

treatment they so desired. 

MS. HILDRETH: I'm afraid I am going to be asked a leading 

question; you are going to say to me "sterilization." It happened before. 

I don't really know.how to answer that all the way. I do think that 

a lot of us are here, and the people who are here and testifying against 

1155 are concerned primarily about a woman's right to control her own 

body. We are sincere about that, and we have been struggling about 

that for years. We can't just assume that it is a woman over 18 years 
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of age who will exercise that right, but it has to start when they are 

girls. We have to develop an attitude about our bodies that starts 

when we are young. 

I think the way to go about solving this problem is not so 

much to notify parents. Of course, they have a right to know, and in 

healthy relationships, girls will tell their parents. But, I think 

maybe we should explore things, such as expanded sex education in schools 

and in the community, where parents are made part of it, and families 

can take part in this. I think that is the way to go about it, to open 

things up and to make them more public. 

I'm sorry, I can't answer your question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: You didn't answer my question. 

MS. HILDRETH: I can't answer it; I'm sorry. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BASSANO: In a situation such as I just outlined 

it would also take into consideration young men of the same age group 

who may need an appendectomy, or something of that nature. So, it is 

a very wide area. I was wondering what your opinion was. If you can't 

express it, I appreciate your trying anyway. 

MS. HILDRETH: I think minor surgical procedures - perhaps 

something like abortion at a certain level - the child must be able 

to consent to. There are other things to consider, and I really wouldn't 

want to speak to that. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you. 

Mary Louise Gans, Central Jersey Coordinator, New Jersey Coalition 

of Concerned Parents. 

M A R Y L 0 U I S E G A N S: Thank you very much for the opportunity 

to come and address you. First let me explain, because of the organizational 

title I represent, you may ask why I am here. You know that as the 

Coalition of Concerned Parents we have turned our efforts to reaching 

the public and the Legislature with an appeal to preserve parental rights 

in the most intimate area of family life and sex education training, 

so that our children would not be mandated to attend interdisciplinary 

courses through many years of elementary and secondary school, without 

the consent either of child or parent. That area is still our deep 

concern. We still pray that legal restraint will be applied to return 

the control of our children's psychological, spiritual, and moral, sexual 

training to their parents, instead of being given to an omnipotent state. 

But, just as we seek to retain our parental position in this 

area of intellectual and spiritual development, we also see the enormity 

of destruction in the parental-child relationship which occurs when 

a child, as yet incapable in any other area of self-determination -

by legal definition - is allowed, even encouraged, to choose life or 

death for an unborn offspring, a grandchild of its parent, assuming 

at the same time a risk of unknown proportion in relation to her own 

present and future health, health which the parent is, by law, responsible 

to maintain and safeguard. This bill does not give parents the right 

to prevent this course, but only allows that they may be alerted to 

possible danger to their child. My child may not ride a school bus 

on a field trip without a written permission. My child may not have a 
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cavity filled without my signature, nor any other medical procedure, 

no matter how trivial, without my authorization. How can she be allowed 

to take my grandchild's death and her future life and health into her 

own hands without informing me? 

We are before you today to ask you to come to one of the most 

honorable decisions you will ever need to make. You may have been led 

to believe that public sentiment is against this bill, as it is said 

by opponents "to be an incursion on the concept of total and unrestricted 

freedom of choice. But, unrestricted freedom has never been the code 

of an ethical society. All of us have believed that to control our 

desires, to be considerate of the needs of our fellow citizen~ is essential 

to an ordered, efficient, even a workable society, one that is not an 

anarchy. All of us have known that even adults must submit themselves 

to safe and just codes of conduct, even when they somehow limited our 

choices. 

Now, we have a situation where children are being given the 

authority to make grave, medical decisions without any parental guidance 

or assistance. Can you justify, on one hand, laws which require that 

parents be punished as unfit if they fail to maintain their children's 

health, to keep them under proper surveillance, and train them to observe 

law and order, if on the other hand you refuse to grant to them the 

right even to know what their children are doing? 

Aside from the moral and medical aspects of an abortion, consider 

only the financial aspects of one. If parents are not informed, who 

is paying for this procedure? Will the generous providers of abortion 

give them freely without charge, meaning then that our taxes and United 

Way Fund contributions will be providing them? Or, will our young aborting 

child-mothers be carrying debts to unknown "friends"? How will these 

debts be repaid? In what "coinage"? Do the fourteen-year-old girls 

we seek to protect have hundreds of dollars available to them for procuring 

abortions? Are parents who allow minor children hundreds of dollars' 

in unac=unted spending money lax parents? 

Defenders of the right of privacy and the freedom of choice 

suggest intrustion on a woman's right. In what other area is my child 

a woman? Again I say, I am responsible in law for her health, her conduct, 

her school grades and attendance, and every debt she may incur. Forget 

the God-given right of parental authority. In what business partnership 

would any man take so much responsibility for another's actions without 

some voice in them? Can it be too much to ask just to be informed? 

Admittedly, we who ask you to pass this bill are asking you 

to risk a measure of disapproval from those who would demand total freedom 

and the "right of choice:" they say we are seeking to ·control their 

morality. We say they are seeking to control ours, and our childrens'. 

If you do not pass this bill, you say to them, "yes, you have the right 

to usurp all parental authority." There is no parental authority or 

right, only responsibility to provide whatever the omniscient individual 

or the State may demand. Look closely at the people who demand that 

you prevent this legislation, and those who support the State-mandated 

Family Life Programs, and you will discover that their names and interests 
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overlap -- a conflict of interest, perhaps? They do not seek to stop 

ignorance, venerial disease, and abortion. They do not seek to strengthen 

families and teach parenting. They seek to prevent and circumvent families. 

You have in your pqwer with this bill one small way to restore 

a little measure of parental rights in our State. Don't be fooled by 

the horror stories of cruel and inhuman parents, unfeeling and abusive 

of their child in her time of need. If any of these do exist, the courts 

have all power to circumvent them already. No child need suffer, and 

many agencies and advisors are available to inform the children of this. 

But, all children, even without the Mandated Program, through t.v. childrens' 

specials, magazines, and many school programs, are already being informed 

to avoid parental counsel in time of trouble because "parents might 

become emotional or attempt to influence your decision, or impose their 

values." Whose influence and values will be imposed? 

The average happy teenager usually needs advice to decide 

what skirt to purchase, what movie to see, and even what sundae to enjoy. 

Surely, on this grave decision she will seek advice. Will that advice 

from strangers be wiser, more loving, be based on more knowledge of 

the child herself, and of her needs? Will the unity of the family in 

this Year of the Family be increased by taking this bond in tragedy 

away from the family and binding the child to secrecy from her parents? 

Who, by the way, will write the note to the school, explaining 

that Mary is ill, bleeding and dizzy, and can't take gymn? Not mother; 

she doesn't know. And, if Mary is one of the unlucky ones, no one will 

ever know why she got the fever and died so suddenly. Probably, she 

won't die perhaps she will only fail a course or two because she had 

no one to talk to to expalin her distress. Perhaps the Mandate will 

be applied and Mary can be the class example of how each child must 

form his or her own values, learning to be tolerant of values that differ 

from her own, as Susan Wilson has said. 

Please, if you value the inviolable rights of your own families, 

protect them and your State and grant this obvious right back to parents. 

Tell the young people of this State and of this nation that parents 

are their support and not their enemy. Allow the chance to love and 

help their own children. For the Year of the Family, send the families 

back together. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you. 

MRS. GANS: I thought you might be interested in these too. 

They are pertinent to the other bill, which discusses the progress of 

a child at eight weeks. It is a noticible baby. At sixteen weeks, which 

is somewhere close to the usual abortion time-- No one aborts in the 

first four weeks. You know, they don't know that it has happened and 

they don't spend the money unless they are positive, and they have missed 

two periods. So, they are already up to the twelfth week. By the eighteenth 

week it is an adorable child with its thumb in its mouth. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: All right. 

MRS. GANS: And, this is the child's bill of rights, as printed 

in Ms. Magazine. If we get those rights for children, forget parenting 

entirely. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you, Mrs. Gans. 

MRS. GANS: This is another piece of information that might 

be included in that booklet for young children. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you. I will enter this into 

my file. It does not comment on the bill. The Child's Bill of Rights 

I think we are aware of that. 

The next witness will be Louise Halper, National Lawyer's 

Guild. Louise, I will ask you the same question I asked the representative 

from the ACLU and the legal representative from Planned Parenthood. 

If your comments are regarding the constitutionality of the legislation, 

I would prefer that you encapsulate them and submit your testimony for 

the record. 

L 0 U I S E H A L P E R: No, they are not. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Okay. 

MS. HALPER: Gentlemen, I have my testimony here for your 

reference. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you. 

MS. HALPER: Gentlemen, my name is Louise Halper. I am a 

mother and an attorney, and I appear here today on behalf of the Abortion 

Rights Task Force of the New Jersey Chapter of the National Lawyers 

Guild. 

Speaking for that organization, I can say that we view both 

A-1592, and A-1155 as an attempt to further narrow the rights of women 

to the privacy of their bodies and, in specific, to their rights not 

to bear unwanted children. 

On its face, A-1592 attempts a laudable aim, to give preoperative 

patients all the possible information about the procedure they are about 

to undergo, and about the possible alternatives to it. It would seem, 

in fact, to bolster the goals of freedom of reporductive choice for 

women. But, I ask this group to take notice of other facts about this 

bill, facts about what this bill omits. 

This bill omits any provision for informed consent on the 

part of women about to undergo procedures just as central to their reproductive 

rights such as hysterectomies, laporatomies, or other forms of sterilization. 

There are no procedures more irreversible in regard to a woman's reproductive 

future than these, no procedure whose abuses cry out more for the imposition 

of an informed consent requirement. But, this bill which is ostensibly 

directed toward "promoting and protecting maternal health" and protecting 

women against "medical victimization" by imposing "a greater degree 

of accountability" on a physician, nowhere speaks to the issue of women 

who are compelled to be sterilized. We can be sure that if a woman 

goes to a doctor for an abortion, she wants an abortion. Who can be 

sure that a woman in labor who consents to sterilization has really 

given her informed consent to that procedure, particularly when we know 

that sterilization of poor and minority women is regarded by some doctors 

as an answer to social problems, and used by them as such? 

We know it is a fact that in this country sterilization statistics 

are muchhigher for Black women, Spanish-speaking women, and poor women 

than they are for White, middle-class women. Yet, the concern for women's 
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rights to be informed has not led to sponsors of this bill to deal with 

this abuse through requiring use of informational informed consent booklets 

for sterilization procedures. I am afraid that this reveals quite clearly 

the essential direction of A-1592, which is simply to discourage women 

from choosing to have an abortion. 
As to A-1155, it should be noted that the Supreme Court has 

already held that mature minors have a right to an abortion without 

parental intervention. This bill purports not to require parental consent, 

but merely parental notification. This parental notification takes 

place in the context of the situation where a minor has already decided 

to have an abortion, and in that context it is quite clear parental 

notification can only mean an opportunity for parents to attempt to 

pressure a young girl or woman not to have the abortion. 

Of course, those of us who are parents want to share with 

our children their problems, especially in situations as serious as 

this. But, I believe that even as parents, we cannot force our choices 

on our children; and, realistically, in this sort of sitpation, would 

we want to? It is easy to say a thirteen-year-old is not mature enough 

to make decisions about her future. But, in that case can we say a 

pregnant thirteen-year-old who chooses not to become a mother is making a less 
sensible choice than her parents who might want her to have a child? 

Who is making the sensible choice in that case? Do we really want to 

make it State policy that parents be allowed to pressure young girls 

into becoming teenage mothers? Are we really providing for family unity 

in such a case? 

It seems to me that all the arguments in favor of parental 

notification -- the child's lack of maturity, her inability to decide 

for herself, etc. -- are arguments which go directly to the question 

of whether she is fit to be a parent. 

If a girl decides she is not fit to be a parent, it would 

be wrong to allow her parents the opportunity, through persuasion or 

pressue, to reverse that decision and force her to do what she feels 

incompetent to do, that is become a parent herself. 

Finally, let me say that legislative concern with parents 

and their children, which seems to express itself in these bills, needs 
to find a new direction. In this State, there are 125,000 parents and 

325,000 children who are on Aid to the Families of Dependent Children 

and who our legislature keeps on budgets which amount to less than 65% 

of what the United States Bureau of Labor statistics says is minimally 

adequate low income family budget. 

There is a day care program which this legislature refuses 

to fund at a level which comes anywhere near meeting the rate of inflation. 

There is a program for battered women which does not even provide one 

shelter per county for those unfortunate victims of family violence, 

even though the shelters which do exist are constantly full to capacity 

and beyond. 

There is a family planning program whose budget this legislature 

has held to a 5% increase since 1975, although we all agree that family 

planning is the key to guaranteeing women's reproductive rights. 
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It is a waste of this legislature's time to hedge about, in 

petty and unfeeling ways, the rights of women to reproductive freedom, 

particularly when the rights to women and children to a decent life 

are not being attended to. 

Thank you for this opportunity. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you. I will make sure that Assemblywoman 

McConnell gets a copy of your comments, especially on page two here 

you say, "I'm afraid this reveals quite clearly the essential direction 

of A-1592, which is simply to discouraging women from choosing to have 

an abortion." She is the co-sponsor of the legislation. 

J I L L 

MS. HALPER: Obviously, Assemblyman, people differ. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you. 

Jill White will be our next witness. 

W H I T E: Mr. Chairman, members of this Committee, my 

name is Jill White. I am a resident of Hamilton Township, New Jersey, 

and I very much appreciate the opportunity to speak to you today with 

regard to Assembly Bills Nos. 1155 and 1592. 

First, I would like to direct my remarks to Assembly Bill 

No. 1155, introduced by Assemblymen Lesniak and Deverin, which calls 

for the notification of parents prior to the performance of an abortion 

on a pregnant minor. 

As a concerned citizen, and as the parent of six children, 

I believe it is the reponsibility of government to protect and to promote 

parental rights, and for this reason, I fully and enthusiastically support 

this bill. I am convinced that if this legislation should be enacted 

it will ensure parents in New Jersey the opportunity to discuss and 

advise their minor children prior to the abortion decison. 

As you and I know, parents are responsible for virtually every 

aspect of their children's lives, be it medical, educational, spiritual, 

nutritional, or economic. Therefore, to make an exception in this particular 

instance of parental notification prior to abortion would not only be 

inconsistent and inappropriate, but would, in fact, be downright unjust. 

So again, I support this legislation and I sincerely hope 

that it will become law in the very near future. 

With regard to Assembly Bill No. 1592, although I fully support 

the concept of this proposed legislation, I do believe that certain 

amendments will have to be made if it is to succeed in its goal, which 

is to safeguard a woman's right to full information prior to the performance 

of an abortion. 

I'm deeply concerned by the fact that this bill calls for 

the Department of Health to be the sole preparer of the informational 

booklet. My concern stems from my knowledge that Dr. Joanne Finley, 

Commissioner of that Department, was formerly a director for Planned 

Parenthood in the State of Maryland. Clearly, this constitutes a conflict 

of interest because Planned Parenthood has been and is now recognized 

as one of the foremost promoters of legal accessible abortion. And, 

I would ask that you pl.ease look at my attachments to this written statement, 

which reinforce my view. 

Certainly, in view of this fact, we cannot possibly be assured 
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that this booklet would be prepared by Dr. Finley's Department without 

bias. It should not and it must not turn out to be merely a propaganda 

vehicle that would enhance abortion as a positive alternative, and portray 

childbirth as a negative one, and assurances to this effect should be 

built into the language of this proposed legislation. 

A-1592, as it is now written, is extremely vague and it in 

no way addresses itself to certain very important specifics. For instance, 

exactly what information will be included in the booklet? Will it be 

depicted in pictures as well as words? Will the information include 

"all" the major and minor physical, mental, and emotional complications 

surrounding the procedure itself as well as any and "all" complications 

which might result later? Will it include problems which might arise 

if and when subsequent pregnancies should occur? Will the booklet make 

it crystal clear that abortion does not remove a part of a woman's body, 

that it does not remove merely a mass of cells, or a blob of tissue, 

but rather that it does remove a developing human being who if left 

in utero for a period of nine months, would almost certainly result 

in a normal, healthy, live baby? 

Will the booklet be produced in languages other than English 

in order to safeguard the rights of a woman who might have difficulty 

comprehending the English language? Will the booklet be given to the 

woman immediately before the abortion, or will there be a twenty-four 

hour, or better yet, a forty-eight hour time span in which she might 

be able to consider its content and perhaps discuss it with a family 

member or a friend. I might add that this time span could conceivably 

prevent a woman from making a hasty decision and perhaps one which she 

might later bitterly regret. 

So, in summary, I would say that should this bill be enacted 

in its present form, it will only serve to protect the abortionist and 

the institution or clinic wherein he or she performs the abortion procedure. 

Furthermore, unless this booklet is prepared by an individual, or a 

committee of individuals, uncommitted to a pro-abortion philosophy, 

and the information contained within it is all inclusive and prepared 

in languages and given to the woman well in advance of the performance 

of the procedure, then it cannot and it will not fulfill its goal, which 

is to guarantee her the right to an informed consent. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: I want to thank you for your testimony. 

I wasn't aware that Dr. Finley was the director of Planned Parenthood 

in Maryland. 

Esme Ambos will be the next witness. 
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E S M E C. A M B 0 S: My name is Esme Ambos and I speak as a private citizen. 

I support Assembly bill 1155, but with reservatiuns. This bill requires parental 

notification prior to the performance of an abortion on a pregnant minor child. 

The right of parents to guide and counsel their children is inherent. 

A child is the responsibility of the parents from birth. In effect, the child "belongs" 

to its parents. A child born in New Jersey does not belong to the state. 

The thread of life, of blood relationship, extends from the pregnant 

child to her parents, and their parents, and their grandparents. Likewise, the family 

lineage extends from the grandparents to parents, to the child and the child in utero. 

The unborn child is already a member of the family by virtue of its 

bloodlines. Therefore, the claim of the parents on the life of the unborn baby is 

obvious. To deny the parents knowledge of the intention of their child to have an 

abortion is to rob them of their grandchildren, their hope in the next generation. 

The parent-child relationship, unchanged by time or by culture, cannot 

be severed by the state. This is a law of nature that no man-made law can change. 

It is incredible to me that in a civilized society, laws must be passed to reaffirm 

these basic truths. 

It is also incredible that our country and our government, which are 

dedicated to saving lives and promoting human rights, would deny its citizens the 

most fundamental right of all--the right to be born. 

While I believe that parental notification is insufficient to uphold 

the rights of parents and grandparents to protect their progeny, under the restrictions 

made by recent Supreme Court decisions, this is the best that can be done at this 

time. This bill should become law. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank ypu. The next witness is Dr. Marguerite 

Larsen, Rutgers University Health Center. 

M A R G U E R I T E LARS EN: Chairman Lesniak and fellow citizens, I am here 

for the first time testifying in public. So, please, be patient. I have a lot of 

ridiculous notes and I will try to make them clear. 

I am grateful to be here today to present my views on the two bills, 

1155 and 1592. I am a physcian of the past 23 years, trained in internal medicine 

and since 1973, I have been working in student health services and have become a family 

care physician, family practice physician, where I am on the staff at Rutgers Medical 

School. 

I am also here as a mother of three teenage children--two teenage children 

and one nearly teenage child. I want to oppose 1155, not because I don't think that 

parents should or should not be informed. This is the kind of information that I 

feel should be at the discretion of the physician. I can only agree with my colleague, 

Dr. Hoffman, that parental help is desirable. I feel uncomfortable with the state 

legislating that I must tell the parent, even when I may believe it is not to the 

benefit of that patient in health care. 

Other.people who have been here have brought up the arguments that 

can come up in individual cases and that is the situation that I attend to. I am 

a family physician or a primary care physician and my concern is for my patient and 

what I feel I can do that is best for the patient's welfare. 

I feel, also, that 1155 breaks down patient confidentiality, which 

is so important to me in the caring of adolescents and in caring for all patients, 

but specifically in caring for adolescents today. There is something that comes into 



my mind, that we may even be colluding in an unhealthy family relationship, when you find 

that the young adolescent might be getting pregnant in order to get back at the parents 

and if I am forced, by virtue of legislation, to partake in this, I feel uncomfortable 

about that. 

As a caring physician, I keep my patients' health, mental and physical, 

as primary. Concerning the patient's mental health, I fear 1155 may add, not necessarily, 

but may add emotional pressure in an already emotion filled situation. I am not against 

parental involvement, but I would like to reserve the right to decide when it is best 

for my patient and not be forced to do something illegal or to send my patient to 

another state for doing something that I think is best for their health. 

I am glad for our respect of young people's rights. It has helped 

me to be able to start to control venereal disease because, in this situation, we 

have had some laws where we do not have to inform the oarent about the treatment that 

we are doing and it has been an advance, I feel, in the care of the patient. That 

pretty much describes how I feel about 1155. 

On the other bill, 1592, I support the idea of better reporting of 

abortions. I was glad to hear Dr. Halpin say that they may be doing something where 

we would be reporting to them on t~is and I hope that does come about in some way 

so that we can work with our Department of Health to get this data, which is very 

important. 

However, I am concerned about the booklet that I would have to give 

to the patient. I am concerned for different reasons. I was for patient inserts 

many years ago when that debate came about. It was a good idea and this booklet is 

a good idea, but when I see what has happened with patient inserts, in practice, when 

a patient reads the insert and because of the way it is worded or even if, let us 

say, the booklet was very good, some patients still interpret what is there in their 

own way and become very concerned and they, therefore, may not take medication or 

have unnecessary concerns that I feel are, again, a detriment to good medical care. 

So, on 1592, the booklet, I am fearful, might cause more damage, in the long run, 

than what we would intend by having that information available. I do agree that that 

information should be given to the patient and I think it is my medical society's 

responsibility to insist that we feel that responsibility. I can only say, in my 

own practice, this is carried out and all information is given to the patient, all 

options are given to the patient because we know full well that this act that they 

are going into is with them for the rest of their lives. 

I don't like the idea of their having to sign something and that, again, 

might add to the emotional trauma of the situation. It adds to a certain amount of 

fear that I want to prevent them from not being able to come back and get help from 

me in the future. I think that pretty much says it. 

The only other thing, I want to support--! have listened to other people 

while I was here--and I want to support the American Bar Association that states that 

a parent's support should be enlisted, but with the minor's consent. I am in full 

agreement with that. I try very hard to do that. rn student health, it is very important 

that the student understand that the parent is not going to be informed about what 

they are telling me or what will go on there and I have learned that this is very 

important to get the minor's consent in something like this and I would want that 

to happen with my children. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you very much, Doctor. I would probably 

put you in the same category as Dr. Hoffman as far as being a caring physician. 



However, you have a family practice, you are a family care physician. 

DOCTOR LARSEN: I'm a student health physician. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Okay. Would you say that your attitude is prevalent 

in terms of the physician-patient relationship that exists in the abortion clinics. 

DOCTOR LARSEN: I cannot say. I would hope so and if it isn't I would 

do just as much within my power to get it in that same way. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Certainly, your relationship with your patients 

is not a tenuous one. You just don't see them for a half hour or an hour. 

DOCTOR LARSEN: Right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Just one more question. I have a difficulty 

resolving, philosophically, that as far as informed consent and as far as parental 

notification, why the abortion procedure is singled out as being different from other 

surgical procedures because I've heard that argument being used that it should not 

be different and yet, it is different. Are not informed consent forms for surgical 

procedures signed by patients? 

DOCTOR LARSEN: We do a lot of signing of procedures and that is usually 

legislated by the people who I work with or by lots of things. All I am saying is, 

please, don't put another one on me. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you very much. Is there anyone else who 

would like to testify who is not on the list. Could we have your name please? 

J U D Y R 0 B E R T S 0 N: I am Judy Robertson. I am a registered nurse, working 

presently, and I'm a mother. I wish I had had more time to prepare some thoughts, 

but I just have a few very fast reactions. One, as a nurse, I did work in labor and 

delivery and many of the abortions, especially the early ones, are done very, very 

similarly, if not exactly, as D&C's, dilitation and curettage, which I think most 

everyone here knows about. I worked in a very guarded situation in a hospital where 

all facilities were available at my fingertips. There is no way for a doctor to say 

that this woman is not going to have a complication. The most healthy young woman, 

not as some of the doctors said, a high risk teenager or a very young girl, you would 

say, "Well, she' 11 have no problem at all. One, two, three, she' 11 be done. We' 11 

watch her and she will progress and be healthy." As anyone in the field knows, you 

cannot be certain of that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Excuse me, did you hear Dr. Halpin's testimony? 

MS. ROBERTSON: Yes, I did and he did say some things which I could 

not justify. First, he said that they are very high risk and then he is saying, well, 

we really shouldn't tell the parents about this. I have seen situations change in 

five minutes from a very healthy woman, with vital signs perfect, to someone hemorraging. 

I say, if this done where a young girl comes into an abortion clinic, has her abortion 

done with, I would say, very minimal counselling, let's be honest about it, and then 

she goes horne and the parent knows nothing of her situation and can proceed to have 

some minimal to very, very severe side effects and the parent doesn't even know. Perhaps 

the mother is at work. Now, that is one hell of a pickle to be in as far as I am 

concerned. 

Also, I hear everyone gasp when they say, in the literature, if we 

get this booklet where people will be informed, if we have fetal development in there, 

it will be an affront to a young child. They shouldn't see this. They can't comprehend 

it. Well, then we should take many, many lovely programs off of Channel 13 because 

we see it there and it is on there. They have some marvelous scientific programs 
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where they show the developing child. I think, if you are going to hide this from 

the young woman who is going to choose for the abortion and then she sees it on TV, 

you have done her a terrible disservice. Thank you for allowing me to speak. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you. Is there anyone else. Could we have 

your name please? 

H E L E N B UN I N: My name is Helen Bunin and I am Judy Robertson's sister and 

I can't let her have the last word. I am a registered nurse and I practice nursing 

at a hospital in Summit, one of the most progressive hospitals in the state. 

I would also like to to say that I am the mother of eight children. 

I've had five teenagers at one time. So, I know all about teenage raising. I would 

just like to say that I think before there were courts of law, before there was a 

Constitution, before there was anything like this, there were parents and there were 

children and I think we ought to regard this as a basic right, the right of a parent 

to be with children in a crisis. Believe me, this is a crisis situation, when a child 

comes in and wants information about an abortion. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN LESNIAK: Thank you. I would like to thank everybody 

again. 'l'he record for today' s proceedings will be available sometime in the future 

in the bill room in the State House. Thank you for corning down. 

(Hearing Concluded) 
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124 Montgomery Street, 2Q 
Highland Park, NJ 08904 

September 25, 1980 

Assemblyman George J. Otlowski, Chairman 
Assembly Committee on Institutions, 

Health and Welfare 
State House 
~renton, NJ 08625 

Re: Proposed Assembly Bill No. A.ll55 

Dear Assemblyman Otlowski: 

Because I am unable to attend the public hearing on 
October 1 on the above-mentioned proposed bill, I would 
like the Committee to include the enclosed written 
testimony when considering the enactment of the bill. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

(~\....),.<:~.._"<\\'-yell ~uV 
Susan K. Perger 

cc: Raymond Lesniak 
Thomas J. Deverin 
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124 Montgomery Street, 2Q 
Highland Park, NJ 08904 

September 25, 1980 

Assemblyman George J. Otlowski, Chairman 
Assembly Committee on Institutions, 

Health and Welfare 
State House 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Re: Proposed Assembly Bill No. A.ll55 

Dear Assemblyman Otlowski: 

As a tax-paying resident of New Jersey, I would like to submit 
comment on proposed Assembly Bill No. 1155, requiring parental 
notification before performing an abortion on a pregnant minor. 

Faced with an unwanted pregnancy, abortion is never an easy 
decision - not for a woman of 40, 30 or 20. It is even more 
difficult, and perhaps more frightening, for a young woman under 
18. Many young women do go to their mothers/parents for 
guidance and support when faced with such a difficult situation. 
Those who do not, however, most likely have a valid reason for 
keeping quiet ... for example, the 16-year-old who was raped by 
her stepfather, resulting in her pregnancy. Fearing reprisal 
from her mother, she arranged with support from an older 
relative to have a legal abortion. Although her mother found 
out beforehand and attempted to stop her daughter (blindly 
refusing to accept the fact that her husband was capable of 
committing such an act), the young woman's doctor was able to 
perform a legal abortion, sparing her a life-long reminder of 
a horrible violation. 

If you were a young woman of 16, what would you have done? 

Having been present at several pre-abortion counselling sessions, 
I can relay some of what I saw and heard ..• 

... a 16-year-old who still didn't understand how 
"it" happened. She couldn't tell her mother -
"She'd kill me." (Do we blame the schools for 
poor or no sex education, or the parents for 
lack of communication?) 
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Re: A.ll55 
Page 2 

.•• a 17-year-old high school senior who had been 
using a contraceptive but still got pregnant. 
She loved her boyfriend but wanted to finish 
high school and go to college. She knew she 
couldn't pursue her ambitions if she had a 
child at such a young age. "My parents 
wouldn't understand. I'll never tell them." 

..• a 15-year-old who was afraid of having an 
abortion hut knew she hnd no other option. 
"My boyfriend is waiting outside, but I'll 
never tell my parents. I'm afraid they'd 
beat me to death." 

All these young women made the correct decision for themselves. 
They believe in a woman's right to control her own life and 
body. It is a right that a woman is entitled to - whether she's 
15 or 50. 

If men (including "unemancipated minors under the age of 18") 
could get pregnant, I wonder if this bill would have ever been 
introduced. 

I strongly urge the Assembly Committee to vote against this bill. 

cc: Raymond Lesniak 
Thomas J. Deverin 
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Mr. Raymond Lesniak 
District 21 
N.J. General Assembly 
60 Prince Street 
Elizabeth, N.J. 07208 

Dear Mr. Lesniak: 

September 10, 1980 

I have recently become aware of Assembly Bill ~ 1592 
introduced by Assemb:ym,u1 Herman on April 21, 1980. Jl.s a 
pro-life obstetrician active in the subspecialty of peri
natology (care of complicated pregnancies) I am oppcsed to 
the termination of any pregnancy - be it spontaneous or in
duced - that will jeopardize and even preclude the life of 
the newborn. I do, however, observe laudatory points in 
the Bill as proposed and would ask the members of y<)ur Com
mittee to amplify on two issues prior to submission of the 
completed Bill. 

The induction of abortion is a surgical procedt:re and 
as such has its attendant complications. These can readily 
be divided into immediate and delayed. Hemorrhage ~nd in
fection are the most serious of the immediate and these can 
indeed be life-threatening. Perforation of the uterus may 
occur with the surgical instrument because of the softened 
condition caused by the hormon~s of pregnancy. Following 
the abortion by periods of days to years certain complica
tions are well recognized but easily overlooked by physician 
and patient alike because of the passage of time. A focus 
of pelvic infection may be initiated by the abortion and 
flareups in the future may render the patient infertile. 
Scarring of the lining of the cavity of the uterus may re
sult in cessation of menstrual activity and the inability 
to get pregnant. Rh sensitization - all but "cured" since 
the introduction of a vaccine in 1968 - may result 1Rrause 
of the inability of the patient to receive Rho Gam 
(the vaccine) because of lack of knowledge of blood groups 
of the father of the baby and the fetus. This can result 
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September 10, 1980 

in loss of wa~ted pregnancies in the future. Along this 
line literature from Middle European countries has shown 
that the incidence of premature deliveries in future preg
nancies bears a_ direct relationship to the number and 
technique employed in performing the abortions. We are 
all well aware of the expense entaile~ in the sustaining 
of life in these tiny newborns and the burden on society of 
maintaining them throughout life if "permanent injury occurs 
because of their premature birth. If we are to consider 
women seeking abortions as mature adults acting within 
their rights we must also accept the fact that idverse psy
cologic implications may accompany their decision just as 
all adults must accept the consequences of their daily in
teractions. Careful, long term studies do show that the 
majority of women undergoing abortion do harcor feelings of 
guilt long after the procedure has been performed. 

The medical community is well aware of the rights of 
patients undertaking any form of treatment to know the good 
and bad consequences of undertaking such treatment. The 
conventional manner of obtaining patient compliance is to 
explain the procedure; detail the most common advantages and 
disadvantages and allow the patient to consider these and 
return with a decision. Patients contemplating abortion should 
be afforded this same luxury. 

As the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Maternal Mor
tality of the St&te Medical Society, I report to you that 
there were twenty-seJen maternal deaths in New Jersey in 1979 
and two followed abortions. There were about 93,000 live 
births and an estimated 30,000 abortions. It is essential 
that some means of data collection be established promptly to 
evaluate the impact of abortion on maternal health and well
being. 

Basic to this report should be the number of pregnancies 
and number of children of the aborted patient; the length of 
the pregnancy and the type of procedure performed. In addition, 
the blood group should be recorded and,<~f the patient be Rh 
negative, the administration of Rho Gam should be noted. 
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The noting of early complications should be mandatory and 
it would be highly desirable to have physicians he required 
to report late complications of abortion a~ well. As with 
the majority of other surgical procedures the pathology re
port should accompany the required form. This should in
sure that pre and post-operative diagnoses were accurate 
and also diminish the possibility of an ectopic pregnancy 
if none were noted in the uterus in the patient with a posi
tive pregnan9y test and symptoms of pregnancy. 

May I ask that you give thought to the above points and 
include them in the Bill? 

Sincerely, 

P. Thompson, M.D. 
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.1!'am11y P 1ann1ng r'ublic Affairs Office 

32 West Lafayette St. 

:!:renton,. N •. J. 08608 

Excerpts from STANMRDS RELA'ftNG TO RIGHTS Oi" MINORS, Juvenile Justice Standards 
Project, Institute of .Tud:Lcial Admin is tratton and the American Bar ·Assoc:f.e,tior, 
Adopted by the ABA, February 12., 1979. 

Part IV: MEDICAL CARE ?~/ 
4.1 Pr~ren_tal con~. \-

A. No medical procedures, services, or treatment should be provided to a ~ 
minor without prior parental consent, except as specified in Standards 4.4-4.9. 

B. Circumstances where parents refuse to consent to treatment are governed 
by the Abuse and Negl~c. t, volume. 

4,2 Notification of treatrner!£_. 
A. Where prior parental consent is not :r;:quired to provide medical services 

or treatment to a minor, the provider should promptly notify the parent or respon
sible cust<*dian of such treatment and obtain his or her consent to further treat
ment, except as hereinaft~:!C specified. 

B. Where the medical -se:rvices provided ar.e for the treatment of chemical de
pendency, Standard 4. 7, or veaereal disease,, contraception, and pregnancy, Standard 
4.8, the physician should first seek and obtain the minor's permission to notify 
the parent of such treatments. 

1. If the minor-patient objects to notification of the parent, the physician 
should not notify th.::, pare.nt that tn~ai:.1u~mt was or ls being provided unless 
he or she concludes that failing to .i..nform the par·eot could seriously jeopar
dize the health of the minor, taking into consideration: 

a. the impact thHt such notification could have on the course of treatment; 
b. the medical con~o>id€:rations ~1h:i..ch require such notification; 
c. the nature, basis, and strength of the minor's objections; 
d. the extent to which parental involvement in the course of treatment 

is required ar desirable. 

2. A phyai.cian who eomcludei:J that not1.fication of the parent is medically 
required should: 

a. indicate the m<::dica1 justifications in thE'. minor-pat:l.ent's file; and 
b. infox:m the parent only after making all reasonable efforts to persuade 

the miocr t:o cons.<::l<t to notification of the parent. 

C. Where the medica 1 serv ict:,b provided ar~ for the treatment of a mental or 
emotional disorder pursuant tG Standard 4.9, after three sessions the provider 
should notify the parent of :.;uch treatment and obtain his or her consent· to 
further treatment. 

4.3 Financial liability. 
A. A pat·ent ~;hould be fi.nan·dally liable to p~rsons providing medical treatment 

to his or her minor child if the parent consents to such services, -or if the services 
are provided under emexgency circumstances pursuant to Standard 4.5. 

B. A minor who consents to bis or ber own medical treatment under Standards 
4.6-4.9 should be financi.ully liable for payment for su~b services, and should not 
disaffirm the financial obli.gation on aceount of minority. 

C. A publ:ic or private health insurance policy or plan under which a minor is 
a beneficiary should allow a minor, who consent.s tc medical servlces or treatment 
to file claims and receive benefits, regardle;:;s ·.>f whether the parent has consented 
to the treatment. 
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D. A public or private health insure~7 should not inform a parent or o.. 
holder that a mino'!(' has fi!Eld a claim or received a benef:Lt under a hl'!ctlth :.~.~., 11 · : ... ; 

policy or plan of which the minm: i.s a ben•i!f;~_,:ia.:y, tmle~~~~ the physid.a!l l:las pr·<~ .. 
viously notified the parent of the 1:reatment for whic.h the claim is submitted. 

4.4 Emancipated minor. 
A. A minor who is living separate and apart from his or her parent a1,1d 'i.Tbo is 

managing his or her own financial ~ffairs may consent to medical treatment on. the 
same terms and conditions as an adult. Accordingly, parental consent should not 
be required, nor should there be subsequent notification of the parent, or finabcia~ 
liability. 

1. If a physician treats a minor who is not actually emancipated, it 
should be a defense to a suit basing liability on lack of parental consent, that 
he or she relied in good faith on the minor's representations of emand.pation. 

4. 5 Emergency trea tmen_t. 
A. Under emergency circumstances, a minor may receive medical services or 

treatment without prior parental consent. 

1. Emergency circumstances exist whsn delaying treatment to first secure 
parental consent would endanE,er the life or health of the minor. 

2. It should be. a defense (~o an action bas :i.ng liability on lack of 
parental consent, that the mc!dical services we-re provifierl under emergency circum• 
stances. 

B. Where medical send .. c~~s 0:1: treatment are provided under emergency circum
stances, the parent should be notified as promptly IOH! possible, and his or. her 
consent should be obtained for further treatment. 

C. A parent should be £:~!:.ancially liable to persons providing emergency 
medical treatment. 

D. Where the emergency medical services are for treatmen.t of chemical depen
dency (Standard 4.7); venereal disease, contraception, or pregnan.s::y (Standard 4.8); 
or mental or emotional disorder (Standard 4.9), questions of notification of the 
parent and financial liability are goverued by thosE! provisions and Standards 
4.2 B., 4.2 C., and 4.3. 

4.6 Mature minor • 
. A. A minor of sixteen or older who has sufficient capacity to understand the 

nature and consequences of a proposed medical treatment for his or her benefit w.ay 
consent to that treatment on th'; same terms and eoqdi.tions as an e.dult. 

B. The treating physician should notify the minor's parent of any medical treal!
ment provided under this standard. 

4.7 Chemical dependency. 
A. A minor of any age may consen.t to medi.eal serv:tces, treatment, or therapy 

for problems or conditions related t. o alcohol or drug abuse or addiction. 

B. If the minor objects to notification of the par.-c:;nt, the phyai.cian providing 
treatment under this standard sh~)uld notify the. pareut: of ~~ocb tn"':>tment only if 
he or she concludes that failing to inform the parent would seriously jeopardize 
the health of the minor~ rmd co,nplhs wi..th the prov'i.e.-tons of Standard 4-.2. 

4.8 Venereal disease, entrae~~.P!iQ.!L._and ..l?.J"egnancy. 
A. 

for: 
1. treatment of venereal disease~ 
2o family planning, contraception~ or birth control other than a procedure 

which results in ster:i .. lization; or 

- 2 ... 
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3. tr:eatment relatt•d to rr·::~gnancy, i_nclud.i.ng aborti.on. 

B. If the minor oh.J<~ct<J to no·:.:;;r: .. t.:atLcn :.~J: tJ:·,,~ p ... ,t·e".t, the: physiclan prov:tcling 
treatment under this standard should notify the parent of suf;h treatment crd.v ~" ' 
or she concludes that fall:i..ng, to inform the parent wou.ld setiously 
jeopardize the health of d''"· minor., a.nd complies with the provisions of sr· ,'--~:· 

4. 9 Met1 ta 1 or emo t il?..lli!1 ... iti-~ler . 
A. A minor of fourteen or older who has o:r professes to suffer from a rr:ental 

or emotional disorder may consent to three sessions with a psychotherap:i s t cr -
counft:;lor for diagnosis and consultation. 

B. Following three set>t:dons for crisis intt:~rventiorl .and/or diagnos:l.3, . ·~ 
provid'.n~ :3hould notify the parent of such sessions and obtain b:f.s or h~r rr·:,;· "nt 
to further trea tmem:. 

* * * * * * * * * 
Excerj,">ts f.com Commentary 1.H.•c tion: pp. 56-S 7: 

"The complexity of the issues and the variability in individual situattons pre
clude adopting an absolute :n.1le either barring disclosure or requiring notification 
under all circumstances where a minor has received medical treatment without prior 
parental consent •. Nothing :ln this standard p1.events the minor from info:rrdng the 
parent himself or herself, nor the physician, on the basis of sound med:'tcnl judgment, 
from attempting t"o persuade the minor of the desirability of parental i•,vo1V?T0nt. 
Rather, the standard attempts to resolve the physician's dilemma in thos(' :i:rstances 
where the minor either expresses no position or voices opposition to parental 
disclosure. 11 

"In dealing with this issue of: notification of parents, this standard disting
uishes between those types of tre.atment in which the interesm of the parent and the 
minor will nonna.lly coinc:We and \>1he:re notification of parents is appropriate and 
mandatory, and those cin~ums t:anct>s where the :lnterests of parent and child may con
flict and the minor may or does object and notification is discretionary. In the 
latter instances, the overriding soc:ial inte)::·ests in enabling the minor to obtain 
the particular treatment dit.~tate tha.t unless the minor's health will be seriously 
jeopardized by failtng to notlfy the parents, the minor'a objection to disclosure 
should be honored by the. tre,ating phyF.!lcian. 0 

••u••"Standard t~.2 B. author:L:.es deviation from the norms of notification 
and consent of parents when compliance 'idth these policies ,.,.auld inhibit the provi
sion of needed medical treatment in certain :l.dentifiabl'e medical problem areas 
where. minors will be likely to require medical treatment; they are likely to object 
to parental notification; aud the: social deslrabil:i.ty of providing services out
weighs the potential negative in1pact of nondisclosure oo. family autonomy. In such 
instances, Standard 4.2 B. 1. pexmits pa.c<"ntal notification when exceptional cir
cumstances require, but suggests several fm:tors and considerations that may weigh 
against parental not:lfication. The yqportanc~of.J!linors obt:!l,ining t:c~a.tment for 
chemical dependency, or for venereal disease, birth control, and pregnancy; the 
potential deterrent eff,eci;_ that disclosure may have in a particular instance; and 
:t:~.SQect tor ~ht:<,_fljl_t;Q}~9.ro::t: 3ill.iLir~~endence of the minor in such circumstance, 
requires substantial respect for: the minor-patient's 0bjections to parental noti-
fication, H (Empha.s iB added) 
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I appear today on behalf of the American Civil 

Liberties Union and the American Civil Liberties Union 

of New Jersey in opposition to A. 1155 and A. 1592. 

But before addressing those specific proposals, I would 

like to direct myself to a broader question -- Why do we 

have to be here at all? 

Almost a decade ago, the United States Supreme 

Court ruled that a woman had a constitutional right to 

terminate an unwanted pregnancy. The court ruled that 

the decision to abort a pregnancy was a decision to be 

made by a woman and her doctor, and the state had no 

business interfering with the free choice of that decision. 

Ever since ~hen, the groups opposed to that decision 

and their political allies have waged unrelenting guerrilla 

warfare against American women of child-bearing age. 

Those forces that have refused to accept the constitutional 

mandate enunciated by our highes~ tribunal have sniped 

at this liberating concept from one end of our land to the 

other, attempting to forbid as many women as they possibly 

could from effectuating their fundamental right to 

control over their own bodies. And, unfortunately, these 

anti-constitutional attacks have had their most profound 

impact on those women least able to protect and enforce 

their own rights -- the poor and the young. For these most 

vulnerable groups, the price of exercising a woman's most 

basic civil right has been made dear indeed! 
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The bills before this Committee today are 

additional examples of these anti-constitutional attempts 

to prevent certain women from enforcing their rights. 

I and the American Civil Liberties Union say the time 

has come when legislative bodies should cease in their 

efforts to circumvent the enforcement of women's 

constitutional rights and turn their attention to the 

real and serious needs that face the young and the poor 

in our state, particularly those who inhabit our 

deteriorating urban centers. 

It is within the context of this unrelenting 

campaign to nullify the Supreme Court's decision in the 

1973 abortion cases, that we oppose these two additional 

bills which impinge upon a woman's right to freedom of 

choice. 

Isolated from this historical context, A. 1592 

is, of course, not clearly objectionable, Certainly, 

the American Civil Liberties Union is a vigorous 

supporter of the concept of informed consent. No 

organization is more devoted to tl1e free and open dis-

semination of information necessary to people in order 

to make informed decisions about events that affect their lives. 

If A. 1592 provided for the dissemination of 

information concerning any and all medical procedures, 

not excluding abortions and sterilization, we would applaud 
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it. That is obviously not the intent or ~ffect of A. 1592. 

Even assuming the Department of Health will prepare and 

distribute a completely objective and impartial handbook 

concerning the abortion decision, it will be immediately 

clear to every abortion patient to whom the booklet 

is distributed that this is just one more piece of social 

pressure to dissuade her from her decision to terminate 

pregnancy -- a pressure brought to bear upon her by the 

state in order to appease those segments of the community 

who find abortion morally reprehensible. It will be one 
view 

more subtle effort to impose that particular moral/upon others 

in the community who do not necessarily subscribe to it .. 

That A. 1592 is sponsored by some who support 

freedom of choice does not mitigate this fact, since 

it is clear that it is only being proposed under the 

pressure of those who desire much more stringent 

regulations. 

The real thrust and meaning of this bill is underscored 

by the fact that failure to provide the booklet would 

subject a physician to criminal sanctions. As the 

Supreme Court made clear in 1973, the criminal law has no 

business intervening in the private and confidential relation-

ship between a pregnant woman and her physician. There are 

no other procedures that require a doctor under penalty of 

criminal sanctions to give information concerning alternatives 

to the medical proc~dure which has already been determined. 
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While it is true that the United Sta.tes Supreme 

Court has upheld an "informed consent'' provision in 

Planned l?ar·enthbod v. Danforth,* that decision emphasized 

the narrow scope of the regulation there approved. 

While noting that it was not entirely clear what inf;ormation 

was required to be supplied the patient under that 

statute, the Court assumed that it only required "the 

giving of information to the patient as to just what 

would be done and as to its consequences •. \t The Court went 

on to suggest that ascribing any more meaning to the provision 

"might well confine the physician in an undesired strait.,.. 

jacket in the practices" of the medical profession~ 

1\, 1592 appears to impose just such a "straitjacket~-'·' 

It does not appear to be confined to the giving of 

information concerning "just what would be done and its 

consequences .. " i, The proscribed booklet must also include 

"a complete listing of alternative services available to 

the woman should she choose not to have the abortion .. '1' 

Such information ob,v.ipusly goes well beyond th.e medical 

procedures and consequences approved in th_e' Danforth case .. 

The additional provision of 1592 which requires 

tb.e physician to submit a report on each abortion performed 

*428 U,Sa 52 (1976}. 
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can only serve to further chill the exercise of the 

constitutional right. No matter what the bill promises 

about confidentiality of patients• names, few people 

nowadays have enough confidence in governmental processes 

to rely on such assurances. There have been too many 

instances of misuse of information in government files 

to satisfy many women that their names will be 

forever safe from snoopers and busibodies. 

Precisely because the state exhibits such a special 

interest in abortion patients compared with those who 

undergo other surgical procedures, the reporting provision 

can only have the effect of dissuading some from exercising 

what the courts have declared to be a fundamental right. 

A. 1155 is objectionable for similar reasons. 

To certain teenagers, the assurance that their parents 

will be notified if they seek an abortion will have 

the certain effect of either preventing them altogether 

from exercising their constitutional right to terminate 

an unwanted pregnancy or else drive them into the arms 

of dangerous, back-alley practitioners. 

It is well settled now that a parent may not veto 

a teenager's right to obtain an abortion. Planned Parenthood 

v. Danforth and Bellotti v. Baird.* In formal terms, 

*99 s.ct. 3035 (1979). 
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the requirement of notification is not the same as 

a parental veto, but in practical terms the notification 

can have the same result. Parents who strongly disagree 

with their daughter's decision have many ways to punish 

her even if she decides to proceed. They may try to force 

her into a marriage she does not want and that could 

substantially harm her future lifea They could refuse 

to send her to college or to provide her with clothes 

and other necessities. 

Even if a young woman decided ultimately to proceed 

with an abortion against the wishes of her parents, 

the notification requirement may well cause a dangerous 

delay in decision. As recently reported in an article 

in the New England Journal of Medicine, "Teenagers as 

a group already obtain abortions later in gestation than 

do older women, and fear of telling their parents, even 

without this [legal] requirement, has an important role 

in this delay."* That same article noted that "the risk 

of complications increases approximately 20 to 30 per cent 

and the risk of death increases approixmately 50 per cent 

each week that the abortion decision is delayed." 

*Cates,. Gold and Selik, "Regulation of Abortion 
Services -- for Better or Worse?'', 301 New England J. of 
Med. 720, 722 (1979). 
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In the best of all possible worlds, it might be 

desirable for a young woman to consult with her parents 

before obtaining an abortion. The problem with this 

proposal, however, is that the notification requirement 

falls with equal force on both sympathetic families 

and unsympathetic ones. It does not require notification 

only of parents who are understanding and can help their 

daughter make a decision in a sound and responsible way. 

It also requires notification to parents who are harsh 

or vindictive, parents who might want to punish their 

daughter for having engaged in sexual activity or whose 

own personal philosophical opposition to abortion may blind 

them to their daughter's right to make her own decision 

in this matter. As the Supreme Court observed in Bellotti, 

"many parents hold views on the subject of abortion, and 

young pregnant minors, especially those living at horne, 

are particularly vulnerable to their parents' efforts to 

obstruct ... an abortion •.. " 

While the United States Supreme Court has not 

definitively stated whether a parental notification re-

quirernent can pass constitutional muster,* several lower 

federal courts have decided subsequent to the Bellotti 

decision that such a provision is an unconstitutional 

*See H.L. v. Matheson, Utah (Dec~ 6, 1979}, 
prob. jur. noted 48 u.s.L.w .. 3554 (.Feb-:----26, 1980). 
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burden upon the right of a minor to obtain an abortion. 

See Akron Center for Reproductive Health Inc. v. City 

of Akron (Civ. Act. C-78-155A, N.D. Ohio, 8/22/79); and 

Women's Community Health Center Inc. v, Cohen (Civ. No. 

79-162P, D., Me., 9/13/79). 

In light of this past history and the context 

in which this issue comes once again before the New 

Jersey Legislature, enactment of such a requirement into 

law could only be seen as one more cynical effort to harass 

and intimidate women in general, and the most powerless 

and vulnerable segment of the female population in 

particular. 

The American Civil Liberties Union would urge this 

Committee to abandon its efforts to single out abortion 

as a topic of special legislation and focus much more 

broadly upon the general crisis of community health care, 

especially among the poor in our deteriorating urban 

centers. 
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Tn the snirit of this Country's Ricentennial Year, we orefaee 
the new Five Year Dian with two truths which we "hold" to he 
"se 1 f -cwiden t": 

I - The Federation ·heHeves that "universal reproductive 
f'reedoa" is a most essential, if not the l'lost essential step in 
prodding our civiliution the Oflportunity to solve the !'lost 
critical problems of hun~er, deprivation, and the honelessness 
of ~overty as well as the rleterioration o~ our water, ~ir and 
land. The Federation Must he l'lindful that its I'IOVeMent is not 
the solution to these oroblems. 

. ( 

II - If the Federation is to attain the ohjectives set over 
the next five years, it I'IUSt raise one-half Rillion dollars or 
"'Ore. We 111ust cnunt on dl'loSt one out of every three riollars to 
CCI'Ie From Private sources. Without ~ COI"'nlete rlerlication at :tll 
levels of the Federation to develop new resources anrl to il"'prove 
our present base of support, the goals set forth in this Plan 
cannot amount to r.-ore than a Tew pages of nohle "sounds si~i ~'yinll 
nothin~t". 
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A FIVE YEAR PLAN FOR THE PLANNED PARENTHOOD FEOERATION 
OF M~ERICA: 1976-1980 

IJNTRODUCTION 

Purpose of the Plan: 

a) 

b) 

A declaration of goals for the P~FA over the next five years. consistent 
with the stated Purpose 3nd fundamental policies, and reflect the Fcrleratio~ 
intended role in the family planning field. 
A planning outline providin~ a framework to hase individu~l affiliate and 
headquarters plans and hud~ets. As a planning document it also provides 
benchMarks for measuring the achievements of the Federation as a whole. 

How the Plan Has Been Drafted: 

This revision represents the collective thoughts and suggestions of all levels 
and se~ents of the PPFA. The National Expansion and rollcy Committee has the 
continuinll responsibi 1 i ty for drafting and recommendinst to the ~fembership a 
five year ?lan every two years. The process of revision is dependent on the 
thouv,hts of the Hembcrship. AU regions have given their initial thouqhts on 
the plan during the Spring meetings. To~cther with this input and the SUP,~es
tions of PP-1'/P staff, other Roard Committees, other groups, a draft is conceived 
which is then sulnitted to the HCI'Ihership for its consideration and approval 
at the Annual ~!eeting. 

WHO WE ARE 

rPFA ~ The organization, known collectively as the Planned Parenthood Federation 
of America, is the country's leading private family planning agency. It is 
composed of a national headquarters office and regional offices, 174 medical 
service affiliates, 12 educational affiliates. The medical affiliates operate 
729 clinics. The national headquarters, including the regional and Washin~ton D.! 
offices, c~prise the entity called Planned ,arenthood-World P~pulation (PP-WP). 

PPFA. is an organization in which policy, goals and standards of oper~ation are 
established by a volunteer body (the ~1embership) and in which policies, qoals 
and standards are actualized by a corps of staff and volunteers. 

Age - The oldest affiliate still in operation today was formed in 1922. Since 
tfien over 200 affiliates have been organized. The growth in the number of 
affiliates mainly occured in two sta~es: 1922-1940 (74 or~anized) and 1960-1973 
(107 organized). Therefore, affiliates tend to be either Ion~ established (over 
30 years old), or relatively young (~nder 15 years). In ~eneral. the older the 
affiliate, the larger its caseload. Other characteristics also tend to correlate 
"'ith age. 

Basically Urban - Host of PPFA's affiliates are located in metropolitan areas. 
In FY 1974 approximately 93\ of PPFA's patients resided in metro~litan areas, 
This c~pares to a 72\ metro~plitan patientload of non-Planned Parenthood organ
ized pr02rams (hospitals, health departments, other agencies). 

Emphasis on Youth - In 1974 ~pproximately 32\ of the total natients (and 43\ of 
the ne"' patients) were under 20 years. Over 40\ of total patients w~re hetween ~ 
20 and 24. The percenta~e of patients with no living children ros~ to 71\ in 
1974, up from 68\ in 1973 and 56\ in 1971. 
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~phasis on the Poor and Near Poor - Nearly 71\ of all contraceptive patients 
served h.111d inc0111es classifying the~~ below 150\ of poverty (equivalent to an annual 
fa.ily incOMe of less than $7,557 for a family of four). An 3dditional 14\ fell 
between lSl-200\ of poverty (equivalent to $7,558-10,076 for a family of four). 

Facilitator in Initiatin and U ~radin Contraceotive Usa~e - Planned Parenthood 
as ena le persons to 1nit1ate contraceptive use. Planned Parenthood has also 

been instrumental in helping patients upgrade their method of contraception. Of 
the new patients served in 1974, 52\ had previously used ineffective ~ethorls or 
none at all. At the time of their last visit reported, 87\ were usin~ the Most 
eftec:tive methods (pillsp mo. sterilization). 6'\ less effective methods. and 7\ 
no 11ethod. 

sector is clearly 
affiliate's area. Patient fees 
lon~ O$talblshed affiliates. 

BASIC ASSIJ.tPTIONS CONCERNIK; niE ENVIRON4ENT OVER THE NF.XT FIVE YEARS 

1. 

2. 

3. 

s. 

6. 

U.S. Fertilitr- It is assumed th::~t U.S. fertility will remain near replace
ment le~·el over the next five y~ars, Because of the larger proportion of 
w011en enterinJ their reproductive years, the ntJJ'ftber of births will continue 
to rise a!on(! with the C~Jd.- Birth rate, reaching a crest in the mid 80's. 

Closin§uthe GaT - It is assumed that one-third of the low and marginal income 
lndivi als wi 1 contimJe to remain unserved unless services are expanded. 

Abortion - Abertion will continue to be a heavily contested subject. It is 
assumed that access to ~bcrtion services will continue to improve but with 
wide variations from state to :state. 

National Health Insurance - Passage of a National Health Insurance prozr~ 
is highly unliltely for 1975, rt is assiJl'lled that, even if 5ome fom of Nation:al 
Health Insurance legi.slation is pas sed in 1975, it would be a nllllber of years 
before financing and se~tic~ m~e~~~isms were developed sufficiently to affect 
affiliates. 

The Involvll!lllttmt of Atfiliat~ in Health Haintenance Organization 
lt Is a"ssu.ea tfuit the re:ro concept Wlll not ave general a 
of affiliat&s over the next five years. 

Govern.ent Financin~ of ~!Ea~! ~ Future projections for the level of zovern
•ent fundins of run ly phnl'U~l!i! programs beyond FY 1976 remains indetenninant. 
It can be assumed, however, th~t government funds will continue to flow into 
the field in some form. Project grant financing, adminstered chiefly throu~h 
the Federal Government, will !i'05t lik'!!ly shift somewhat to per-patient cost re
imburset~ent 111echanisms '"'hich will be administered bv individual states. 

As in the previous Pla~, ~ ~et of three assumptions has been postulated 
!or the level of goveJ"MMent i-"t"'ld::; through 1980. !1: is further assumed that 
the Federation must CO"'lt5~u.l!': t" :-"Ir on government ful"ds for financing a nart 
of its service pro~r<l.l!!s. • 
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Assumptions on the Level of r.overnment ~unds* Supportin~ Family PlanninR ~ervices 

($ Hillions) FY 1976** FY 1977 FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 

Assumption I ~oderate Growth 10\) 
Assumption I I ~1aintainance) 
Assumption III (Cutback) 

175 
175 
175 

193 
175 
150 

*Combined estimates for Titles X • V, XIX. IVA and XX. 

2!2 
175 
125 

233 
175 
100 

**FY 1976: Federal grants (V and X) = $125, State Administered = $50, 

256 
175 
100 

7. Sterilization - Voluntary sterilization will continue to ~row among men and 
women. It 1s assumed that sterilization will remain an irreversible procedure. 

8. Youth - It is assumed that teenagers will continue to have inadequate access 
~rtility mana2e~ent services or will use less reliable methods, which will 
result in hi~her incidences of unwanted pregnancy (as hi~h as 10\ of. all female 
teenagers). higher rates of complications in childbearing, and higher rates 
of birth defects among this age group. In FY'75 an estimated 4.1 million 
teenagers were at risk of an unplanned pregnancy. Of these 1.6 million could 
be classified as poor or near poor, 

PU~POSE (Article II From the efFA ByLawsl 

The Purpose of the Feder.ation shall be: 

~;> a) to provide leadership 

-tin making effective means of voluntary fertility control, 
including contraceptior., abortion and sterilization, 
available and fully accessible to all; 

-achieving a U.S. population of stable size·in an optimum environment; 

- in stimulating relevant biomedical, socio-economic and demographic 
research; 

- in developin1 appropriate information, education and trainin1 
programs; 

b) to support the efforts of others to achieve similar ROals in the United 
States and throughout the world. 

,. We recognize that attainment of these Roals is essential to the so~ial, 
\economic, mental and physical health of the family, the nation, and the world. 

Positions and protrams adopted in pursuit of the above ~oals should he 
constan.tly reviewed and reevaluated in the lillht of changin~ conditions. 

The Federation reaffims that where any program with which it is 
acquainted becomes tainted with racial bias, it will vigorously avow its 
disapproval of it, and in the absence of prompt change, disassoci3te the 
Federation f~ it. 

• • * • * • * • • • • • * • • • * * • 
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OBJECTIVES OF THE FEDERATION 

The Federation's central objective shall b~ to bring about the virtual elimination.of 
unwanted pregnancv in the United States by the end of the decade. Such an enterprise 
--establishment of universal reproductive fceedom in this country--will require, at 
the very least, the following elements of social change over the next five years: 

_ extending family plannin2 services to meet the needs of those w~ose ability. 
to regulate their fertility is presently limited by age, econom1c, gcograph1c 
or other barriers; 

~~ (- rcaffirminc and protecting the legitimacy of induced abortion as a necessary 
~ back-up to contraceptive failure, and extending safe, dignified services to 

women who seek them; 

- camaitting.society•s educational institutions, includin~ the family, to the 
i11provement of sexual literacy, understandin~ and respons_ibility among all 
people, especially the young; 

-> r- abolishin~ the arbitrary and outmoded restrictions--legal, regulatory and 
cultural--which continue to limit the individual's freedom of choice in 
fertility matters; 

-) 
promoting biomedical and socio-demographic population research as. a key 
priority among the nation's research establishment, with the object of 
developing blueprints for a new and more perfect generation of fertility 
regulation techniques by the end of the decade. 

OUr two important secondary objectives shall be (i) to secure and sustain the long-te~ 
trend in the nation's birthrate towards a zero-rate of natural population increase, and 
(ii) to assist human, economic and social development throughout the world through the 
provision of financial support and technical assistance in population-related pr~ram~. 

Rationale: The past decade has been one of unprecedented achievement for.the f~ily 
planning field in this country. Landmarks reached by 1975 include achievement of the 
lowest birthrate in U.S. history. surpassing the long-term condition for a zero rate 
of natural population increase; wid~ availability and use of modern birth control tech
niques many times IDore effective tl-.an their predecessors; an educational and service 
framework within which an estimated four out of five u.s. couples practice birth control 
with a fair degree of assurance; an annual allocation of U.S. government funds for 
services and research here and overseas of almost $300 million; establishment of induced 
abortion as a safe, legal back-up to failed contracepticn, with the health and personal 
rav~les of dangerous, illegal procedures condemned to history; and fast-growing legal 
and· .social recognition that access to birth control· infonnation and services should be 
govened by the choice of the individual, rather than by arbitrary restrictions ba.sed 
upon, a~e, income. marital status or any other factor. 

·' 

Behind these triunphs, however, there remains a tragic pattern of double standards 
in our field. Though the whole has mov~d forward, inequitities among the parts persist, 
and •ay actually have increased. For too many per~ons, in too many places. the qrpor
tunity to decide whether or when to bear a child remains an accident of age, or of' 
econoaic status. or of geography. The problems confrontin~ the tcen~ge sector of America 
society are especially compellin~. Half of all youn~ w~en have had sexual intercourse 
by the time they are 19 years of aRe, but only a very ~all proportion of them use 
eTfective methods of contraception. Of all young women having premarital intercourse, 
30\ experience a premarital pre~nancy. As a result, one-ialf of out-of-wedlock biT.ths 
and one-third of all abortions are to teenagers. Moreover, a disproportionate number 
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of teen&~e marriages, precipitated by a premarital pregnancy, end in.divoree. 

These conditions, includin1 the teen problem, are unacceptable for the world's most 
affluent nation enterine upon the last quarter of the twentiety century. For the nation, 
as a whole, it is a continuin~ shame. For the organization which for more than 60 years 
has pioneered and led the drive for freedom of choice in childbearing, it poses a mighty 
challenge: to break down the double standards which mar this field, and to create in 
their place a universal bill of rights under which every ~ndividual and couple would have 
the opportunity to decide with assurance whether or when to bear a child. It is this 
central challenee which frames our objectives and plans over the next five years. 

On the world scene, we take encoura2ement £rom the results of the world conferences 
on Population, Food, and the Status of Women, and recogniz~ the important responsibility 
of developed countries to £rame sensitive, respectful programs of financial, technical 
and research ass.istance to meet the needs of the population-related programs of the 
nations o£ the developing world. Such assistance shoud be carefully framed in the con
text of overall human, social and economic development, and ~ovcrned by the cultural 
patterns and desires of the recipient countries themselves. 

Role of the ~anned Parenthood Federation: In pursuinR the grand social objectives 
outlined abov!~_;he role of the Planned parenthood Federation is central •. Our mission 
~ to serve as the nation's £oreaost a ent of social chan e~. n the area of l'e roductive 4:::" 
:1ea • n pra , mean5 o spur t e 1.nst1tut1ons o soc1ety 
·;"·YO untary aeenc1es, professional associations, academic research centers, ~tovernment 
agencies, civic groups and others--to devoting their own resources and ene~gies, in 
widely diverse ways, to help fulfill the objectives of reproductive freedom. We accam
plish this role in several ways: by providing the service models, testing the pilot 
progra11s, publishing. and distributing the relevant social economic and clinic research, 
and mounting an affirmative public information strategy to convey facts, indicate needs, 
dispel myths. 

Central to this overall strateRy is the Federation's service and educational 
prograas at the community level. These programs do more than service many millions of 
individuals who came to us lor help year after yeu. It serves also as a beacon of 
practical excellence to other institutions and agencies in the community--a livin« 
witness that the job~ be done, and an important model as to how .to ao. about doina it. 

In this context, the various activities we undertake are not scaehow "separate .. , 
and certainly not campeting. Rather, they are all complementary parts of a single 
national strategy. OUr medical service, for example, is not a distinct and separate 
strategy from our role as "catalyst .. or change agent; it is part of it. With the service 
progra., our ability to command authority in the councils where national decisions are 

.made is illmeasurably enhanced. It distinguishes us fraa other ''national" advocacy groups 
which .ust earn their credibility in other ways, and gives us the firm community base 
and nation-wide info~ation network which is essential to mounting a truly national 
strategy. 

In this Five Year Plan, our fourth since the process was begun in 1971, we join 
tasether as a Federation to frame our overall purposes and cite specific pro~rams and 
projects necessary to the acc0111pli shment of these purposes. Pfuch of the documeon t is 
necessarily detailed, and "in-house"; to have it otherwise would be to lose the imrortant 
function of such a document as a specific guide to action as well as an instrument of 
overall policy. The key cri te.rion is not whether this or that progr• ti stcd here is 
too detailed, or too internal to the organization itself, but whether it survives the 
test of compatibility with th~ external mission of the Federation. 
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NOTE ON THE FORMAT OF THE FIVE YEAR PR(X;RAMS SECTION: 

On the foliowing pages are a set of eight programs for the Federation 
to continue to move toward over the next five years. The format of this 
section differs from previous plans because there is a category called 
"Basic Program Elements" which are to be considered absolutely necessary 
for the agency to accomplish its basic mission. Under "Additional Projects" 
there are a number of activities which would ~reatly enhance the operation 
and scope of the Federation. 

As in previous plans, assignment of responsibility for the implemen
tation of the program elements has been made. 

Because of the special nature of fundraisin~ in support of Federation 
programs, i. t is treated separately. The dollar ~oal s combi.ned with broad 
strategies listed on the next page represent merely the beginning of the 
development of a sound fundraising plan of action. It is recommended that 
the more detailed function of developing such programs be assigned to the 
Resources Committee for consideration over the next months. 

FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF THE FEDERATION: 1976-1980 

The Federation's success in raising funds to support its ongoing programs and the 
development of exciting, new programs will determine to what degree the •followinJt can 
be accomplished. The Federation derives income from three general sources; 1) Privnte 
Donations, 2) Government Sources. and 3) Clinic Income from Fees for Services and Sale 
of Goods. 

Overall Goals in Federation Fundraising: 

a) Growth - To maintain 12-15\ growth rate in total income per year. This 
shall consist of: 

1. Private Donations- 15\ pa 
2. Government Funds - up to 20\ of the total available from state and 

federal sources. The growth rate is dependent on government 
appropriations (see assumptions on Government Funding). 

3. Clinic Income- 20\ pa (including pat!~~~ fees, and sal~!-~f-~aterialsl. 
--.._ --

b) Limits - To maintain the highest degree of independence by keeping income 
rece1ved from any single source below the level of dependency. 

c) New Strategies - To raise the level of fundraising and fee income through 
the development of new approaches including. but not limited to: 

1. A National Unified Campaign- developed by PP-WP, a national public 
relations effort coupled w1th a fundraising message; 

2. Expanding Earned Income Sources - increasin2 income fran sales by 
developing marKetable items and marketing approaches; 

l (.Expanding Patient _!ce __ ~_ve:rv 

4. Other Coo erative Fundraisin Activities with PP-WP and affiliates 
on a local an nat1onal basis. 
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d) Federation Income .Goals: 1976-1980 -

The table below is divided into three major columns labled l, II, III. Th~ 
differences in the grand totals reflect the different levels of government 
financin)l listed under the Assumption 6 on page 4. Column I represents a 
moderate increase in government funds, Column II - maintenance at current 
levels, and Colunn I II represents a cutback. Assumption r would allow for 
the greatest amount of program activity beyond the basic programs; 
Assl.lllption II would allow a limited degree of. new activity: and Assumption 
III would permit very little program expansion beyond the basics. 

FIVE YEAR ~EDERATION INC()1E GOALS 

l H II. 
j(.;H!I/4 I~~~~ ;;)'1~76 J'J7/ J!l711 l~i!l J%0 ~' 1 !'.lu l!.•n l'JIS 1~19 !,ltV .:\·l!l7t: I 977 l !l.' 1\ I J~" 

SO'tfO:O of Jncme "-!'t'ltC\ $ $ s $ $ s $ $ s s s $ $ $ $ 5 

rriv:ttc llun:et ions: •. 
AC!i I i:.tcs - 16 19 22 2!i 29 33 19 22 25 29 33 J9 22 ~s 2CI 
p;t. li'P - s 6 7 a 10 s 6 7 a 10 5 • 7 s 

.\ C:t>\'Cftl,Cft l: oe, 

s 
s Affi11:1\('!l - 26 30 36 42 .48 55 30 30 30 30 30 30 3t 2S n 
II 
~I 

1:: I'P-\'.1' - ... s 6 7 a .. 5 5 6 6 4 ~ 4 " 
" 

C1 ln ic tncme 
(}.((i li:tt.e5 on1~): .... 17 21 25 30 36 4l 21 25 30 36 ·~ 21 2S 3(1 36 

Sult-tQt;a]: Affi liatcs S9 70 83 !J7 Jll lll 70 77 115 9S lOfl 70 77 t:O !'0 
, Sull-toUl: PP-II'P ' 11 13 15 18 9 11 12 14 16 ' 10 11 12 

l TOI'hL rr:OERATTO~: 79 !)4 JJO us 14!1 79 &S !17 109 122 7~ 
j 

f«)T''ZS: •PTh-atl' donatiC'ns :t:l~u~cd to rc<lch rat" of s:ro1:th of 1c;•. by 19r.O, 
.. Inca•c received by nffilinus :~ss"'''" to 1-c 20'". of the total .woaihble to the rl.tld 

by 19SO. 
•ucunic JncCAilc, con~l~t i111: of p:~ticnt fees and inc:CI!Ic ,,.0111 sales of I:<'Od~ and l'latcdoJs., 

as!<llllcd to inc:rc:"c al. 20'• per )'aar, 
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1976 - 1980 rROGR&MS FOR THE PLA~NED PARENTifOOD FEDERATION OF AMERICA 

PROGRAM I: Direct Clinical Services -To maintain a major role in the provision 
of fertility management services with emphasis on services to those not covered by 
other programs. Service load goals are found on p3ges 14-16. 

The delivery of fertility control services will remain the principle activity of af
filiates. The location and type of services provided is dependent on the needs of 
the particular community. and the type of services provided by others. It shall be 
the intention of the Federation to provide fert i 1i ty r.1anagement services where the 
need exists either bec3use of lack of avail:~bility of where an alternative service 
program is desirable. 

.-

While the Federltion intends to maintain a significant direct patient service progra~ in
definitely. the Federation docs not consider itself as the primary provider~ as one 
important com~onent of a total service delivery system that also includes public agencies 
and private physicians. 

Basi~ Service Program Elements - Services to be made available at all 
clinics include a choice of all methods of fertility management includina: 

~ All Non-prescription Contraceptive Methods; 
Prescription Contraceptive Methods; 
.\bortion Services (or local referral); 
Voluntary Sterilization Services (or local referral); 
Infertility Services (or local referral); 
Related Screening and Diagnostic Services (including VD); 
Rel:~ted Educational Counseling Services. 

-service Program F.mphasis - Emphasis shall be put on services to: 

Persons with low and marginal income; 
Teenagers and young adults. 

Standards and Review - PP-WP. The Fe~eration Headquarters, shall be respon· 
sible for setting and updating clinic standards and procedures and monitorinJ performance. 
PP-WP to establish a peer-review clinic evaluation procedure to review each clinic facil
ity on a regular basis. The highest possible stand~rds of medical service will be main
tained throughout all Federation facilities. 

Additional Projects -

Project 1 - Rural Service Delivery 
Project 2- V.O. Treatment 
Project 3 - Services to 1-lentally Retarded 
Project 4 - Services to the Physically Handicapped 
Project 5 - Additional Gynecological Treat~cnt 
Project 6 Services to Institutionalized Populations 

PROGRAM II: Program Development - To stimulate the development of the field of f'a111ily 
plannina through trainin&, technical assistance, and program planning. 

Basic Prograa Elements -

a. Human Resources Development -
PP-WP in cooperation witfi affiliates. to develop And identify training 

capabilities wit;1in the affiliate structure. To develop training curricula, ~at~rials. 
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and needs assessment techniques. By 1980 to htve·a fully operational inter-affiliate 
training program chiefly for affiliates with capabilities at least in the following 
areas: Board development, medical and administrative clinic staff training, Executive 
Director development. volunteer worker training. 

PP-WP to maintain or move toward at the national level the capacity 
to provide training~le following areas: Resource development, Management, budgeting 
and accounting, securing grants, Board development, medical review/evaluation. interna
tional r~lations, community affairs and personnel relations. 

b. Technical Assistance -
PP-WP to develop, with the assistance of the affiliates a resource 

pool of high quality training and technical assistance resources among affiliates 
throughout the country and make these resources known within the Federation. Areas of 
assistance will be provided in: Outreach techniques, working with interagency councils 
and civic and community groups, medical and educational services development and evalu
ation, nnd contract negotiation, accounting systems, and central administration of de
centralized delivery systems. 

-) 
~also to maintain or move toward maintaining the capacity for 

on-site consultation: Accounting, computer technology, demography, recordkeeping, 
f .. ily planning law, insurance, medical service delivery and evaluation of the quality 
of clinic services. 

c. ·Program Planning and Monitoring -
PP-WP: To continue to assist in the development and revision of 

plans for the provision of fa~ily planning services to low-income women in the U.S.; 
and to continue to conduct planning studies on the organization and administration of 
consolidated, multi-agency, statewide programs in family planning and related health 
services'. 

~ d. Information Clearinghouse -

1'1 
I 
l 

' ~: In cooperation with the affiliates, to serve as the clearing-
house £or information on family plannina programs. Affiliates, who will be the chief ~
contributors, will be submitting information on their programs which. when collected 
nationally, w· 1 be useful for lie and pro ram decisions as well as prove use£ul to 
other agencies. PP-WP to issue regular u let ns. 

Program Emphasis - Emphasis will be put on attaining uniform excellence at 
all levels of affiliate programs. 

Additional Projects -

Project 1 - Program Innovation -
Affiliates. with the support and review of PP-WP, to develop and 

.ake known new service and educational proiram approaches which can be copied and dup
licated by other agencies. Areas of continuing interest would include: Teen clinics 
ia schools. genetic counseling, prenatal care. obstetrical services, well baby care. 
sexual dysfunction counselinc. 

PAOCRAM III: Public Information - To engage in activities aimed at ~aintaining a con
sistently high reputation and position of authority in the field of family planning. 

Much of the Federation's strength as an advocate of policies and practices furthering 
the Federation's Purposes is dependent on the ability to maintain a high degree of 
local and national prominence and authority a1110ng both professional and non-professionals. 
~reover, the enhancement of a public image is fundamental to succe.ss in attracting fi
nancial support. 
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Basic Program Elements -

a. Promotion with the Mass ~•edia -~ to promote its cause. and enl1ance 
itJ national image through favorable and frequent coverage of PPFA by nat1on~l telc
vtsion and radio networks, magazines, the press, and other media reaching a wide au
die~~e. ~ffiliates to engage in similar activities emphasizing local media. 

b. Professional Publications- PP-I'IP to continue to publish Perspectives, 
t~l!l !fasilington ~·lema, The F:.mily Planning Reporter, and other professional-oriented 
pulllications. 

c. Information ~ctwork - PP-WP to establish an information network for af
filiate use designed to speed importail"taild timely information to all ap?ropl'iate in
dhiduals in the Federation simultaneously. 

d. National Advertising Campaign - ~. to Jesign and p~oduce a. series of 
national advertisements on family planning which describe the Fedcrat1on and 1ts goals 
in a favorable f:~shion. 

e. Association of PP Physicians - The federition to maintain close ~orking 
tic~ with the APFP, and to make available the proceedings from the APPP to all relevant 
~ro(essionals in the field. 

Additional Projects -

::> Project 1 - Relations with. Professional Associations - PP-WP and the Af. 
(iliates to work :~ctively with national and local professional organizations in order 
to :&equaint th~m with the activities and policies of the I'PFA and to motivate organiza
tions of action in the expansion of family planning services to all per~ons. Emphasis 
will be placed on developing directional rapport with professional health, social wel
fare and environmental as~ociations including AMA, ACHA, ACOG. 

Project 2 - Relations with Civic and Community Groups - The Federation to 
o~intain a high degree of recognition within other organizations through continued 
·~embership and participation in community improvement programs. Emphasis will be given 
.o youth services groups; women's rights groups; religious, health advocacy, civil lib
erties organizations, community health education groups. 

~... Project 3 - Relations with Institutions of Education - Affiliates and PP-WI-', 
o establish dialogues with universities, community colleges, and other institutions of 

higher education for research and programmatic purposes. 

Project 4 -Public Relations Seminar - PP-WP, in cooperation with affiliates, 
to devise and conduct a series of se~inars at convenient locations on public relations 
techniques. 

PROGRAM IV: Public Affairs - To advocate, through information and testimony, the adop
tlon of policies by all levels of government, the health professions, and other relevant 
aroups which will lead to the eliMination of unwanted pregnancies. 

Basic Program Elements -

a. Public Policy - PP-WP to continue to function, through the Washington 
Office, as PPFA's <:entral source of information on state and federal legislation ;md 
i)Cilicies affecting the field of family planning. PP-WP also to ~ontinue to 5l.'rvt:." :ts the 
prlnciple spokesperson for the PPFA at federal legislative hearings. Affi 1 iates, 1o i th 
ass.stance from PP-WP, to assert leadership in the developamt and operation of -.,t;,te 
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level public affairs activities through the formation of state coalitions of health 
agencies which will monitor, inform and provide testimony on policies and legislation 
affecting statewide family planning programs. Affiliates also to support PP·-wp efforts 
in Federal Policy on the local level. 

y · r'n. Coalition Building- ~.to develop strong wo~king relations with;;:
tiona! or~izations whose goals and policies ;u·e consistent w1th those of the PPFA. 
To increase su,r~port for key national issues especially: Keeping nbortion legal; in
creasing the level of ,l!ublic suppo_r~ for family planning services; incrc:1sing support 
from both the public and private sectors for contr:tccptive and fetal res_£arch; improvin! 
the quality of sex education in schools; and in increasing the com:nitmcnt of private 
physici.:ms to the medically indigent. Affiliat..c..~ to continue to build a wide base of 
support of organizations in the local community utilizing both volunteer and staff re-
sources. __...., 

@ c. Legal Activism - PP-1'/P to develop a program designed to support laws and 
nions favora~b~l·e--t_o_w_a_r~d--th~e~elimination of restrictions toward access to all fertility 
Jge:nent met!1ods. 

Program Emphasis - Areas which will continue to require 
emphasis are: ]._,__S.usta i ned flow of government ful}d~ intQ_(ami4,.p.lann.ing services 
research, and t~;ng, 
-~2. Keeping abortions legal and accessible to all persons, 

3. Keeping programs free f.-rom undue government control. 

PROGRAM V: Public Education -To raise the level of awareness among all persons of l 
fadmi ly. planninbg. hdumf~n dsexualhityd,. popu~ati~n grofwth, ~nf~ h~alfth in. gen~ra~. dPubfl ic .. 
e ucat1on may e e 1ne as t e 1sscm1natiOn o spec1 tc tn ormat1on ucs1gnc or 
target audiences with the objective of modifying attitudes, behavior chan~~-~"~. ()r 
skills. · - Basic Program Elements -

a. Printed and Audio-Visual ,..1aterial - The Federation to develop materials 
and to establish a national cooperative inventory of printed and audio-visual material 
produced by affiliates, PP-WP, and other organizations. Affiliates to continue to 
produce r.~aterials serving their needs which may be .added to the national inventory. 
PP-WP to continue to develop annual themes and fundraising materials for national use 
by affiliates. Moreover, all pertinent printed naterial will be made available in 
Spanish. 

·~ b. Development and Delivery of Sex Education Programs - Affiliates·to assert 
leadership in developing and promotir.g educational programs in human sexuality in 
clinics, in local schools, and.other organizations. Affiliates to continue to include 
sex education as part of their services to teenagers and youn& adults. PP-Wr to 
increase efforts to coordinate the exchange of ideas among affiliates, and by providing 
assistancz in curriculum development. 

PROGRAM VI: Stimulating Bio-medical Research in Contraception- To stimulate relevant 
sectors of society to support and undertake bio-medical research in the search for 
better. safer, more acceptable and less expensive forms of contraception. 

Basic Program Elements -

a. Participation in Contraceptive Testing - PP-WP to assist Affiliates by 
maintaining up to date guidelines and standards for research. Protocols for research 
t<. be reviewed by the National :.fedical Committee prior to affiliates undertaking 
carefully controlled final phase testing of new or improved contraceptive in cooperation 
with reputable drug companies. 
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PROGRAM VII: Support to the International Field of Family Planning -To support the 
Internattonal Planned Parenthood Federation and other ngcncies in promoting voluntary 
fertility control world-wide. 

Basic Program Elements -

a. IPPF Support - PP-WP to serve for the Federation as a major ;~gency 
for raising funds in the U.S., for the IPPF. 

b. Direct Support to the Jnte_r~nal Field of F!.,mily Planning -
flP-WP to promote, through the application of funds, technical assistance (including 
exchan'ge), and material resources, the adv;ulccmcnt of family planning services in tile 
less developed countries. 

PROGRAM VIII: Orsanizational Development -To engage in activities designed to 
stren~then the Federation and maximize the leadership contribution of its volunteers. 
n1is objective contains a list of some specific activities which could enhance the 
~trcngth of the Federation and accelerate the achievement of the seven prP.vious 
:hjectives. 

Basi~ Program F.lcments -

a. ~faintenance of Regional Offices - ?P-WP to continue to maintain regional 
~fficcs around the country for the purposes of providing support and coordination to 
.1ffiliates in their development and program expansion. The regional offices also to 
:ontinue to provide the vital c,,mmunications link between the loca·l affiliate and Pr-WP. 

b. ~terging A_ffilia~- ~ffilJ..~~!!. to move towarcJ the consolidation of 
affiliates when such a !!'love would enhance the program in terms of service capahility, 
1nanpower utilization, volunteer strength, cost effectiveness, funding mix, and organi
zatiortal stature. PP-WP, utilizing the appropriate regional offices, to assist in 
the consolidation of affiliate operations. 

c. Volunteer Leadership Development -

1) PP-WP, in cooperation with Affiliates, to develop a st~tement of 
rights and responsibilities of volunteers and to d~monstrate and share model volunteer 
development programs throughout the Federation. 

2) PP-WP and Affiliates to recruit, train and supervise volunteers 
for special projects; to encourage volunteers' suggestions for consideration and 
possible implementation; and to maintain an up-to-date roster of volunteers with 
special skills. 

3) PP-WP and Affili~tes to identify special areas and activities 
where volunteers can contribute directly to the achicve:nent of the Federation's 
objectives. Among them; 

a. liaison with other national and local organizations, institutions and 
individuals {e.g., health, C'ducation, m('dia, spcci~l interest) to 
broaden the base of ~ur1~rt to the F~Jcration. 

b. Innovative program areas in health delivery and referral systems; 
work with service providers and recipients. 

(i) expansion of existing programs 
(ii) integration with other health programs 
(iii) special target populations 
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c. Establishment of a P~eraticn Speakers• Jureau ~d developaent. of 
appropriate back-up resource aaterials. 

d. Public affairs; work toward expansion and clearer definit1ons of 
opportunities and limits of SOl(c)l oraanizations. 

e. Fund raisina. 
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SUMMARY. OP PPPA PATIENT LOAD .. ,. 

COALS FOR CONTRACEPTION, STER·ILIZATI<'N AND ABORTION 
(Tho\,l.sands) 

ASSUMPTION 
NUMBER 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 

I 1160 1270 1370 1490 1590 
Total Female Contraceptive 

Patient Load II 1160 1160 1180 1210 1240 

III 1160 1160 1100 1140 1170 

I 980 1080 1160 1260 1350 
Poor + Near Poor 

(85\ of total patient load) II 980 985 1000 1030 1050 
(part of total patientload) 

III 980 985 930 970 990 

I 400 440 480 520 560 
Teens 

(35\ of total patient load) II 400 400 410 420 430 
(par~ of total patientload) 

III 400 400 400 400 410 

Percent Non-Metropolitan 10\ 12\ 14\ 16\ 18\ 
(part of total patientload) 

I 120 150 190 240 280 

II 120 140 160 190 220 

III 120 140 150 180 210 

Vasectanies 17 21 23 26 30 .--
Abortions 45 55 65 75 85 

•Percent of the total estimated need met by Pf'FA hy 191~0: I - 12\, II _ 9\, IIJ - 9\. 
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1975 CONTRACEPTIVE PATIENT GOALS BASED 
ON ALTERNATIVE FUNDit.G ASSUMPTIONS 

(Compared to 1970, 1971 and 1973 Goats) 
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Good Morning. 

My name is Giles Scofield. I am an associate attorney 

with Smith, Stratton, Wise & Heber in Princeton, ahd a member 

of the Medico-Legal Liason Committee of the New Jersey State 

Bar Association. I appear this morning on behalf of the Con-

ference of New Jersey Planned Parenthood Affiliates to speak in 

opposition to Assembly Bill No. 1155, the parental notification 

bill. 

By way of further introduction, I would like to briefly 

acqu~int the committee with my background in the sensitive con-

stitutional and health law related areas this statute raises. 

l?rior to my present employment I served as research assistant 

to Professor Sylvia Law of the New York University School of 

Law and the New York City Bar Association Committee on Law and 

Medicine in their ihvestigation of physician licensing prac-

tices in New York State. 

Thereafter, I worked as an assistant to the legal affairs 

department of the Planned Parenthood Federation of America, the 
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national headquarters of Planned Parenthood. Our ing my term 

with the Federation I co-authored an article entitled "Informed 

Consent for Fertility Control Services" which appeared in 

Family Planning Perspectives1 and which· discussed in part the 

obstacles imposed by parental notification statutes such as the 

one proposed here. 

Finally, I assisted in the research and writing of the 

amicus curiae brief the Federation submitted to the United 

States Supreme Court in Bellotti v. Baird, where the court 

affirmed a lower court's decision striking down one such 

consultation statute. 

As I am certain you are aware, the scope of parental in-

volvement the State may legitimately infuse into the pregnant 

minor's decision on how to terminate her pregnancy has been the 

subject of considera~le legislative and judicial activity. 

Ever since the United States Supreme Court ruled in 1976 

that a State may not require the consent of a parent or person 

acting in loco parentis as a condition for performing an 
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abortion on an unmarried minor, much ink has been spilled 

trying to determine what degree of parental involvement will 

not unduly burden the minor's right to privacy regarding this 

extremely sensitive decision. See Planned Parenthood v. 

Danforth, 428 u.s. 52 (1976); Bellotti v. Baird, 428 U.S. 132 

(1976}. 

In its 1979 decision in Bellotti v. Baird, the Court re-

stated its view that: 

"The abortion decision differs in impor-

tant ways from other decisions that may be 

made during minority. The need to preserve 

the constitutional right [to seek an abor-

tion] and the unique nature of the abortion 

decision, especially when made by a minor, 

require a State to act with particular sen-

sitivity when it legislates to foster 

parental involvement in this matter." 

-3-
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Noting in part that: 

[M] any parents hold strong views on the 

subject of abortion, and [that] young .·.· 

pregnant minors •.• are particularly vulner-

able to their parents' efforts to ob-

struct .•• [the minor's access to] an abor-

tion," 

the Court flatly held that an abortion statute that requires 

parental consultation and notification in every instance, with-

out providing adequately for "mature" minors to consent them-

-
selves to treatment cannot withstand constitutional scrutiny. 

The survival rate of statutes limiting a minor's access to 

abortion has been notoriously poor. While the precise issue 

framed by this statute has yet to be addressed by the Supreme 

Court -- oral argument is scheduled for next week -- it should 

be noted that all but two lower court decisions have overturned 

. "1 h. 2 statutes s1m1 ar to t lS one. In fact one of these decisions, 

Margaret v. Edwards, 488 F. Supp. 181 (E.D., La., 1980), is 
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directly on point for the proposition that the statute proposed 

here is unconstitutional. 

While parental notification statutes are subject to 

criticism on a number of grounds 3 , tw~· problems are clearly 

raised by the statute as currently proposed. First it provides 

no expeditious jUdicial mechanism permitting mature minors to 

avoid involving their parents in their abortion decision, a 

requirement imposed by Bellotti and related cases. Second, 

insofar as New Jersey law currently permits a pregnant minor to 

consent as an adult may to hospital, medical and surgical care 

related to her pregnancy 4 , the proposed legislation raises a 

serious constitutional problem. For if the fundamental right 

to privacy consists of the right to decide when e1nd how to 

terminate a pregnancy, then attaching different burdens to a 

woman's option chills her right to choose and creates an 

unjustifiable distinction between young woman who carry their 

pregnancy to term and those who do not. 5 

Beyond identifying the problems plaguing this particular 
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statute, I want to further suggest that any statute requiring 

parental involvement is both unconstitutional and simply 

improvident from a policy standpoint. 

Such statutes are unconsti tutiona1 because they always 

unduly burden, and in fact endanger, the minor's decision to 

seek an abortion, in a way that no amount of legislative or 

judicial finetuning can avoid. Such statutes are unnecessary 

because the concerns they purportedly further can be better 

accomodated through legislation that protects the minor's right 

to privacy. 

One reason repeatedly raised in support of statutes such 

as this one is that it furthers the parents' interest in 

guiding their child's upbringing. It is difficult to see how a 

notice requirement furthers this interest. In families where 

an open dialogue on sex already exists, the statute will have 

no impact. In those families where parental feelings about 

adolescent sex and abortion are hostile, the statute will only 

thrust a young woman already upset by an unwanted pregnancy 
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into an unsupportive, perhaps brutal, home situation - hardly 

the sort of forum giving rise to the meaningful dialogue the 

statute supposedly encourages. As one commentator has noted 

"Even if a minor is unable to understand 

fully the broad consequences of abortion, 

parental input may do little to increase 

her comprehension. Paents can seldom 

supplement the attending physician's 

explanation of the medical risks of 

abortion and may in fact seriously distort 

the dangers inherent in the procedure. Nor 

can it be reasonably assumed that parents 

will objectively portray the non-medical 

[aspects) of the decision. [AJ minor's 

pregnancy ·and decision to abort [will] 

typically fragment the family unit.*** The 

tendency of a minor's pregnancy pregnancy 

to polarize the family automatically 
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limits the ability of the parents to 

counsel their children effectively.*** In 

this context, parental advice cannot be 

expected to be dispassionate·, supportive 

and effective. 6 

Even so staunch a supporter of the family unit as Yale Law 

School's Joseph Goldstein7 has noted 

"As for pregnancy, the jus ti fica tion for 

emancipation [in this situation] appears 

to stern from a recognition that those who 

insist on parental consent are concerned 

less with the child's well being than with 

strengthening their general opposition to 

abortion, which they cloak in the magical 

notion that law can improve family 

communications by compelling a young woman 

in trouble to consult with her parents when 

such family trust does not exist." 8 
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The relevant caselaw indicates the range of parental reaction 

notification may create, and the futility of supposing that 

such statutes will create a nurturing, supportive dialogue. 9 

In fact, statutes requiring parental involvement will most 

certainly endanger rather than improve the prospects for a 

healthy resolution of the minor's situation. A minor facing an 

unwanted pregancy and wishing to avoid a parental confrontation 

the notification statute creates will simply delay seeking the 

medical attention she needs and wants. Postponing the decision 

to obtain an abortion simply increases the risk of 

complications once an abortion is obtained, and may even result 

in foreclosing the abortion option altogether. 10 The result in 

some cases will be that the woman attempts suicide, a self-

abortion or seeks the services of an abortionist willing not to 

comply with the notification statute. 

~he adverse health consequences this statute will create 

are clearly inconsistent with its purported concern for the 

minor's well being. 
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An alternative to this statute that adequately meets the 

concerns raised of the pregnant minor seeking an abortion and 

which does not the onerous obstacles created by mandating 

parental involvement in every instance is available. 

The American Bar Association's Juvenile Justice Standards 

Project has drafted a model statute that simply permits a minor 

of any age to consent to contraceptive and pregnancy related 

h 1 h . 1 d . b t. 11 ea t care, 1nc u 1ng a or 1on. This statute leaves the 

question of parental involvement up to the patient and her 

physician, avoiding the unnecessary and counter-productive -
confrontation mandatory notification creates. 

Since health care professionals who provide medical 

services to minors are sensitive to their special needs, 

adequate counseling and information concerning the abortion 

procedure will be available, in confidence. Clinics providing 

such services often have access to or retain in-house social 

workers or other pediatric professionals able to assist the 

pregnant minor through this difficult time. 
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Financing such procedures could be arranged without 

violating the minor's desire not to involve her parents, by 

requiring some contribution from the patient, if she has the 

money, by making state funds available, or by requiring group 

carriers to provide coverage for such services. Insurance 

legislation of this sort has been adopted in Maine, for 

example. 

To persist in promoting statutes such as A.llSS, however, 

is a futile task and one that is likely only to embroil the 

c"- __ _. 
courts in continuing a~ unnecessary controversy that will only 

!'\ 

disservice the minors about whose health and well being we 

should be concerned. 

Thank you 
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L1nd!l Ershow 
l?P ~Prwick ~trrPt 
Elizabeth, NJ 07202 

In ~~nPrnl I ~~rPP with thr pr\nc1ple th~t par~nts 

~,lwul•J t-·-,1'- with t.h~1r chilrtr~n about pressinP: matterR related 

to thP h~alth, Roc1nl anct p~rhaps the sexual activity of the 

ch1ldr~n. ValueR anct ethicR, and responsible behavior, 

are ~enerally best taup;ht in the home, Ideally, dau~hters 

f~ced with a problem preP:nancy should be able to turn to their 

parentR for support, guidance and advice in making a critical 

decision about that pr~P:nancy. However, the reality of 

p~rent-chilrt relations, and specifically parent-daup;hter 

relations, is nP~ther so simple nor so ideal. 

I worked for three years as a counselor ~t a 

~omen's Crisis Center in New Brunswick, l handled many hotline 

calls as well as in-person counsellin~ sesRions, Numerous callR 

cam~ in from te~naP:e girls with problem pregnancies, ~hese 

were g\rl~ who came from ev~ry imap;inable sort of background, 

.Som~ WPr~ in parochial h1P:h schoolR, some in publie !Jigf·1s, SOl"'e 

r--n·n thP urhctn are!l of N~w l3runswick, oth~">rs from outlying 

suburbs, Phey came from sinp;le and two-parent householdR, 

pe.t=lceflll hom~">R and violent homes. rhe circumstances of how they 

became preF!nant were :·l~io vai'J.t.;U, 
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'l'he overrtrlinp; concet·n of these teens in seeking 

a ~elution to their dtlemna L·r9.s confidentiality, and that 

their parents wouldn't have to know they had "gotten into 

trouble." I always m~de lt a point to ask them what the 

problem waR that they seemerf so afraid to talk to thei·r 

parents. Let me ~hare with you sam~ of their reasons. 

A rrirl in Catholic ~chool, 11th ~rade, had parents 

W',ho frequently remarked about the immorality of sex and the 

importance of s~vln~ hersPlf until marria~e. They had told 

her the year before, in no uncertain terms, that if she ever 
\ "dishonored" them by becoming; pre~nant, she would never be 

allowed to step foot in their house again. This girl also 

felt personally terribly guilty on account of her religious 

convictions, 
otlU. 

A girl in lOth grade lived with a father who~beat 

her and accused her of being a tramp, even though she was 

home almost all the time. He had threatened to kill her if 

Rhe ever ~ot pre~nant, and she was afraid he would do just that. 

A ~irl whose father molested her and her sisters and 

battered her mother became pre~nant by him. He had threatened 

to heat h~r to death if anyone ever found out what was going 

on. ·rhis ~lrl needert an abortion so neither her father nor her 

mother would know that she had become pregnant by him. 

One ~lrl u~:erl. contracepf.ion rep;ul:arly but it failed 

one t1..me and she bf":carne pregnant. Her parents had always 

n r.~r•1ly rli~approved of pre-marl tal sex and refused to ever talk 

to her about that ls~ue when she brought it up. 
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Anot:hl"'r tl"'~"-n.<H~I"'r cflll .. •rl up who hrHl h~t"'n raped by two 

ft"llrn'l ~l<tnr~lwt+:Pr-:, 11nd h<trl 1 ~·come pre,o;n~mt. HPr mother hnrl 

become violt"ntly 11n~ry with ht"r Wht"n ~he first found out 

11bout the rB.p~"', ace11<Jei ht"r of brin,o;inp: it on herRelf, and 

tolrt her she woulrl ~et no Rympathy lf anythin~ happened as a 

rt"sult of her promiscuity. 

Each of these youn,o; women told me that they sincer~ly 

wished they could turn to their mother and/or father for 

support and help, but hn.d either tried and failed, or simply 

knew there would be disastrous const"quenc~s if the parents found 

out. 

By le~iRlating pqrental notification of a dau.o;hter's 

need for an abortion, re~ardless of her circumstances and 

the family relationships involved, I am truly afraid that 

we will be forcing some, perhaps many, teens to deal with a 

level of parental anger and possible violence that many of us 

have the good fortune to never experience. 

All too often, communication in families around the 

subject of sex, preP;nancy and childbirth tR very limited. Many 

parents are understandably uncomfortable with talking about 

these subjects with their peers, no less their children. It 

would bt" wonderful if parents and their children could all talk 

openly about such st"nsitive, difficult anrl moralisticall.y

chqrged life issues. J do not believe that legislating parental 

notification will create this marvelous communication. Instead, 

we will find many teens lying about their age for fear of the 
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Th~"".V w1 11 th~"'n not; onlv l'.•J.v~· to worry about hl"'inP: young. and 

nr~"".o:nqnt, rthout th~"' hi"'Alth r1~lm to thf"'lr younp; horlleR of 

hf"'Rr1nD: A. ch1lri, about the money to obtain an abortion 

an~ Rhout po~sihly ~topplnp; thf"'ir education ~nd goinu; on 

welfarf"'. rhey will have to worry about being possible law-

breakers. ~lany, ITJany more parents than we would EVEH. like 

to acknowled~e h~ve threatened to kick their daughter out of 

the house if she becomes pregnant. ~ia.ny more ha.ve b~atcn their 

daughters as a. punishment for her act. 

When parentn have certain feelings and attitudes, and 

then feel that their daughter has betrayed those values, there 

can be a violf"'nt reaction. I found this to be true during 2 

years of working in a battered women shelter, where a l"'lUmber 

of my clit~nt;:~ ·,>rf"'r~ youn~· women .-;ho had been battered by their 

)ArPnts and then f~ced severe punishment for havln~ gotten 

1 ).!, ~' i.('· l '_i -~I~: • 

~Jto. cannot make a simplto. cornpartson br-.tween p;r.,re·lt:;t.l 

consent for general opel:ations on·their children, and parental 

consl""nt to an 11hortion for their claughter. rhis issue is too 

emotion and value-laden to legislate parent~l notification and 

still protect the health, safety and possibly the life of the 

pregnant tto.f"'n. I believe thf"' deci~lon about parental notification 

"'no::t bf"' lf"'ft up to the teenau;er and her doctor, who can best 
~.lf)•)t·~~ 

Q~•·~~ what thf"' con~equencl""~ will be. I urge the committee to 

con~i~er the grave implications of this bill, ahd to not release 

it from this committee. ~hank you very much. 
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TESTIMONY ON ASSEMBLY, No. 1592 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED BY; Lyda M. Figueredo (Hispanic Women of N.J.) 
501 Herkimer Ave. 
Haworth, N.J. 0?641 
(201) 385-7232 

TO:Committee on Institutions, Health and Welfare. 

DATE: October 1, 1980. 

Honorable Assemblymen. My name is Lyda M. Figueredo. I am here 
to present testimony on Bill A-1592, an Act concerning abortion and 
supplementing Title 26 of the Revised Statutes, on behalf of the His
panic Women of N.J. 

I sincerely thank you for the opportunity you are giving me to 
speak up for all the Hispanic women who, because of our culture and 
moral values,are very opposed to abortion. 

However, a great percentage of the Hispanic women are facing 
financial problems that may coerce them into going for an abortion. 
For instance, the booklet called DATE PROFILE: HISPANICS IN N.J., 
issued by the Puerto Rican Congress of N.J., located at 222 West 
State Street, Trenton, N.J. 08608, shows on page 4 that the percentage 
of Puerto Rican families in poverty is 24.3, compared to 6.1 for all 
residents.Families with income 125 percent of poverty level is 34.6, 
compared to 9.0 for all residents. It also shows that the percapita 
income as percent of that of total population is 50.0 for Puerto Ri
cans, half of the per capita income of all residents. 

I am submitting these figures to show how easily the economic 
pressures may push a Hispanic woman to go for an abortion, a step 
contrary to her convictions. To make a decision that she will not re
gret for the rest of her lif~ she must be informed of the facts con
cerning the physical development of her unborn baby, who is called 
by the abortionists "only a mass of cells", the physical and psycho
logical effects of the abortion procedure, as well as the alternatives 
to abortion available to them such as counseling, pre-natal care, shel
ter homes, foster homes and adoption services. 

But, how can a Hispanic woman be duly informed of the atroci
ties of the abortion issue when many of them can't neither speak, nor 
write, nor read English? Also, many of our women are illiterate on 
our own Spanish language. 

I urge the Committe on Institutions, Health and Welfare to print 
the bookl~t Bill A-1592 calls for and that we are considering here 
today, in Spanish and in other languages, so that the women living in 
this great.:country, but can't speak English, have theeorrect infor
mation, in their native language, before they can make the right de
cision as to whether or not kill their unborn babies. 

(more) 
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The necessity o:f having this booklet available in other languages 
is shown by the report o:f the Department o:f Education, Division o:f 
School Programs - Bureau o:f Bilingual Education, issued on February 
1978. It reveals that 49,852 students o:f N.J. are served by the Bi
lingual Education Programs. In many cases the figures also include 
persons who speak other :foreign languages. We must take in consider
ation that those students come from :families where none of the mem
bers can speak English. 

The number o:f Hispanics keeps on growing in N.J. May I read 
to you Subtitle "DEMOGRAPHICS", on page l of the DATA PROFILE:HISPA_ 
NICS IN N.J." booklet I cited previously. I must refer to these re
cords because I have been informed by Mr. David Matos, Assitant to 
the Governor, that the final figures from the 1980 Census will not 
be ready until 1982. 

"DEMOGRAPHICS 

The 1970 Census counted 310,476 residents of New Jersey as•per
sons of Spanish Language! 

During the perios 1960-1970, while the total population of the 
State of New Jersey increased by 18.2%, Hispanics increased by a 
rate of 145.1% over the same decade. This rate of unparalleled growth 
permits a projection of 639,436 Hispanics in New Jersey by 1978. 

With one out of every four residents being Hispanic, Hudson 
County has more Spanish-speakers than does Ponce, Puerto Rico. Passaic 
Cumberland and Essex counties follow Hudson as counties with large 
concentrations of Latinos. Newark, with more than one hundred five 
thousand, has more Spanish-speakers than the combined populations 
of Mayaguez and Aguadilla, Puerto Rico. 

The New Jersey Office of Business Economics has characterized 
the ongoing Hispanic population growth rate as "phenomenal." 

May I add to the above statments that they were written before 
the afluence of Cuban refugees in New Jersey. Mrs. Julia Valdivia, 
Assitant to the Mayor of Union City, informed me that this City 
alone received 6,000 Cuban refugees during the last months. 

I. 

Also, the Office of Business Economics, Department of Labor 
and Industiry; Population Estimates of New Jersey of Trenton, N.J., 
shows that in 1978 there were in N.J. 639,436 Hispanics. 

The State of New Jersey cannot forget three quarters of a million 
residents who have the right to be informed about abortion, because 
when a woman decides to go ahead with the distrction of her unborn, 
the whole family is affected, one way or the other. 

But I must call your attention again to the fact that many of 
our women can't read English.I am hear to urge you to print the 
abortion booklet in Spanish, The booklet must also contain pictures 
to convey the message to those who have difficulty with their native 
language. The pictures must show the development of the unborn baby. 
They must show that at the time when most women go for an abortion, 
at three months of pregnancy, the unborn is completely formed, with 
a heartthat started to beat at 21 days of conception and a brain that 
transmitted waves at 48 days, a tiny baby whose vital systems, all 
of them are functioning. Pictures of the methods of abortion where 

(more) 
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they could see that the Suction and D & C abortions tear the baby 
into pieces; pictures ofthe Saline abor~ion where after 24 hours 
of martyrdom the baby is burned to death by the saline solution. 
Sometimes these unborn babies are six months, aborted alive, and 
still no help is given to them! Finally, they must know that if 
they are after their 48th week of pregnancy, the Histerotomy per~ 
formed by the doctor will remove an alive baby from her womb, and 
again that baby will be left to die! 

It is also imperative to present the Hispanic women with drawings 
of the complications of abortion such as hemorrhage, sterility and 
death. They must clearly know that legal abortions are not necessarily 
safe abortions! 

Finally, if the purpose of this bill is to duly inform the wo
men in order to obtain their written consent for an abortion, a 
slide presentation should be available for those who have trouble 
reading both English and their native language. 

I would like to offer my services to your Committe for the pu
blication of booklet. I hold a Degree on Home Economics Teacher and 
a Dregree on Journalism, from the School of Journalism, Havana, Cuba. 

May I thank you again for the opportunity you have given me to
day to protect the Hispanic community as a whole and the Hispnaic 
women in particular, born and unborn! 

ResP.ectfully submitted 
/ . .. /. 

/'I/ . . 
,J(J ~ ! (.·)Ad .: '--7 ·L--., 
I / 
Lyda M. Figueredo 

'-
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My name is Ann Fitzpatrick Lamey. 

I am currently employed by Planned Parenthood Association of the Mercer Area 
as a social worker and Coordinator of Counseling Services. My job is to provide 
individual, family, and group counseling for Planned Parenthood clIents. I 
train and supervise a group of eleven volunteer pregnancy options counselors. 
The purpose of the Pregnancy Options Counseling Is to offer complete counseling 
and referral services for pregnant women. This includes referrals for adoption, 
abortion, foster care and pre-natal care. 

My comments wi I I be addressed to those parts of the bi I I which concern mental 
health issues and directly effect the counseling process. I wi I I use my day to 
day experience and that of the counselors to i I lustrate some of the serious 
problems that women wi I I have to face if this bi I I is passed. Other speakers 
have/wi I I discussed findings based on research. 

I would I ike to begin by commenting on the requirement that a doctor or counselor 
must inform the woman that psychological trauma is inherent in the abortion procedure. 
In my experience, this view is erroneous. I see women in alI stages of pregnancy: 
Some choose to terminate the pregnancy, others choose to continue. Some are happy 
about their pregnancy, others are not. Individual attitudes and circumstances 
determine how a woman reacts to the abortion experience. There are feelings
both positive and negative that need to be expressed and explored - and should be 
in a good counseling session regardless of the decision concerning the pregnancy. 
This does not necessarily mean that psychological trauma Is Involved. I see the 
same difficult decision making process and the same feelings expressed by women who 
have chosen to contfnue the pregnancy or women denied abortion for·varlous reasons. 

To summarize, women differ with respect to feelings and attitudes toward pregnancy, 
childbearing and abortion. One cannot say that psychological trauma is inherent 
in the abortion procedure any more than one can say that psychological trauma is 
inherent in childbearing. Before any type of causal relationship is established, 
intervening variables and their influence must be considered. The counselor must 
access each woman individually and let this guide the process of exploration of 
feelings and information given. 

The next issue I would I ike to address is the mandate that a counselor or doctor 
give specific facts concerning the development of the fetus and use the term "unborn 
child" instead of the correct term embryo or fetus. 

In my opinion this is an obvious indication of judgement that wi l I automatically 
interfere with the counseling relationship and the counselor$ ability to help the 
woman. It violates one of the basic principles of the mental health profession 
which is to make no assumptions or judgements and to begin where the client is. 
One of the first things I was taught in graddate school was that the counseling 
process should be guided by the needs and requests of the client. 

Let me emphasize that in no way am I minimizing the importance of informed consent, 
and the need for women to have the most accurate and complete information possible 
before making a decision concerning a pregnancy. As a Planned Parenthood affiliate, 
we are mandated by the Standards and Guide I ines of the National Federation to provide 
complete and accurate information on alI pregnancy options. 
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1 would 1 ike to relate an experience of one of my clIents to I I lustrate the point. 
To protect confidentiality some of the less significant aspects of the situation 
have been changed. 

The woman is in her early thirties with two children, very recently widowed and 
under severe financial stress. She decided after much thought to terminate the 
pregnancy. She sought help from someone who consistently used the term "unborn 
child", Insisted she listen to detal Is of fetal development, and showed her 
pictures of developing fetuses. The cl lent felt her privacy was invaded and that 
she did not receive the help she had sought. She had not asked for that information, 
did not want or need it ·to make her decision, and she felt that control of this 
difficult situation was forcibly taken from her. No school of social work would 
either teach or support this type of counseling. The result for the woman was severe 
emotional upset & ~n unnecessary emotional burden. This wi 1 I happen over and over 
again if the content of the counseling process is legislated and not based on 
the individual need of the woman. 

In regards to the forty-eight hour waiting period, let me first say that Planned 
Parenthood is in no way against women taking time to adequately evaluate the 
decision to terminate a pregnancy. But there are some real issues that must be 
considered before specific waiting time is legislated. 

A practical point to consider is that by the time a woman has a pregnancy test, 
learns the results, comes in for counseling, reaches a decision and makes an 
appointment for the procedure, more than forty-eight hours have passed. The 
decision to terminate a pregnancy Is not taken lightly by many women. Days and 
even weeks are often spent thinking about the decision before the woman even 
contacts us. Legislating a further waiting period would mean unnecessary emotional 
stress. 

Added financial burden would also result from a mandatory waiting period since 
it would mean two trips to the doctor's office or clinic. Planned Parenthoods 
throughout the state see a high percentage of low Income women. Many have no 
cars so must depend on faml ly, friends or public transportation. Often times 
family and friends are unwi I ling or unable to take off two days from work. 
Pub I ic transportation is usually expensive and difficult to use. Because there 
are so few abortion facilities in Mercer County, many of our clients have to 
travel at least twenty miles. The two closest facilities that we refer to are 
not accessible to public transportation. If the client does not have her own 
transportation, she must go to New York or Phi !adelphia. The cost of two trips 
is often prohibitive. 

The above mentioned factors illustrate that the mandatory waiting period would 
provide an undue financial and emotional burden for women seeking abortions. 
This, added to Dr. Josimovich's point that the health risks of the procedure 
increase as time passes clearly Indicates that there would be I ittle benefit 
derived. 

The last i.ssue I wi I I discuss is the requirement for parental notification in 
cases of pregnant minors seeking abortions. I would I ike to emphasi?e that 
Planned Parenthood prefers to involve the parents with the cl lent's permision. 
Most teens are not accustomed to handling crises. This is often the first 
significant decision they have to make and emotional support of someone they 
trust is needed. This is clearly not always a parent. 
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When we counsel teens with a problem pregnancy, the session is more intense. 
Our counselors usually spend more time exploring feelings and issues. If the 
teen is reluctant or refuses to Involve the parent, we try to explore the basis 
for this decision. Often times the teen real lzes the fears of parental involvement 
are groundless. After careful counseling many wl I I confide In a parent. However, 
there are some instances when parental Involvement Is just not possible. This Is 
when a legal requirement Is detrimental. 

Here are some examples from my own caseload that wi I I i I Justrate the dangers in 
requiring parental notification in alI cases. I am sure any counselor in the 
state could give similar examples. 

One teen did not know she could get an abortion without her parents knowing. The 
idea of tel I ing her family was so terrifying, she climbed a chain-! ink fence and 
lay across the top to try to induce a miscarriage. 

Another teen had an older sister who became pregnant at sixteen. She tbld her 
parents and was immediately thrown out of the house and the Jocks were changed. 
A temporary foster home placement had to be found. Needless to say, this dis
couraged my client from confiding in her parents. 

One seventeen-year-old cl lent with one child came in for counseling. Her family 
had been very cold and rejecting of both her and the baby, Because she was so 
frightened about tel ling them she was pregnant again, she continued to delay 
discussing the situation with them. Because she wafted so long out of fear, she 
had to go to New York for a saline abortion. 

My last example is of a seventeen-year-old girl who, rather than tel I her father 
she was pregnant, used a coathanger to try to Induce an abortion. She became 
frightened and came in to the clinic for help. Fortunately a forgotten tampon 
prevented any serious Injury. 

If it were the best of alI possible worlds, parental invotvement would be no 
problem. However, In real life it is obvious that alI parents are not capable 
of providing the necessary support and guidance. 

My purpose in sharing these examples throughout the testimony is not to be 
sensational but to i I lustrate the real life problems that wi I I be exacerbated 
if the b i II is passed. 
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FTNAL REl'Ol\.'1' 

OF 

THE GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION 'J'O FEVIE'"" THE NEW YORK ABORTION I.J'.W 

AS IT AFFECTS THE RIGHTS OF PARENTS 

WHOSE MINOR DAGc;H'rERS SEEK J,BORTIONS 

The Commission whose study and deliberations resulted 
in this report was establ ish~~d by Govern.or Hugh L. 
Carey in the fall of 1976. 

Its members were: 

Joseph M. McLau'i[hl};r_::, Dean, Fordham Law School 
Chairm;::m 

Dr. Louise M. Dan~,I~mo, Cc.msu}.t.ing Gynecologist, 
Bellevue Hospital 

Dr. Ian Morrison, President, Greer Children's 
Services 

Archibald R. Murr~, ExecLrtive Director, Legal 
Aid Societ.y 

Joyc:e Austin, former Special Assistant to the 
:tvlayor of Ne\<J Yc·ck City 

Mi}_qi_ed :3h~nley, CdthoLic Chari. Lies 
Oscar_Gonzalez_:-Suo.r:_<!z, at~t.orney and memt.Jer of 

the Mayor's Judiciary Commit_ teP 
~acob Trobe, Executive Vice-President, Jewish 

Child Care Association of New York City 

The Governor released the Commi~'sion' s report in 
June, 1977, to "lY· s tudicd. '' he said, "by all those 
who are concerned about this senc.;itive issue and seek 
a. constitutional way to know when their children face 
a situation of per,·;onal anquish and crisis." 

1-------------------------------------· --. 

Reprinted with permission by Planned Parenthood of New York City, Inc. 
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Few problems rival in complexity und intensity thf:' rn-oblem of abor1:ion. But the 
problem is there. It is real and must be addressed. 

In what has already been decried as the "Dred Scott Case of tht:: Twl'!ntieth Century," 
(1) the United States Supreme Court settled some of the abortion i:3sues in Roe v. 
Wade. (2) The Court expressed its own discornfit.ure: 

"We forthwith acknowledge our awareness of the sensit.ive and emotional 
nature of the abortion controversy, of the vigorous opposing views, 
even among physicians, and of the dc-!ep and seemingly absolute convic
tions that the subject ircspires. One's philosophy, one's experiences, 
one's exposure to the raw edges of human existence, one's religious 
training, one's attitudes t:oward l.ift:: and family and their values, 
and the moral standards one estabLishes and seeks to observe, are all 
likely to influence and to color one's thinking and conclusions about 
abortion." (3) 

Roe _:(....:_---"'!aril.~ went on to lluld !hd.L .inrH'n';lt in t.hc riqht of privacy is a woman's 
right--albeit qualified--t-o ;:n .tbortion. It .3s ncL an "absolut.e" right, but neither 
is it one that can be ove:cr.idd:~n simply by mPrely· "rational" state legislation. 
Rather, it is a prima facie, :c_;pecially px-otectcc:d, qualified right ·to have an abor
tion that is subject to regulation only on the showing of a "compelling state inter
est." Legislation or regulations affecting se.ch a. right must be "narrowly drawn to 
express only the legitiilk'l.t.e state interests at stake." (4) 

The Roe Court indicated that t:he st.ate 's intf:;:·est in the health of the mother was 
not "compelling" during the first trimester of preqnancy and, therefore, during this 
period of time, the abortion decision and its effectuation must be left to the pa
tient and her doctor, free of intex:ferenc:e from t.he state. (5) State interest in 
the health of the mother bel;omecs "comr·ellinq" ,·~t approximately the end of the first 
trimester, .just.ifying regulations reasonably 1·clatJ.ng to the "preservation and pro
tection of maternal health." (G) Insofar as the fet.us is concerned, the state may 
regulate, and even prohibit, abort:wn to protect t.ho state's interest in this poten
tial human life during the period subsequent~ t~) viability. (7) 

The broad generalities of l~5=.:.e.. __ ~.:-.. ~~~:lde_ bf'Gdme :::pecific limitations in Doe v. Bolton 
(8) decided simultaneously. In Doc, the High '-~our:; held that the State of Georgia 
had no "compelling interest" in (~;~;e) i.r1sistinq that all abortions be performed in 
an accredited hosptial, (two) a.ft:er ol:'t.aining the a.pproval of the hospital staff 
abortion committee, and (three! only after the Pf'rfonning doctor's judgment was con
firmed by two other independent physicians. In short, procedural hurdles placed in 
tne way of a young woman's decision to have an abortion must be firmly rooted in 
some "compelling interest" of the state. 

The New York ExEeri~~c~ 

Neither Roe nor Doe had any immcrHate impdct c-o thee New Yo:rk abortion statute, which 
had been·e~acted in 1970. (9) The New York statute permits a woman to obtain an 
abortion within twenty-four weeks from the commencement of her pregnancy, and even 
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later if it is necessary to preserve her life. 

A major constitutional difficulty arose, however, when the Senate Bill ND.mber 7031 
was passed by the Legislature in 197!1. This Bill would have amended Public Hea~.t. L 

Law Sec. 2504 (3)_, so that mino:n:; (Uh>se under •;'!ir~hteen) C();;d.d ·nut ~:Jbt.:ain <J.bor·tions 
without the prior consent of a parent or legal quardian. 

Anticipating serious constitutional difficulties with the amendment, the Governor 
vetoed the Bill. Shortly thereafter, his judgment was vindicated in _Planned Parent-. 
hood of c_;:entral Missouri v. Danforth (10) (hereaft.er referred to as _I?_anforth) where 
the United States Supreme Court held it unconstitutional to cede: a 'ie'.:.o povJer over 
abortion to the parents of a minor. 

In Veto Message #24, Governor Carey expressed his deep concern with the same prob
lems that ha.d prompted the Legislature to pass S. 7031; and he stated tha.t he would 
appoint a commission to "achieve a wc-rkable: legi~.:J<c'L.i .,,C! sc.lution" to the problems 
faced by families whose daughter:; suddenly find thcHlfHc~l vc~; faced w.i th a decision of 
great personal anguish. 

This commission has met on nurner:ous cccasions and has consul t.cd with interested and 
knowledgeable persons, and is hono:r:ec.i to present this Report and a proposed statute. 

II. TEENAGl~ PREGNANCY: THE PROBLEM 

Changing social mores among young Americans are reflected in the statistics that 
show that 11 million of the 21 million yotulg people who are between the ages of 15 
and 19 years of age have had sexual inte:r.course. (JJ) Further I it is estimated 
that twenty per cent of the eight million 13 or 14 year olds have been sexually ac
tive. (12) 

Each year more than one million young women between 1_:, and 19, representing approx
imately ten per cent of the women in this age ca t::-qory, become pregnant. Two-thirds 
of these pregnancies are C(mcei ved out.-of-wc.':l:l ':w·l:. 113) T:'!e sexual a..:;t~l vi ty of 
those under 15 years of age r·esul ts in ,:m addiL.1.0nal 30,000 pr(=gnanci.es. (14) 

Perhaps the most comprehensi. ve, and cert:ainly the most authoritative, study of teen
age abortions was done by the Center for Disease Control in 1976. (15) Its "Abor
tion Surveillance" report indicates that, in 1974, women who h.ad l f~gal abortions 
could be classified as follows: approximately one-·third of women were in their 
teenage years; one-third, 20-24 years; and one-third, 25 years or older. (16) (See 
Appendix 1). Only California had more teenage abQrtions than New York. (See Appen
dix 2) • More pregnant women bP.low t.he age of 15 underwent abo~.·i- ion than had a live 
birth in 1974 (1,156 abortions per 1,000 live births). (17) In 1974, in New York 
State, approximately 64,000 teenagers became pregnant; about half of these pregnan
cies were terrninat.ed by legal abortion. ;18) 

The potential health risks involved in pregnancy are especially prominent among teen
agers. Pregnant minors have a 50 per cent. higher incidence of high blood pressure 
with kidney and liver involvement, nutritional deficiencies, prolonged labor, mis
carriage and death than do older women. (19) F'or those children who become preg
nant before they are 15, the death rate from complications of pregnancy, birth and 
delivery is 60 per cent greater t:han for t:hose mothers who are in their early t.wen
ties. (20) 

In addition to the numerous health r.isks involved with pregnancy, a high percentage 
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of adolescent mother~; oxpc.r:ien..::c se.r:ious n:;st.r •. ct.ions on educat.ionaJ oppor·t.unit.i<:!:i. 
Approximately 80 per cent of all teenage mothers never complete high school. (21) 
Many have no job experience at the time of g:i.ving birth. Many are on welfare. {22) 

III. 'I'EEN.I\GE PREGNANCY: SOME SOLUTIONS 

This commission recognizes that minors have thv greatest need t.o be made aware of 
alternatives to abortion. Hov1ever, we also recognize t.ha t due to their youth, they 
rr,ay be the most ill-equipped to make an informed decision regarding the termination 
of pregnancy. Thus, confronted with the task of balancing the needs of these preg-
nant minors w.i. th the state' ~o :i.nter·est in an ir. formed dc•c:i.sion the commission de-
liberated over, and finally YL: jected the followi.ng approaches: 

Parental Consent 

The most direct way in which to "control" teenHJe abortions--if this were thought 
desirable--would be t.o require pa.n.mt.-tl consent before any abortion i.s performed 
on a minor. Whatever the merits of such a proposal, that route has been closed by 
the United States Supreme Court. As earlier noted, t.he Danforth (23) decision 
squarely held that it is an unconstitutional violation of the young woman's right 
of privacy to give her parents a. right to veto her decision to abort. This is 
true regardless of the age of the minor. (24) 

Danforth is the constitution.:ll blueprint agaim>t which any legislation affecting 
a minor's right to an abortion must be measured. That right may be limited only 
where there are "compelling st.cite interests" that make the limitation reasonable. 

Parental Consultation 

One step removed from parent~al consent: would b,, a .~;Latnte requi.ring that before the 
abortion is performed on a minor, her parent.s be consul ted. In its favor it may be 
noted that requiring parental consultation ~omuld serv~::- t.hree important functions: 
(one) parents would be ~~L~-:~':::.'1.. of Lhc: trou.bler;ome c.:.itua.tion which their daughter 
is in; {two) minors would receive m~> ture a~yi_<:::.c~ regarding the abortion from those 
who would presumably be acting in the minor's best inteJ:est; and (three) the preg
nant minor would have someone to turn to for emotional _support. 

The arguments in favor of parental consul tat ion, ho•,,.rever, proceed upon the assump
tion that all family relationships are "ideal," and fail to consider that in many 
families an older sibling, aunt or rJrd.ndparent is per£orrning the parental function. 
In still other situations, no one is functionin9 as a parent and to require consul
tation in these situations would be, in effect, to bar the abortion. 

A possible solution to the "non-functioning parent" problem would be to enlarge 
the category of people to be consul ted ~~o that it included clergymen, social workers, 
psychiatrists, and others. This merely raised ,"'ldditional problems. 'rhose outside 
the medical profession would generally be unqualified to explain the nature of the 
abortion procedure and to answer questions concerning complications that might arise 
from either continuation or termination of the pregna'1cy,factors which are impor
tant in arriving at a mature decision. 'l'o r~~ire medical consultation with some
one other than the treating doctor would unfairly prejudice those from poorer back
grounds, and would seem to run afoul of Do~~Bol toE_. (25) 
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The longer this was debated, the more obvious it~ became that mandator:y consulta
tion would either be impossible or would degem~ra t.~' i ~~to a fonnali ty that served 
little purpose. After much delibera.tion, we concluded that mandatory consulta-
tion is ineffect.ual, and, indeed, could operate to defeat the purposo of the present 
abortion legislation by driving some pregnant minors to illicit abortions. 

Parental Notification 

We then considered the feasibility of a provision which would require the treat-
ing physician to send notification of the proposed abortion to the pregnant minor's 
parents. In many cases, such a provision might !Subject~ the p.regnant minor to severe 
emotional distress if her parents disapproved of her decision and attempted to dis
suade her from an aQortion. To avoid such pre:ssun'', a woma.n might well choose an 
illegal means of t:erminat.ing her pregnancy. 

In addition, it is not unlikely that an across-the-board mdn~atory notice to the 
pregnant minor's parent{s) would be unconstitutionaL The st<,te's interest could 
be to insure that the pregnant woman's physician exercises his best medical judg
ment. It is assumed, therefore, that the notifieJ party will communicate informa
tion relevant to the patient's physi.cal and emot~i.onal health. If 1~his be the pur
pose of the notice provision, it is arguable that i. t vvould be unconstitutional under 
the holding of Doe v. Bolton. (26) Tll(.! Due court hc:;lcl. unconsU.tutional a provision 
requiring the treat.ing physl.cian who wa~--~;onsul ted <tbout an abortion to consult with 
other doctors to insure that the treating physician exercised his best medical judg
ment. Information from a parent, a non-professional, who might have a personal mo
tive for preventing the abortion seems less justified than a second medical opinion; 
and thus, if the purpose of a notice requirement is to promot:e the admittedly im
portant state interest of insuring that. the physician exerc:i.se his best medical 
judgment, the provision would probably be invalid. 

The state's interest could also be to :i'lsure that: t.hc pregnant young woman receives 
sound advice on a matter of crucial significance' to her. If this be the purpose of 
a mandatory notice requirement, the statute may well be constitutional, but the com
mission is simply unpersuadt:=.-d that the statute will work. It: is evident that manda· 
tory notice to parents will, in many cases, simply drive a wedge between the young 
woman and her family. What. the Supreme court said in Danforth, when it struck down 
parental veto power, is no less apt. when direct.ed 1·cward rnan"Z1~;tory parental notifi
cation: 

"One suggested interest is the safeguarding of the family unit and of 
parental authority. . . It is difficult, however, to conclude that 
providing a parent with absolute power t~o overrule a determination, 
made by the physician a.nd his minor p<cltient, i.:o terminate the patient's 
pregnancy will serve to strengthen the family unit. Neither is it 
likely that such veto power will enhance parental authority or control 
where the minor and the nonconsenting parent are so fundamentally in 
conflict and the very existence cif the pregnancy already has fractured 
the family structure. Any independent interest the parent may have 
in the termination of t.he minor daughter's pregnancy is no more weighty 
than the right of privacy of the competent miner mature enough to have 
become pregnant." (27} 
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Certainly a statute. should not. b1-: pasFJE.\d that woul.d significantly enhance the .J?Os
sibility of family friction. In !3!-,ort, nm:ific.<'ci::ion should be encouraged, but not 
mandated. 

IV. TEENAGE PREGNANCY~ CONCLUSIONS 

Having carefully considered the options available t:o the commission, we have agreed 
upon the attached Bill. We recommend that ·thF! Public Health Law be amended to add 
a new section, to be section twenty-five hundrul five. It will provide as follows: 

PPOJ'OSRD flMENOMI,'NT 

5.2505. Consent to abortional acts. 

1. No abortional act sha..ll be committed upon "' person under the age of eighteen 
years in the absence oE a written statement vo.!untarily ente.red into by the person 
upon whom the abortiom:tl act is to be perfo.rmr::d, ,.,hereby she specifically consents 
thereto. The statemtmt shal.l assert that she (om?:) has been advised of the possi-
ble adverse consequences 1 (tr-IO) hti." b(.:,en advi :::;eli of the med.ical. procedures to be 
followed, and (three) has been counse.led regaroJng al.ternatives to abortion and the 
availability of supportive servicr2s re.lating t:he!ret:o. Tf the patient signs a separate 
statement so authorizil~'J himr the physician may notify a parent or legal guardian of 
the patient of his intention to perform the ab .. ~rtional act and of his availability 
to consult with them regarding the operation. 

Comment 

Subdi visio~ one requires the wri tt.en, informed consent of a woman under eighteen 
years of age before having an ahor~~ion. 'l'he aqe. limitation accords with the New 
York Civil Practice Law and Rules definition of "infancy" (CPLR lOS(j)), as well 
as the "right to vote" provi::d.ons of the 'I'w12nLy-sixth Amendment to the United States 
Constitution. 

The written consent n~qu.:i.rem(=:nt wil.l insun;- dL;,t the pregnant: minor makes the deci
sion to terminate her pc:ecgn-?.ncy ">:ii:h full J:no,;Jed<:Je of its nature and consequences." 
(28) The constitutionality of such a. provision was uprwld by the United States Su-
preme Court in I?l~d _?arent:~.c::>-9..(:~-~; ___ c;_~n_t;E~l:_~~-:~.:;souri v. Danforth, (29) even when 
no similar docwr.ent is requir·ed for other. medical procedures. 

The bill would further require as a concli t:ion 1.•J the patient's consent that she be 
advised of services supportive of childbirt~h, adoption and other alt.ernativcs to 
abortion. The cormnission no·tes that President Carter's budg.:;t proposal provides 
thirty-five million dollars for alternatives tc abortion including a system that 
would insure t.he availability of adequate couns,~ling. Cert.ainly the state should 
be expected to do no less. 

The final sentence of subdivision onf! aut:ho:r.izr-:s t.he physician, with the patient's 
consent, to notify a parent or l;J(Jal guard.i.;uJ . f the pregnant minor that he intends 
to perform the abortional act. ll is hop,,J tb.·lt. t~he physician will urge his patient 
to give him this authority, thezeby safeguarding both the family unit and parental 
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authorit.y. However, since the patient's consent to such aut.horizat.ior; .is a pre·· 
requisite to sending notjficat~ion, u,,~ st.ot.c will not be ·UK· moti•laLinq innx· bf~hind 
any fear of embarrassment or emotioiJ<tl dL;tress that the pc!Li.ent mi.qlit l;.:q >i.~rienc:f;" 
The risk that minors rnighl choose an illcCjal means to t_enn:ina.b• d plP(jlldncy in ordE::r 
to avoid such pressure is thereby m1ni.mized. 

PROPOSED llMENDMENT 

2. Any person under the age of eighi:een ">A'llO (one) ha.'.' .been narried c;r (trvo) has 
had a child or (three) .is an emancipated minor shaJ 1 l,e deemed capa.l:Jle of' g.iving 
effective consent for an abortional act. Any other person shall be deemed capable 
of effective consent if, after consultation with thc:c physician, the physician de
termines that the person is sufficiently mature and inte.llicrent· to be capable of 
such consent. 

Comment 

·The subdivision is borrowed from Public Health Law 5.2504, and is a nwognition of 
the fact that certain minors are already functioning as adults and should be treated 
accordingly. Under S. 2504 of the Public Hea.lth Law, a minor' is emancipated for' pur
poses of consenting for medical care if she has ever been married or is the parent 
of a child. A minor will generally be deemed emancipated if she lives apart .from 
parents, is self-supporting and generally controls her own life. (30) A minor liv
ing apart from parents with t.heir consent may be~ ernancipated even though they still 
support the minor. There is case l.:r .... • indicat_ing that a minor who still lives in 
the parental home may be emancipated if she pays living expenses to the parent and 
uses the remainder of thE earnings cs she sees fit. (32) A minor can also be eman
cipated by failure of the parents to meet their legal responsibilities, such as fail
ure to support the child. (33) 

The last 13entence of this proposed f:u.bdivision reflc;cts recognition of an emerging 
rule that a minor may consent for hi;-:; (Jr h • .:r own r>.tedi.cal treatment wherr;; the minor 
is capable of understanding Uw nature and conse'_l'uences of the t.reatment and it is 
for the minor's benefit. (34) This has come to be known as the "mature minor doc
trine." The March, 1976 issue of :§:.'-.:::~~at~_ics cont-~ins a report of a mcodical "Task 
Force on Pediatric Resea.rch, Info:nnt:d Co!isent and M(;dical Ethic:s," Horace L. Hodes, 
M.D., Chairperson. The Task Force concluded th"lt aqe is not always a t.ruc measure 
of maturity or intelligence, and that there is no sound justification for denying 
a minor, who is mature encuqh to comprehend the n.Jture and consc:quences of t.he pro
cedure, the right to accept f)F reject: treatment. 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT 

3. Except as provided in subdivision three of' sect.ion twenty--five hunrlred four of 
this chapter, if the physician determines that a person is not capable of giv.ing 
effective consent, no abo.rtional act shal.l be per.formed upon such person without 
first obtaining the consent of a parent or legal guardian. If such consent can
not be obtained promptly from a parent o.r: guardian, or if there is good reason not 

to seek it, consent may l>e obtained by order oF a just.ice of the supreme court for 
good cause shown on application by a relative, f'r.iend or other interested party. 
Said court proceeding shall he conFidential and shall be given expedited cons.id
eration. The decision of the court shall be ba:-c:ed upon a considerat:.ion of the beDt 
interests of the patient. 



7. 

Conunent 

Except in a medical emergency, no medical procedure may be performed without con
sent. If a minor is incapable of giving effo.cctive consent, consent must be obtained 
from the minor's parent or guardian. If Lhe "'"rent or guardian refuses consent, 
consent may be obtained by court order. 

This subdivision will aid in protectinq the t:'•::>at.ing physician from liability. In 
addition, although preferring parental consen• , it does noc give parents a veto 
power. Thus, under the guidelines suygestc;d in Planned Parenthood of Central Mis
souri v. Danfor!E_, ~~lJ2E!:":_• such 2 provision sh;.:·~lld- withstand ~onstitutional attack. 

PROPOSED AN;·;1VD/>1ENT 

4. Anyone who acts in good faith based upoJ; !_he representation by a person that 
she is eligible to consent pursuant to this S<'<:tion shall be deemed to have received 
effective consent. 

Conunent 

Subdivision four is not intended to add anytl1inq new to the law of New York. The 
wording of subdivi.sion four track:,; UJil+", f'ounc: Ln S.2504(4) of New York's Public 
Health Law. 'fhe purpose of both I)rOVlc;ion:; 1 :> to afford legal protection t.o a 
doctor who performs an O' Jeration on a put ient, whom he believes, in (JOOd faith, to 
be over eighteen, ox: to )e rnarri(.O!d, etc. 

This will not provide rhysicians with cacte blanche to perform abortions on all 
pregnant minors since r21 i.ance on the mj nc~~;;--~bility to give effective consent 

must be in go~d fait~. 

k * * * 

We believe that, within th: const: tut,i :)J :tl limitations set forth by the United 
States Supreme Court, our recormnended l ill a~t:quately reconciles (a) t.he right of 
a young woman--including cne from '" bro'<:en h,~.nne or with absent or non-functioning 
parents--to obtain a J eg .. l abortion wi tl. C>) the right of iJ parent to c<tre for 
his child. 

/' ' \ . 

Joser~h r~.·.,_r:lc\ ,_ughlin' 
Joyc(~ ,\t,,, ,_ln 

I .- Louise J-.1. Dan .• ·ono 
Oscar Gu~;zdlez· \?uarez 
Ian Harrison 
Archibald R. Mun ~y 
,Jacob TY·lbo 
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I differ from the report of my fellm" Commission members in the fo1lowinq 
regard: 

There is a compelling state intere::.;t in the preservation of family life. 
The family is the basic unit of our society. It is the family through which the 
fundamental beliefs, upon which this country was founded, are communicated gener
ation to generation. 

To preserve the family unit, it is essential that the delicate balance be
tween the rights and responsibilities of parent to child be maintained. A. child's 
right to food, clothing, shelter, education, and medical care a.nd Lll•" parents' 
responsibility to provide them is unquest.ioned. A child also has the right to 
psychological development and emotional s12curity and it is the parents' responsi
bility to assure the child's growth in these ar.eas a.s well. 

Any deviation from the norm, which represents a li.ml.tation on parents' pri
mary responsibility and control over the .i.r cil:!penden t ell i.1dren, must first be care
fully assessed as to its (:;ffect on t.Jlt~ tole of the f ami.ly in our societ:y. Removal 
from parents of such responsibility and c<mtrol in the cas'0 of the pregnancy of 
their child would destroy the integrity of the family and d<o:prive the child of fam
ilial strength and support. 

Pursuant to the decision in Danfort~~. the state may identify a compelling 
state interest which would limit the absolute right of a dependent minor to secure 
an abortion. In the case of a minor dE:pcncl.ent on the family for mental, moral, 
~motional, physical and financial support and growth, pre;'.lervation of the parents' 
role in the minor's decision is critical to preserving the family unit. 

This was recently the decision of a. federal distr.i..;;t court in Michigan in 
Doe v. Davis. There the court sustained a prior not;.ice requiremen-t: to parents in 
the distribution of cont1:uceptives to t.h.:' i.r children on Uw basis that parents have 
a right to privacy in the carP .::md col\t.rql of t.heir minor children, The court. held 
that absent a showing of compelling ~.:;t.,te inLerest, or d showing :.ll· ~;upcr.ior rights 
in the minor child, the Stat.e may not tot;d.ly exclude. parents from the decision of 
their minor, unemancipated children. 

I strongly recommend, therefore, a st:atute which would require notice t:o par
ents and legal guardians that a minor intcr;ds to secure an abort.ion in t.he case of 
those minors who are dependent on their families for mental, emotional, moral, and 
financial support. This requirement. will <'ncourage minor!> t:.o seek out their parents 
assistance and will result. in suppor. t for the minor in carrying out her decision. 

Such a statute must also pro·Jide <1 judicial procedure whereby the notice 
requirement may be waived in those cases where the notice is likely to result: in 
endangering the lif<: and health of the minor. 

The existence of the family is dt:-pendent upon parental riqhts and responsibil 
ities to build, maintain and guide t.he family morally, rnEmt.ally, physically and emo
tionally. The public policy of this state should support the integrity of the fam
ily at every opportunity. 

RespecLfully submi ti:.ed, · 

2;..~~ 0 JJ.~ · 
Mildred A. Shanley · ~ 
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Excerpts from STANDARDS REM.'UNG TO RIGHTS i lf'" 
Project:, !.n:c~tit11.te. -r~:r Judlcial A·1minL~It:r:atl.cn 
Adopted by the ABA, Fd:r:u.•:G'Y } ; , E' '9 ., 

MINORS, Juveni.l.e Justice Stanclard~ 
nnd the Amer.ic.qn Bar l\,ssoc:i .. :H:ior, 

Part T»: MEDICAL CARE 

4.1 Prior pareEtal con~. 
A. No medical procedures,, services, or treatment should be provided to a 

minor without prior parental consent, except as specified in Standards 4.4-4.9. 

B. Circumstances where parents refuse to consent to treatment are governed 
by the Abuse. and Negl'ic t vo htme" 

4.2 Notification of ts~I: .. tl~P .. £• 
A. Where prior par.eo;:;lL con~;ent is not t"!l!UH'ed to provide m~dical services 

or treatment to a minor, the )n·ovider should promptly notify the pare.nt or respon
sible customdian of ::mch treatment and obtain his or her consent to further treat
ment, except as hereinafter specified. 

B. Where the' fnedical services provided Hre for the treatment of chemical de
pendency, Standard 4.7, or ve;~·~real Ll:'u,;ea:oe. contraception, and pregnancy, Standard 
4.8, the physician should first seek and obtain the minor!s permission tonotify 
the parent of such treacmen'.:s. 

1. If the minor-pDticnt objects to notification of the parent, the physician 
should not notiiy t:h0 parent that t:r.-c .. Hnl\·mt was or is being provided unless 
he or she concludes ~:hat fn U.ing t;) L1.1forrn th•' parent could seriously jeopar
dize the health of the minrrr, taking into consideration: 

a. the impact th<:1t ~mch notifieation could have on the course of treatment; 
b. the med1ca1 consideratlons whi ~:~h require &uch notification; 
c. the natm:·,,~, ba~~:t.s~ and strengU\ of the minor's objections; 
d. the extent u .. wbich parental ~.,wolv-ement in the course of treatment 

is required :n· des'lrable. 

2. A phyai..:ian wht) ctmch.de:.; that not·t.Ucat:ion of the parent is medically 
required should: 

a. indicate che ~ed~cal Justifications in the minor-patient's file; and 
h. inform the ps.rent. only after making all reasonable efforts to persuade 

the mio0r to cons~ut to notification of the parent. 

C. Where the medicr.l sen;LG(,:~ pnrvided ar.: tor the tre.atment of a mental or 
emotional disorder pursu;,,n~ tc Standa:rd 4.9, 3ft.er tbree sessions the provider 
should rJOtify the pan:nt of such treatment 2nd obtsin his or her consent to 
further treatment. 

4. 3 U:.ruill,~ ia 1 lia b i U <:J!> 
A. A parent o:houl<l be financially liable to pE-rsons provid:i.ng m.edical treatment 

to his or her min0r dd lo: i.f the )X:U'•!.nt cons.:>.nts to such services, -or if the services 
are provided under eu:.t<Tg.:::;cy circumstances ',"l<:tsmu1t to Stsndard 4.5. 

B. A minor wh) LOttsenl:,: to his or f •. ,~r. own medicnl trea.trnent under Standards 
4.6-4.9 should be fin<:.tH.iully l:t.J.b1~ for p<;y\aent for :;,uA, set:vlces, c,nd should not 
disaffirm the l:inn.ncia.l. ebl!got :,,u or~ accom.L r•f mJ.nor: .. ·,.:v·. 

c. A pubLic or prlv2te hea·l th insurance poJicy or plc:w under which a minor is 
a beneficiary should anm,J a mino;; who i~ons<::nts to me.dicL\1 services or treatment 
to file claims and receive benefits, regard.: e;:s .Jf whether the. parent has consented 
to the t::ec;tme.nt. 

- 1 -
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D. A public o·r private bea.Hh in:;m·(~r ;,;hould nor. inform a parent or ~r: 1 ~::·. 

holder that a. minor. has fil(:!d a claim or received a benefit under a health :i.t•c:t·.-:: .. ·: 
policy or plan of \\1h.ich the rcLnor is a b.:m~:fi~~:iary, unle~1s the physici.a~l has p)~e·· 

viously notified the p9.rent of tbu treatment for which the claim is submitted. 

4.4 Emancipated miuo:c .. 
A. A minor who is living sepa.rate and ctpart from his or her parent apd who is 

managing hi.s or bet· <JWn financial affairs u1ay consent to medical treatment on the 
sHme terms and conditions as an adult. Ac,:ordlngly, parental consent should not 
be required: nor should there be subsequent notification of the parent, or finahcia1 
liability. 

1. If a physician treats a minor who is not actually emancipated, it 
should be a defense to a suit basi.ng liability on lack of parental consent, that 
he or she relied :Ln good faith on the minor's representations of emancipation. 

4.5 Emers.er1cv treatmen~. 
A. Undet' emergency circumstances) a minor may receive medical services or 

treatment without prlor parental consent. 

1. Emergency circumr,tanees exist when delaying treatment to first secure 
parental consent would endanger the life o:c health of the minor. 

2. It should be a defen:;1;>c to an action bas:l.ng liability on lack of 
parental consent, that th,; m\:dical services were provh~ed under emergency circum· 
stances. 

B. Where medical i>'.''''n.··~:c~; 01. ':re::ttmt~nt are provided under emergency circum~ 
stances, the parent should b~ noti fL?.d as :•:cornptly P.s possible, and his or her 
consent should bt:: i.>btained f .. n· further treatment. 

C. A parent shcnld !J0 .t•.~·ancially liable. to persons providing emergency 
medical treatment. 

D. Where the emergency medical serv:lceH are for treatment of chemical depen
dency (Standard 4.7); venr:re.al disea.se, cot<tr.g.ccption, or pregnans:;y (Standard Lj .• 8); 
or mental or emotional disorder (Standard :.,. 9), questions of notification of the 
parent and financial U.ability are gover!led. by those provisions and Standards 
4.2 B., 4.2 C., and 4.3. 

4. 6 Ma. ture minor. 
A. A minor of sixteen or ult.ler. who has suffici~nt capacity to understand the 

nature and consequenc~s of a proposed medical treatment for his or her benefit may 
consent to that tt'eatm.~:mt on th•.: same termH and conditions as an adult • 

.B. The treat:I.ng .physh:'lan t~lwuld not:ffy lhc~ minor's parent of any medical treat
ment provided under t:.hia standard. 

4. 7 Chemical depel~9enr..:_y. 
A. A minor of any age may ·::ont>ent tc, medical services, treatment, or therapy 

for problems or conditions related to alcohol or drug abuse or addiction. 

B. If the minor objects to notification of the parerct, the physician providing 
treatment under this standard sho~.:.1,; notify the parent of such treatment only if 
he or she concludes that {ailing to inform the parent would seriously jeopardize 
the he.alt.h of the minor., and cm!l.p'l.ies witl' the provisions of Standard 4,2.. 

4.8 Yenereal disease • __ <~2!l .. t.HLC:~1UiO.lh...fi..!&..I:.regnancy. 
A. A minor of any age mc'1y con,:;cnt to medical services, therapy, or counseling 

fo:c: 
1. treatment of venereal disease; 
2. family planning, contraception, or birtl1 control other than a procedure 

which results in sterilization; or 

- 2 
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3. treatn~nt relatPd to rregnancy, including abortion. 

B. If the :;n:i . .\liil (h).) CCI.·,~ to ~,,,. 'r· .. c:,(l.J..':\1 :.)J !"!,·,~ p ,j: :it" the: physi.;;:J.an PlL0\'1 1ding 
treatment under this atandar.d should oot Uy tbe parent of such treatment C'"~.lv :" 

or she concludes that fai l:'.nr~ tc· inform the perent would seriously 
jeopardize the heo! th ;,}f '·'·~: :::::inor, .s.nd cDmpli.es ;.<l'ith the provisions of fi · · .'·~: 

4 • 9 Menta 1 or e rQQ..ti:_o na 1,_9.J. ... §.<?..£5h:.•.r • 
A. A minor of fourteen or older ''"ho has o:r professes to suffer from a mental 

or emotional disorder may consent: to three sessions with a psychotherap:i st or · 
coun:·elor for diagnosis and consultHtion. 

B. following thret! S<!Dcd.ons for crisis intervention .andior diagnosis, :: ""· 
provider should notify the parent of such sessions and obtain his or her cr:~~nt 
to further treatm0nc, 

* * * * * * * * * 
Excerpts from C,!?nnnentllt:.Y s•:>cction:pp. 56-57: 

"The complexity of t:he: :Issues and the varJabiU.ty in individual situatiuns pre
clude adopt:l.ng an absolute Tule either barring disclosure Ol~ requiring not:Uication 
under all circumstance3 -where a minor has received medical treatment without prior 
parental consent •. Nothing tn. this scandard ptevents the mi.nor from informing the 
pa.rent himself or herself, nor the physician, on the basis of sound medical judgment, 
from attempting to pe:rsu.ade. the minor of thE, desJx:ability of parental i"1volv~T~nt. 
Rather, the standard attempts to resolve the physician.' s dilemma in thOSl'. ·; r:-~ t;•,nces 
where the minor either expresses no position ur voices opposition to parental 
disclosure." 

11 In deal:!.ng with this issue of notificnU.on of parents, this standard disting
uishes between those types of treanncnt in which tha interests of the parent and the 
minor will nor:m,.:~.Uy coine:We and where notif~~cdtion of parents is appropriate and 
mandatory, and thoae circmnst:anc;;·,g where the 'i.nte:rest:s of parent and chile.~ may con
flict and the mino.t· rn,;;-ty cr d•:>es object and notifieation is discretionary. In the 
latter instances, the overriding social inte'V'ests in enabling the minor to obtain 
the particular treatment dictate that unless r.he minm~'s health will be seriously 
jeopardized hy failing to noti:Cy the parents, the m1nor 1 a objection to disclosure 
should be honored by the 1;:: ".ati.ng phy.~d.c ian." 

••• o" ."Standard t,..2 lL antbot"l.:es deviat1on from :::he norms of notification 
and consent of par~n.ts when ccn:pl im1::c~ .,;:\.tb these policies ~·wuld inhibit the provi
sion of needed medic.al t:rcf;ncment: Ln c~x<:::ain i.dentifJ.abL;; f'!>edical problem areas 
"1here mino·rs will he .;_ike I~· to requir1~ medical treatment; they are likely to object 
to pm~ental notifir,~ation; Lll<l tb<:: :.wcial desirar:li.lity of providing services out-
weighs the potentlnl nei;<;~:.:_v:: t of nond'Lsclo.<:(.n:,~ on fam1..ly autonomy. In such 
instances, St.:lndar,l •'+.2 1). l., 11!.\'!Jtll::> ,)::T-'Dtlll notl.l.'icc:.\tion \,Jhen exceptional cir
cumstances require, but suggests seve:,ral [<J•: ~.oJ:s and considenn:ions that may weigh 
against parental nottfication. The lmr:.9.I..\dtlli~Q.f.Jill.J.l.Q.HL..Q.\2.t.!J:ining t:c~atment for 
chemical dependency, or for vener.Nd. disease, h:i.:rth contro 1, n.nd pregnancy; the 
1t9tential <;.leterrent ef.fecJ;:. tbac disclosure may J~,:wc:c in a particular instance; and 
.r.esJ2..9..~..fQL_the: ... -i1YJ.:.?J10my_,fht1i! .... hlst..£l!..";m<l.Y.ll£Sii. of the minor in such circmnstance ~ 
requires subst:antial respe(;t for the mino.rwpath~nt's •Jbjcctions to parental noti-
fication. H (Emphas i~c: added) 

-· J -
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STATEMENT BY 

THE fllEDICAL SOCIETY OF NEW JERSEY 

REGARDING ASSEMBLY BILLS 1155 and 1592 

TO THE ASSEMBLY INSTITUTIONS, HEALTH & \\TELFARE COJI1MITTEE: 

The Medical Society of New Jersey opposes Assembly 

Bills 1155 and 1592 in the belief that both bills intrude on 

the confidentiality between the physician and patient and that 

they contradict United States Supreme Court decisions on the 

subject of abortion. 

We believe that the clear intent of A-1155, which would 

require a physician to notify the parents or guardian of a pregnant, 

unemancipated minor of the intention to perform an abortion is to 

circumvent the purpose of New Jersey's consent statute 

N.J.S.A. 9:17A-l. That law, enacted in 1965, clearly gives 

the unmarried, pregnant minor the same powers and obligations 

as a person of legal age to consent to medical and surgical 

procedures related to her pregnancy. We believe mandatory paren-

tal notification would interfere with the minor's legally established 

right to consent. 

A-1592, which would require a physician to gain and 

forward to the State Department of Health a patient's written 

acknowledgement that she has read and understands a state-prepared 

booklet detailing all medical facts pertinent to the abortion 

procedure, is an unwarranted interference with the physician-patient 

relationship. It treats informed consent for abortion differently 

from consent on any other medical procedure, even open heart 

surgery. We believe such a result is medically unnecessary and 

legally unsound. The State Department of Health already has the 

regulatory authority to address legitimate public health concerns. 

With these powers, the Department has adopted numerous regulations 

concerning abortion. A-1592 would force the Department to take 

an additional, unnecessary and intrusive step into the delicate 

and confidential area of the patient's relationship with the 

physician. 

We ask the committee not to release either of these 

bills. 

OIIV 
October, 1980 



The New Jersey State Right To Life Committee is pleased to have 
this opportunity to address the crucial issues surrounding the vital 
area of informed consent. Because the health of women as affected by 
legal abortion is of prime concern to us, our medical research department 
has delved deeply into this matter. 

Section 1. It is impossible, we submit, to promote or protect 
maternal health by providing abortion services because not enough is 
now known about the long-term physical and psychological effects, and 
much of what is known in the profession about immediate effects remains 
obscure to the general public and is unknown by the legislature. 

Section 2. The Department of Health may find that "reasonably 
outlining" "all medical facts including any health risks associated 
with abortion" are two mutually exclusive ideals. Does the word 
"reasonably" give the Department the option of withholding information 
about complications they deem are not important enough or prevalent 
enough to include? Who sets the standard? 

The word "any" implies the presumption that few if 
any health risks exist -- a fantasy popularized by abortion advocates 
and providers of abortion services. The Department of Health is ap
parently accountable to no one for thoroughness; what if they choose 
to list only 60 or 70 complications when medical literature has recorded 
at least 100 more than that? Will the booklet encourage the pregnant 
mother to complete her sexual cycle? Will it say that completing her 
sexual cycle can be a rewarding, enriching, maturing experience? Will 
it reinforce her dignity by reassuring her that no n~tter what the 
situation making this pregnancy a problem, she can cope with it com
petently? Or will Section 3 be effected by handing her just one more 
form to be signed, one more sterile formality necessary before she can 
take the quick way out? 

This bill calls for the booklet to make a comparison between 
"health risks associated with abortion" and "risks of eventual child
birth." NO VALID COMPARISON CAN BE MADE BETWEEN 1HE RISKS OF ABORTION 
AND THE RISKS OF CHILDBIRTH. We will clarify this statement. This calls 
for a comparison of what can go wrong in the 6 or 8 weeks of an artificially 
terminated pregnancy and what can go wrong in the 40 weeks of a naturally 
terminated pregnancy; no one will dispute that more is likely to go wrong 
in 40 weeks than in 4 weeks. It would come as no surprise to see the 
Department espouse the theory that "abortion is safer than childbirth 
based on statistics." But we know that statistics can be very deceiving 
and while this is a highly effective advertising slogan, it is a poor 
representation of fact. What actually concerns the pregnant mother is 
what are her chances, individually, of being killed or injured by forced 
termination compared to natural termination? There is a distinct and 
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striking difference between these two unpleasant possibilities: the 
overwhelming majority of women who die from a legal abortion are perfectly 
healthy before their surgery; in carrying their pregnancies to term few -
if any -- would die. But those women who died in childbirth died from a 
disease process -- an abnormality in the pregnancy/childbirth experience 
which for some reason could not be adequately treated. NO VALID COMPAR
ISON CAN BE MADE BE1WEEN 1WO SO ENTIRELY DIFFERENT CLASSES OF PREGNANT 
WOMEN: ONE GROUP HEALTIIY AND THE 011-lER GROUP DISEASED. The death of the 
healthy woman from a legal abortion is totally PREVENTABLE simply by not 
aborting; this also holds true for women with a condition complicating 
pregnancy as has been shown conclusively in medical literature. unfor
tunately, the death from childbearing of that woman with a disorder is 
mostly UNPREVENTABLE due to medical inability to understand or control 
the disease process which takes her life. What this means to the in
dividual pregnant mother is that allowing her pregnancy to follow its 
natural course is more healthful and more free of risk than unnatural, 
forceful, surgical intrusion into her body and its natural processes. 

Will this booklet say that for each death caused by a legally
induced abortion, hundreds of women suffer traumatic complications and 
thousands endure debilitating physical or psychological consequences -
all preventable simply by not performing this invasive and unnecessary 
surgery? Will it state plainly that, according to statistics from the 
Center For Disease Control, in every year since (and including) 1973 
when abortion was legalized, more women have been killed by legal 
abortions than by illegal abortions? 

We are concerned about the apparent inconsistency between the 
bill's call for a "complete listing of alternative services" and a well
known statement made by one of the sponsors about there being no alterna
tive to abortion. The personal agony of many post-abortion women matters 
too much to be chided in this fashion; there are hundreds if not thousands 
of women who wish now that their pregnancies had been handled differently. 

What recourse is there for a woman, an emergency pregnancy service, 
even for a legislative or regulatory body if the Department omits mention 
of a given agency that sees women through to natural termination? The 
bill leaves this matter open to the interpretation of the Department, 
which is accountable to no one. 

We find the concept behind this bill good, but in its present form, 
inadequate to bring about the type of informed consent insurance which 
every woman is entitled to. Will the woman have time to read the book? 
What if she can't read? What if she can't read English? l~o will explain 
its significance to her? The bill in its present form leaves these 
questions unanswered. 
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Let us assume that the Department of Health booklet enumerates for 
the pregnant mother's consideration the 180 or so known complications of 
legal abortion. Under this bill "before a physician perfonns any abortion 
he shall give" the woman a copy of the book "and answer any questions" she 
may have. HE shall give her the book? How long before the abortion? Shall 
he give it to her as she is coming into the surgery area, perhaps as he 
turns on the machine, and then glance at her and say "Any questions?" r.t:>st 
abortionists do not see their patients at all before the abortion; in effect, 
we forsee the receptionist -- a non-professional hired off the street -
giving the pregnant mother the booklet. Then who fields the questions? 
How many questions is the girl allowed to ask? Have you ever sat in a 
counselling session with a distraught pregnant woman or teen? We have! 
They can ask questions for hours! And they need to -- they need to be 
sure in their own minds that this is the riglitthing for them. What 
abortionist is going to limit the number of procedures he is able to do in 
a day by giving his wholehearted attention to such interminable interroga
tion? What kind of explanations are going to be given by the doctor who 
isn't getting paid any more to play Twenty Questions than he is getting 
for performing the abortion? Especially if he realizes that if he explains 
it too well, his client may get up and leave? What is his attitude going 
to be toward his ''patient?" Will he be patient with her, or irritated 
and anxious to get on with it? Won't his attitude influence her to be 
brief? The bill provides insufficient regulation in this area. 

Let us assume that, booklet in hand, the prospective client has been 
informed of the 180 or so fatal and non-fatal, immediate and long-term, 
debilitating and traumatic compli~ations of legal abortion and has had 
them explained to her satisfaction. Armed with this plethora of new ideas, 
she marches off to .... where? Home, to mull it over? Or straight to the 
operating table? This bill is crippled by the lack of a 48 hour interval 
the woman will need to weigh the new information and to evaluate the 
advantages of completing her sexual cycle against the presumed benefits 
of invasive, possibly damaging surgery that is known to kill, maim and 
psychologically cripple thousands of women each year. 

Of equal importance to women contemplating abortion is information 
about the preborn: his/her body, life and capabilities. This is vital, 
because embryology is one of those basic facts of life which all growing 
girls learn later, if not sooner. We know firsthand the consequences 
to girls who are not told this trJth beforehand. We have witnessed 
their discovery that the preborn's body is perfectly formed at six 
weeks after conception, and we have heard their anguished cries 'Why 
didn't anybody tell me?" We have held their shuddering bodies and tried 
to console them in their shock and grief, but we cannot answer the question 
''Why didn't anybody tell me?" Maybe the abortionists wanted to spare her 
that reality; maybe they just didn't care. But we know that countless 
girls suffer needlessly because nobody tells them the facts of life -
prenatal life. This bill, in its present form, will do nothing to prevent 
this tragedy from being repeated. 

-3-
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This bill needs to be amended before it is released from 
Committee and we believe that the booklet itself, in its final form, 
should be required to be reviewed by this Commdttee for clarity and 
thoroughness before approval for publishing is given. Thank you. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Ann Saltenberger 
Medical Researcher 
New Jersey State Right To Life Committee 
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Hew Jersey Strte Assembly 

Committee on Institutions, 

Health 2nd Welf~re 

Trenton, No~ Jersey 

Dear Members of the Committee: 

Octobrr 1, l')[>,O 

9 L<:urr·l .h.venue 

Irvincton, l!.J. 
O?lll 

Enclosed pl~ase find a copy of the testi~ony that I was to have 

given before your Committee on October 1, 1980 in the Union County 

Administration Builging in Elizabeth, New Jersey. Bec2use of some 

family c:md personal rna tters, I o.m unable to present this before 

you myself. Therefore, I am sending my testimony to you asking 

that it be admitted and considered in reference to A-1592. If I 

can further clarify any of my testimony or answer any questions 

yo~ may have in reference to it, plo~se do not hesitate to ask, 

my telephone number and od·'ress are enclosed. 

99X 

Thculk you, 

Hrs. l·!arcaret li.Bardes 

9 Laurel Avenue 

Irvington, N.«.07lll 



:·1e!~bC'rn of tho Com~.1ittr:e, I thrnk Y'JU for the 

opportunity to cv cl: before you torlay on Ascet:~bly Bill 1592. Ny name 

is !-irs. Hargaret Bardes, I ::-m n \'!elfare l·iother from Ecsex County 

representing ','/omen Exploited, and am opposed to the bill. 

'l'hc firct time I rc~o.d A ... l592 I thouch t "That's 

not so bad, sounds pretty good." Then I reread the bill ahd found it 

a bit vague on certain points. E<(Sh time I read it I found what a 

la\'!yer might consider ~"loophole" or at the VGry least another way to 

"interpret" the meaning of the bill. It is for these rec::sons I cannot 

support the bill. 

I am bothered by the v:ording in the first 

section of the bill that "some \':omen have been or are suseptible to 

being victi~ized by a small number of mediaal practicioners and that 

greater protection a go.inst this possibility may be necessc.ry." To me 

this implies that this happens to such a small degree that the point 

of this bit of legislature is almost a "by-the -way" attitude. Since 

Oortion hay been c(J:l.vocnted as an "<C:hswer" to "problem pregnancies" 

one would have to assume thO Qy girl or woman seeking an abortion 

\':ould be doing so because of emotional, socicl., physical, or mental 

"problems" c::.nd as such very vulnerable to exploi totion especially by 

those health care providers who stand to profit monetarily by her decision. 

" I feel if one ca se comes to surface where the girl or \';om:m hi3.s been 
'-" 

victimized in any \'Jay then l) it 1 s a safe bet that she 1 s not the only 

C3.se to be dealt \'!ith and 2) the utmost protection IS necessary. 

The idea of a bool\.let being prepared is very 

good, but I am at a loss as to exactly \'lhat the Department of Heol th 

r:ould put in the booklet. Hany of the clinics h~11d out flyers or so:ne-. 

thing simila-:t:- "describing" the "painless" and "srfe 11 methods of abortion -
tt~t that p~rticul~r clinic usee. Also thece litLle bits of informvtion 



cr net: ntly h· vr: 8'llr1C r( f{~rencn tn tl~c r1cr:cptibli ty Of <}:,rLion by S0Ciet.y 

v:hich !'lr>ny tir.1cs i.s e b~ ckup tc tl1e decision to htwe the abortion. AgC"in 
'-" 

the \'.rordinc- "including any health risks \':hich may be associ~ted \':i th 

ebortion end hm·: thP-se may c0~r.pare with the risks of eventcu-·1 childbirth." 

To me this implies the false statistics the clinics give out that abortion 

is anywhere from 9-14% safer than childbirth. I also feel that information 

should be given out concerning fetal development and the chances for the 

child's survival. This was on issue in the 1978 Abortion Regulative 

Bill; W.E. felt it a necessary point then and fEel even more strongly 

now. In April of this yeo.r a friend's sister began running fevers and 

\':ent into premature labor; she \':as at the end of her fourth month and 

beginning her fifth month of pregnaycy. She \'I as delivered of a boy 

'.'!eighing one- pound -nine-ounces. Today her child is home and, although 

smaller than most five-and-a-half month olds, is norme~ in every \'.'ay. 

By the time he is t~o years old in all probability, no one would notice 

or find any difference between him and a full termed child of the same 

age. Our modern technology is truly wonderous! The sme.llest child 

ever to survive more than a few weeks was born only seventeen weeks 

after her mother's last r.1enstrual period. She is a heelthy, normal 

child today, almost two years of ase, yet at birth, she weighed only 

seventeen ounces! Too often ~.E. hears from girls ond wornen ~ho say 

they either were not told of the child's development or they were lied 

to concerning these facts. 

A c~mplete listing of alternative services available 

should be just that, a COHPLETE listine; of agencies s'Jch PS BirthriGht 

and other pro-life services with their services listed ~nd a mention 

of the fact that Birthright's services for ins~ance, are provided free. 

Agencies that do not provide abortion referral or contraceptive 

services or referral should not be denied listing. 

W.E. f0el there should be some waitine; period 

between the time the cirl 'woman receives the booklet and subsequent 

infort::c:;tion• from the physici:cn ;;nd the time the !'bortion is perfort:Jed. 

Too often (nnd hc:rc I mn not n(;ce:cso.riJ.y rcfcr 1 ·inc; to Bbortloi~~)~especi.:dly 

•::i th a younc\;;trl, ·· ho is frightened end unfamili!1.r ·,•;·i th the personnel 

in the clinic, she may feel 11 0bliged" to co throuc;h \':i th thJfrocedure 
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rcgrrcncss .:-f cll~Y second thouc;hts she moy ll' ve. A Y:ei ting poriod\:'1Uld 

provide her ~ith the opportunity to investigate ond consider some 

of the altcrn['tive services 2vailable thct ~2ybo,1~ she h~d not 

considered, or, 2) she had previously been un~~are of. 

Also, the r:ay I rend this piece of legisl:•tion, 

it ~auld be possible for tha physician to give the girl1woman the 

bOoklet and ans~er any questions ~hile she ~as being prepared for 

surgery, or as the abortionist scrubbed if facilities were available to do 

so in close proximity to where the abortion would be performed, thus 

further pressuring her into the abortion. 

Not being a la~yer, I do not undrrstend some of 

section four of the bill and ~ill refrai~ from com~ent excrpt to 

say there must be some ~ay of reporting the actual data for the 

purposes of compiling statistics. If the necessary information 

is not permitted to be recorded because of loopholes ~hich ~e no~ 

h1we, the> Depert~ent of Health \':auld not be able to "rcflr:;ct <my ch;c::·-,Ges" 

or even be sure thct satisfactory c2re was being provided to these 

girls and women seEkinG abortion. 

Again, I thank you for the opnortunity ~o 

m2J;::e our vie'.':s on this bill knor:n to you. 

1(1')V 

.. ... ~.:rs .•.. Ha. rgo. .. 5Jt r:·:_:des 

';]f;;_;~--* / L->S (___ 
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• COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN I GREA TEA ELIZABETH SECTION 

1-iaymond LJesniak, Vice-Chairman 
State rlouse 
Trenton, rlew Jersey 

Dear Assemblyman Lesniak, 

October 8, l98U 

Inasmuch as we did not have the opportWlity of presenting our 
viewpoint with regard to the Assembly Bills 1155 and 1592, we are 
acting upon the assurance that were it presented in writing our 
testimony would be incorporated into the record of the Public 
Hearing that was held on uctobec 1st at the union County Adminis
tration Building in 2lizabeth. 

We represent 9,500 women voters in the State of New Jersey; 
and the !'iational .rtesolutions of our organization call upon us "to 
work to protect every woman's right to choose abortion as an in
dividual right and to work to eliminate any obstacles that limit 
her reproductive freedom". 

·.rho ugh the legal aspects are of considerable importance we 
leave those arguments to those with legal expertise and wish to 

~· Bill All55- ·.rhis bill fails to recognize that if open 
communication between the parents and the young woman did indeed 
exist, undoubtedly she would be inclined to go· to her parents··. with 
her problem. It is the young woman who must of necessity make her~ 
decision because of fear of her parents who is affected by this 
bill. .rhis fear is often well fol.lnded as indic'3.t·3d by tha epidemic 
proportions of child abuse. ln many of o~.tr projects we see cases 
of child abuse as a direct result of an unwanted pregancy. This 
bill, while well intentioned, will further compound the problems, Not 

only will young women be afraid to go to a reliable qualified prac
titioner, but they will b8 forced to ~a~~3tuat3 the obscenity of 
usin5 the "services" of an illegal aoortion butcher -- all brought 
about by the interference of government. fhere af'e children who fear 
reporting to their parents that they have been raped much less are 

pregnant. And what of those pree;nant due to incest'? 
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I GREATER ELIZABETH SECTION 

This bill postulates a family uni-t; which no longer exi~ tr1 ir1 ~ 

majority of situations. We cannot think in terms of the ideal fami
ly, one where there is a contiai..l.o-.ts 9XCh8.1'10 8 of idea~, ~hou.c;;.itL:>, 1.:1d 

feelings. In addition, even in a t.cadi tion~l fa,nily r:;attint:; the 
fragility of this bill is apparenta suppose a parent is in frail 
health. Being confronted with such news by a physician could prove 
devastating. fhe physician is denied the use of his discretion by 

this bill. 
In a word, the State has no right to manipulate the lives of its 

citizens. 
Now, as to Bill Al592• It appears that only ivory tower thinjcing 

could have allowed a bill of this character to e:w:h~gs. Do you honest
ly believe that every YO!ln6 Jirl (or, indeed, older woman) will ac
tually read the material -presentej to her? Do you honestly believe 
that the busy physician will ma:ke cartain that a woman has read the 
materiaJ.,or will just take her word for it in the interests of protect
ing himself with a signed acknowledgement in his files. 

This is one of our concerns with this bill. A law which is 
passed only to be disregarded diminishes respect for all laws, How 
will the reading of the material be enforced by the State? i{ow can 
comprehension of the material be maada ted by t::--1-3 S !;ate? ·lie also have 
severe reservations concerninti th'~ •ilain ~aining of anonymity when 
there are repo~ts ta ba filed. 

we trust that your committee will give our statement serious 
consideration. we shall, of course, be happy to answer any questions 

you. may have. Please address any inquiries to the National Council of 

Jewish Women, Greater Elizabeth Sectionr 1~2 Hillside Road, Elizabeth, 
Jew Jersey 07203. 

despectfully Yours, 

fiw.~~ 
Sue Marcus, President 
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iluur~ uf illl1111H'tt 111 r1\d1ul~1\rn 
1/tuhtu Cllmtttt!J 

OFFICE OF FREEHOLDER 
JOHN K. MEEKER, JR. 

Assemblyman Raymond Lesniak 
60 Prince Street 
Elizabeth, New Jersey 07208 

Dear Assemblyman Lesniak: 

Elizubdlf. N. JJ. U72U7 

October 1, 1980 

RESIDENCE 
25 STONELEIGH PARK 

WESTFIELD, NEW JERSEY 07090 

Please be advised that I wholeheartedly support Assembly 
Bill 1155, requiring parental notification prior to the performance 
of an abortion on a pregnant minor. 

Sincerely, 

! ~·/ ( ·), . ,z__ //7 : . {.__. /< .. "'-'-/ ;7---· 
.JOHN K. MEEKER, JR. / 

{ FREEHOLDER 

JKM:go 
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